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Abstract

Complexities in crossing membrane barriers: new members of the CdiA and CDI

ionophore protein families reveal novel mechanisms for receptor-binding and

intoxication of target cells

by

Tiffany Marie Halvorsen

Contact dependent inhibition (CDI) systems facilitate antagonistic toxin exchange

between closely-related bacteria in a proximity-dependent manner. CDI+ bacteria use

the large (∼ 300 kDa) cell surface protein CdiA to intoxicate their neighbors by binding to

an outer membrane (OM) receptor. Receptor binding occurs at a central 200-300 amino

acids (RBD) and initiates cleavage and translocation of the ∼ 200 carboxy-terminal

residues of CdiA (CdiA-CT). Delivery of CdiA-CT requires receptor proteins at each

stage of membrane transport into the target cell. We have previously identified three OM

receptors for CdiA in Enterobacteria: BamA, OmpC/F, and Tsx. Using the CDI locus

from E. coli STEC O31 as a model (cdiBCAI ), in Chapter 2 I introduce a fourth class

of CdiA (CdiA4 or CdiA4
STECO31) that exclusively binds to lipopolysaccharide to initiate

CdiA-CT translocation. CdiA4 is also linked to an accessory gene, cdiC, which encodes a

predicted lysine acyltransferase. Site-directed mutagenesis and HPLC-MS reveals CdiC

and its close homologues form a subfamily of bacterial lysine acyltransferases within the

toxin-activating acyltransferase (TAAT) family that modify their cognate CdiA proteins

to promote LPS binding. In Chapter 3, I use this new CDI system to investigate the

interaction between CdiA and O-antigen and find that O-antigen presents a barrier to

toxin translocation at the outer membrane of target cells. Finally, in Ch. 4, I identify four

new inner-membrane (IM) protein receptors that facilitate toxicity by two new members

xii



of the CDI ionophore family. I demonstrate that the native activity of these receptors

is not required for CDI, but their presence in the IM is necessary for ionophore activity

both from the periplasm or from the cytosol. Combined with a primary sequence analysis

of these CdiA-CTs, the results in Ch. 4 offer a wealth of opportunities to explore the

mechanism of CDI ionophore activity further. Together, the results of this work present

a new physiological application for bacterial protein lipidation, introduce a new family of

accessory acyltransferases, reveal that O-antigen can be a barrier to CdiA-CT delivery,

and advance our understanding of the functional diversity of CDI toxins and how they

exploit target cell proteins for activity.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Overview

It is now well appreciated that bacteria live in extremely complex communities with

one another and with their hosts. These host-associated microbial consortia (collectively

termed the microbiome) are often temporally stable over long time scales, likely due to

their tendency towards mutualism and syntrophy rather than pathogenicity. For exam-

ple, plant-associated microorganisms collaborate with their hosts to survive in nutrient-

limited soil by providing novel adaptations, disease resistance, and increased abiotic stress

tolerance [1]. Animals are also extensively colonized by syntrophic microbial communi-

ties. Indeed, collaboration between the human body and the microbiome is necessary for

maintaining proper health. Therefore, since long-term microbiome stability appears to

be a hallmark of healthy individuals, disruption of a healthy microbiome may even be a

hallmark of the pathogenic lifestyle [2].

Understanding how pathogens might disrupt healthy bacterial communities is there-

fore important for the study of infectious microorganisms. In humans, dysbiosis (i.e., dis-

ruption to the normal flora/fauna) in the gut is strongly associated with several adverse

health effects and diseases [2], suggesting that stable commensal communities directly af-

fect human tissues. In fact, human commensals are known to participate in competitive

1



Introduction Chapter 1

exclusion strategies to protect against pathogen invasion, though the molecular details

of this so-called colonization resistance are only now becoming fully understood [3, 4].

One example is from the commensal strain Staphylococcus lugdunensis, which secretes

antibiotics that prevent the invading strain of S. aureus from colonizing [5].

Since nearly every surface of the human body is inhabited by bacteria that are im-

portant for human health [6, 7], what tools do pathogens harbor which make them such

a threat to healthy bacterial communities? At the most fundamental level, at least, we

know that the difference between a commensal and a pathogen is the presence of unique

accessory (i.e., nonessential) genes, most often enocoded on pathogenicity islands. The

accessory genome provides pathogens with a competitive advantage over commensals,

allowing them to invade in communities in which they are not established [8]. Thus,

pathogenicity islands typically encode secretion systems that export adhesins, bacteri-

cidal toxins, host effectors, and other proteins to the surface of the cell or extracellular

space where they can mediate interactions between the bacterium and its environment.

Recent efforts to understand the physiology of bacterial secretion systems have high-

lighted both how complex their regulation can be [9] but also how dramatically they can

affect their environment [10].

In this work, I will focus on a specific secretion system found on pathogenicity islands

in the Proteobacteria which mediates inter-bacterial competition. This system, called

Contact-Dependent Inhibition (CDI), is harnessed by plant and animal pathogens to

directly inhibit the growth of neighboring cells through the delivery of a small toxin. CDI

systems are also known to mediate biofilm formation and autoaggregation of sibling cells.

Therefore, CDI could play a role in initiating the early stages of pathogen colonization

within a host, though this has yet to be shown. Alternatively, as we will see in Ch. 3 and

Ch. 4, CDI may also give pathogens a unique tool for communication and ultimately

growth regulation in response to some environmental stimuli. The molecular details I

2



Introduction Chapter 1

present here expand our interpretation of CDI’s physiology, and open up new doors for

the engineering of CDI systems for synthetic biology applications.

1.2 Bacteriocins

Host-associated bacterial communities can be extremely dense, with an estimated 1011

– 1012 cells per g within the human colon and feces [11]. In the colon, bacteria form well-

mixed micro-communities on every available surface [12], resulting in constant contact

with a variety of neighboring cells, both human and bacterial. In an already resource-

limiting environment, it is unsurprising that bacteria are in constant competition with

neighbors [13, 14, 15], and thus have evolved tools for directly killing neighboring cells.

The first of these bactericidal weapons to be appreciated are the bacteriocins. Bac-

teriocins are secreted toxins produced by many Gram-negative bacteria that are used to

directly kill neighboring cells through the disruption of an essential cellular process [16].

Colicins, which are produced by Escherichia coli, are the most thoroughly studied toxins

of the bacteriocin family, though other Proteobacteria also secrete their own bacteriocins

(including Pseudomonas pyogens, Enterobacter cloacae, Yersinia pestis, Klebsiella spp.,

Serratia marscescens and Photorhabdus luminescens). Intoxication by bacteriocins re-

quires (1) secretion from the producing cell, (2) receptor binding at the recipient cell

outer membrane (OM) and (3) translocation through the periplasm to either the inner

membrane (IM) or the cytoplasm, resulting in intoxication.

Over 20 different colicins have been identified and split into two groups (A and B)

according to which IM translocation machinery they use for cell entry. Group A colicins

are synthesized with an associated small lipoprotein (Cxr proteins, for colixin X release

proteins) that induces both colicin release and lysis of the producing cell. For intoxication

of recipient cells to occur, colicins must unfold and partake in a two-step translocation
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pathway at the recipient cell OM [16]. The first step in intoxication involves high-

affinity binding to an outer membrane β-barrel protein that normally acts as a nutrient

importer or a porin (some examples are: FepA, BtuB, TxC, OmpX, and OmpF) [17].

The structures of three colicins bound to their OM receptors (ColE2 and ColE3 with

BtuB, and ColIa to Cir) have revealed that binding does not interfere with nutrient

transport, although conformational changes in the bound receptor do occur [18]. Since it

therefore appears that colicins cannot enter target cells through their OM receptor, and

in their bound conformation colicins are positioned away from the receptor, additional

binding steps must occur to enable translocation of the toxin domain. Indeed, colicins

require a second OM ”translocator” protein to enter target cells. Recruitment of a

second translocator OM protein and at least one periplasmic or IM protein is required

to form a ”translocon” [18]. Some colicins require two OM receptors, with one acting as

a translocator, while some can use one OM protein as both a receptor and translocator,

such as colicin B which uses FepA [17]. Still some colicins (5, 10 and E1) co-opt the

periplasmic export protein channel formed by TolC for cell entry [17].

Though the mechanism of OM receptor binding appears to be common to each colicin

for which there is a structure solved of the receptor binding domain (Ia, E2 and E3),

periplasmic translocation has been solved in many ways by the colicin family. Whether a

colicin uses the Tol or Ton system, both of which are periplasmic-spanning IM embedded,

proton motive force (pmf)-dependent export proteins, determines its classification as a

Group A or Group B colicin, respectively [18]. The NT domain is completely modular

between Group A and B colicins, suggesting that both groups have adapted a general

mechanism for cell entry that is dependent on co-opting periplasmic-spanning proteins

that utilize the pmf.

Though colicins take many forms, they share in common three modular domains.

The central ∼34 amino acids are responsible for OM receptor recognition, the N-terminal
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translocation domain interacts with the Tol/Ton proteins to complete cell entry, and the

C-terminal activity domain encodes the toxin itself. Once inside the recipient cell, colicins

promote cell death by pore formation in the cytoplasmic membrane, nuclease activity, or

disruption of cell wall synthesis [16]. The N-terminal domain appears disordered in all

of the colicin structures which have been solved and is likely important for the entry of

most colicin proteins [18]. Colicin-producing cells also produce a toxin-specific immunity

protein for protection against self-intoxication. The immunity protein binds the toxin in

the producing cell, then dissociates upon receptor-binding at the recipient cell surface.

1.3 Pore-forming toxins

One class of colicins that are quite relevant to this thesis are the pore-forming col-

icins. This family of colicins form a class of pore-forming toxins (PFTs) which belong

to a much larger family of pore-forming proteins (PFPs) - specialized transmembrane

proteins that can depolarize membranes by creating channels [19]. Indeed, due to their

prevalence in all domains of life, PFPs are likely an ancient group of proteins. This

suggests that membrane depolarization is an effective means of intoxication, and that

perhaps the mechanism PFPs use to insert into bilayers may have radiated into other

protein families. Thus, PFPs are a valuable source of information about protein-lipid

interactions. Understanding the known mechanisms that PFTs use to create pores in

lipid bilayers will provide useful context for our exploration of a new family of PFTs that

are delivered by CDI systems in Chapter 4.

α-Pore-forming toxins PFPs are categorized into two classes (α-PFTs or β-PFTs)

according to the secondary structure that their pore-forming domain adopts (either α-

helical channels or β-barrels). The first structure of a PFP to be solved was that of colicin
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A [20], which is a representative member of the α-PFTs. This structure revealed what is

essentially an inside-out membrane protein (i.e., a hydrophobic core within a bundle of

amphipathic α-helices). Additional structures have been solved of other α-PFTs in their

water-soluble form, revealing a shared mechanism of action [21, 22, 23].

α-PFTs must undergo a small state transition, either due to receptor binding or

local pH reduction, in order to begin insertion of a hydrophobic core α-helical bundle

into the membrane. In the case of colicins, a core hydrophobic alpha-helical hairpin is

sheltered by a bundle of ten α-helices that together form a globular protein [24]. For

colicin E1, specific residues have been identified that can sense a change in local pH. A

reduction in pH around these acidic amino acids changes a salt bridge and hydrogen-

bonding network that leads to local unfolding at the membrane interface [24]. Following

membrane association, insertion of either the hydrophobic core or aromatic residues into

the bilayer is thought to lead to irreversible channel formation, ultimately resulting in

membrane depolarization and ATP depletion in a recipient cell [16, 17]. Though the

exact structure of a membrane-associated α-PFT is not known, it is thought to adopt an

’umbrella’-like conformation upon bilayer insertion, causing the hydrophic core to become

buried within lipids with the helices electrostatically interacting with lipid headgroups

atop the bilayer [25]. Thus, the sequence of events leading to membrane integration

are binding, unfolding, reorganization, and hydrophobic anchor insertion. In addition to

colicin A, this model has been extended to two more colicins (E1 and Ia) [19], though

how this conformation leads to channel formation is unclear; whether oligomerization is

required for channel formation remains to be determined.

β-Pore-forming toxins The insertion mechanism and pore structures of β-pore form-

ing toxins are better understood than those of α-PFTs. Indeed, combined with the

fact that pore size is an alterable feature, this makes β-PFTs good candidates for syn-
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thetic biology applications, which is demonstrated by their implementation as engineered

nanopores in recent DNA sequencing technologies. β-PFTs are first released as soluble

monomers that oligomerize before forming active pores in lipid bilayers. The monomers

of a β-PFT oligomerize by donation of individual β-strands to form a completed barrel.

A well-characterized family of β-PFTs are the α-hemolysins, which are named for

their hemolytic activity. Thus, besides being useful in nanopore technology, hemolysins

represent major virulence factors produced by many insect and animal pathogens, in-

cluding Staphylococcus aureus and enterohemorrhagic Escherichia coli ([26, 27]. E. coli

α-hemolysin forms the hlyCBAD operon encoding a Type 1 secretion system, along with

the pro-toxin and an accessory acyltransferase (hlyC ) which lipidates HlyA to generate

the mature HlyA toxin. Modification to HlyA with heterogenous fatty acids imparts crit-

ical hydrophobicity into the toxin, increasing its affinity for membranes to drive channel

formation [28, 29].

Other β-PFTs include aerolysin toxins from Aeromonas hydrophila, anthrax toxin

from Bacillus anthracis, and the very large cholesterol-dependent cytolysins (CDCs) that

are widespread among Gram-positive bacteria and can form β-barrels with up to 176

strands [24]. In each case, individual monomers each donate one or two (in the case of

CDCs) beta strand(s) to form a large, complex barrel structure [24]. Thus, pore-forming

toxins represent a great diversity of bacterial proteins that all share the capability of

overcoming a common issue: existing in soluble and lipid-associated forms. Achieving

both states of existence has led to a radiation of structures and unique mechanisms of

adopting alternative conformations.

Glycine Zipper Channel Proteins In addition to the thoroughly-studied α- and

β-pore-forming toxins, which can be easily identified by transmembrane alpha helices or

beta strands in their secondary structure, a third variety of bacterial pore-forming pro-
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teins with more cryptic transmembrane domains are the glycine zipper channel proteins.

Glycine zippers are sequence motifs of the pattern (G/A/S)xxxGxxxG or

GxxxGxxx(G/S/T). The presence of a repeating GxxxG motif enables close packing of

the peptide backbone and, in the low dielectric environment of the lipid bilayer, causes

close packing of neighboring helices [30]. The result is an efficient mechanism for homo-

multimerization within the bilayer. Indeed, glycine zippers are very common motifs in

membrane proteins [31], and are found in a number of proteins that form selective chan-

nels in the inner membrane [32]. The glycine zipper motif can also be exploited by

secreted pore-forming toxins destined for neighboring lipid bilayers, as has been descried

for the vacuolting toxin of Helicobacter pylori [33], which forms homo-oligomeric protein

complexes using helix-helix association.

1.4 Secretion Systems

We will now consider the diversity of secretion systems found in Gram-negative bac-

teria to place CDI within the proper molecular context. Impressively, there are now

eight groups of secretion systems that have been identified in diderms. Each unique form

of secretion is given an alphanumerical classification based on order of discovery (T1SS

- T9SS. The T7SS is found in Mycobacteria and therefore will not be discussed here).

Secretion across the IM and OM can be accomplished either by a two-step process that

relies on the Sec or Tat export machinery in the IM and then uses secretion-specific

proteins in the OM (T2SS, T5SS, T9SS), or in a one-step process through the entire en-

velope (T1SS, T2SS, T3SS, T4SS, T6SS). The ultimate goal of these various systems is

to secrete proteins into the extracellular space (T1, T2, T5, T9), to deliver payloads into

neighboring bacteria (T5b, T6) or host cells (T3, T6), or to transport surface proteins

outside the cell envelope to build of surface structures (T7, T8, T9).
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Type I

The T1SS is comprised of three components: an ATP-dependent ABC transporter in

the inner membrane to provide energy for transport, an adaptor protein in the periplasm,

and the passive transporter TolC in the outer membrane to which the adaptor is con-

nected [34]. Though this system can export many different adhesins, proteases and toxins

outside of the cell, the model for the T1SS is hemolysin from E. coli.

Hemolysin is a toxin produced by pathogenic strains of E. coli and, as the name

suggests, its purpose is the lysis of erythrocytes to release hemoglobin and thus free up

iron. HlyA finds its transporter, HlyB, using a C-terminal signal peptide, which induces

the formation of a tunnel comprised of HlyB-HlyD-TolC that spans the cell envelope [34].

The cargo traverses the tunnel unfolded, which was shown with a T1SS from Serratia

marcescens [35]. HlyD is an adaptor anchored in the IM with a large periplasmic domain

which it uses to contact TolC when HlyA is bound to HlyB. ATP hydrolysis by HlyB

energizes the process of transport; TolC is passively involved but forms an impressive 10

nm long tunnel through which substrate can travel outside of the cell.

Type II

Type II secretion systems (T2SS) export a wide range of virulence determinants in

pathogens. These include enzymatic toxins such as cholera toxin from Vibrio cholerae

and the heat-labile toxin (LT) of enterotoxigenic E. coli [36], and degradative enzymes

such as phospholipases [37]. Exoproteins destined for the T2SS encode an N-terminal

signal for transport first across the IM using the Sec or Tat machinery. The N-terminal

signal peptide is then cleaved following transport, and the cargo protein folds within

the periplasm. Finally, the mature periplasmic protein is transported across the OM

by a large, 12-16 protein complex called the secreton [38]. The secreton is comprised
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of four subcomplexes, including an OM multimeric pore, a periplasmic-spanning channel

anchored to the IM, a periplasmic psuedopilus, and an ATPase hexamer in the IM [39, 40].

Though the machinery likely evolved from Type IV pili, T2SSs are thought to function

by a pistol-like mechanism where cargo is loaded into to base of the secreton and pushed

out by the pilus through the OM pore.

Type III

The T3SS is our first example of a secretion system designed to achieve one-step

export from the producing cell. Additionally, this remarkable apparatus also achieves

injection of the cargo directly into a neighboring cell. Understandably, the T3SS has

been coined ”the injectisome”. Unsurprisingly, the T3 system is antagonistic, facilitating

host-pathogen interactions. T3SSs have been found in many human pathogens, including

Yersinia spp., Salmonella spp., Bordetella spp., Chlamydia spp., among others [41]. The

T3 system delivers an array of toxic effectors into host cells which are specific to the

lifestyle of the pathogen encoding them.

The T3SS apparatus itself is very large, built from 20 - 25 different proteins, with

about half of them conserved between most species [41]. The apparatus is built similarly

to the bacterial flagella, with two concentric membrane-embedded rings localized to the

inner and outer membranes that provide a conduit across the cell envelope. An essential

component of the T3SS is the needle - a protein filament that is exported to the cell

surface through the basal body and used to deliver effectors directly into host cells [42].

Remarkably, the needle itself is also homologous to the flagellar filament, though the

protein sequence lacks apparent similarity [43]. Additional proteins are secreted to the

tip of the filament that are thought to be involved in host targeting. After detection of

a host cell, a translocon is formed in the host membrane by the activity of hydrophobic
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proteins and is thought to cause docking of the filament, though the details of docking

and effector translocation are still unclear [42].

Type III effectors are specific to the secreting cell, providing an adaptive benefit to

the bacterium’s specific niche. In order to be loaded and secreted, T3 effectors encode

a T3-specific N-terminal signal sequence and a chaperone binding domain [42]. The T3

chaperones are thought to either keep effector proteins unfolded before export, or to

prevent them from prematurely interacting with components of the apparatus prior to

export. The effectors are then recruited and unfolded by a T3-associated ATPase [42].

The T3SS is one of the most complex secretion systems discovered, and therefore the

coordination of each stage of biogenesis, secretion and delivery is still under investigation.

Type IV

The T4SS is a multiprotein complex that spans both cell membranes, and harbors a

diverse array of functions in bacteria. T4SSs load and transport cargo by the activity of

three cytosolic and membrane-bound ATPases. Once cargo is loaded, it enters the core

complex of the T4 apparatus, which is built from several protein subunits and located

in the IM and periplasm. Finally, two protein subunits comprise the pilus, which is

responsible for establishing physical contact with the neighboring cell and, ultimately,

the direct transfer of cargo [44].

The range of activities T4 secretion mediates is diverse. In E. coli, the T4SS facil-

itates the transfer of DNA between cells and therefore contributes to the rapid spread

of genes located on conjugative plasmids. In other bacteria, the T4SS is involved in the

uptake of naked DNA from the environment [45]. Still some bacteria have turned the

T4SS into a virulence factor by using the pilus to transport virulent DNA or effectors into

host cells. For example, the plant pathogen Agrobacterium tumefaciens uses its T4SS
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to deliver oncogenic T-DNA into plant cells [46], and the human pathogen Bordetella

pertussis co-opts its T4SS for export of the pertussis toxin [47]. Finally, the opportunis-

tic pathogen Stenotrophomonas maltophilia was recently shown to use the T4SS as a

competitive strategy with bacterial opponents, by delivering effectors directly into target

cells [48]. Homologues of the bacteria-targeting T4SS may also be widespread in the

β-proteobacteria, as evidenced by a bioinformatic survey [49]. Indeed, though T4SSs

represent the oldest understood secretion machine, we are still discovering new ways in

which bacteria can use it to establish themselves in the environment.

Figure 1.1: Overview of Type I through Type VI secretion in Gram-negative
bacteria. Cartoon illustration of the protein components of T1SS through T6SS to
demonstrate the diversity and complexity of these large complexes, in comparison to
CDI. All figures created with Biorender.

Type V

The Type V family of protein secretion machines, which include the topic under

study throughout this thesis, are also the least complex secretory pathways. This family

includes autotransporters (Type Va) and two-partner secretion systems (Type Vb) as
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well as the more recently described Type Vc system. Proteins within the Type V family

share similarities in their sequence and modes of biogenesis.

Type Va

The autotransporters are large proteins built of three domains: an N-terminal Sec-

dependent signal peptide, a passenger domain, and a translocation domain. Thus, Type

V secretion employs a two-step translocation process, using the Sec machinery to cross

the IM and the C-terminal translocation domain for OM export. The size and function

of the Sec-dependent signal sequence varies between autotransporters. Typically, the sig-

nal sequence is comprised of 20-30 amino acids featuring an N-terminal stretch of basic

amino acids, a core region of hydrophobic residues, and a leader peptidase recognition

motif. A minority of autotransporters are lipoproteins which encode a lipobox within

the signal sequence [50]. An acyltransferase can recognize the signal sequence and add a

lipid moiety to the protein. One such autotransporter is NalP of Neisseria meningitidis.

Lipidation of NalP occurs at an N-terminal cysteine residue within the lipobox on the

periplasmic side of the IM, and is required for the function of NalP - which is to cleave and

release surface proteins [51]. Other autotransporters encode an extended signal peptide

that is thought to prevent misfolding of the passenger domain when inside the periplasm.

The unusual extended signal peptide (∼ 55 amino acid) is thought to recruit signal pep-

tidase relatively slowly, thereby transiently anchoring the large autotransporter to the

IM to prevent improper folding that would inhibit OM translocation [52]. In addition

to lipidation, some autotransporters can be glycosylated by an associated heptosyltrans-

ferase. Glycosylated autotransporters typically function as adhesins, such as Ag43, which

is found in uropathogenic E. coli and functions in adhering to eukaryotic cells [53].

Though the insertion of the C-terminal transport domain into the OM is facilitated by

the BAM complex [54], the energy source for translocation of the passenger domain has
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remained unresolved. However, an independent system for autotransporter OM secretion

has since been discovered in pathogens encoding T5SSa [55]. This envelope-spanning

heterodimer (TamA-TamB) is thought to assist in the biogenesis of the passenger domain,

possibly solving the issue of an energy source for OM transport since TamB is an IM

protein [55]. TamA is also an integral membrane protein yet it is a member of the Omp85

family, and thus has the capacity to actually export cargo via a central pore through the

OM. The discovery of an OM export machine to assist in translocation truly turns the

name ”autotransporter” into a misnomer, yet solidifies its membership in the Type V

family since both T5SSs use Omp85 proteins for OM translocation.

Type Vb

The second class of T5SSs are the two-partner secretion (TPS) systems, to which

CDI belongs. TPS systems are responsible for many bacterial functions, including aggre-

gation and biofilm formation [56], iron acquisition [57], inhibition of phagocytosis [58],

and adherence [59]. As the name suggests, TPS systems encode two proteins: ”cargo”

proteins (TpsA) and Omp85 transporter proteins (TpsB). TpsA proteins are defined

by a conserved ∼ 250 amino acid long TPS domain at their N-terminus. Just like the

autotransporters, TpsA proteins encode a N-terminal Sec-dependent signal peptide for

transport across the cytoplasmic membrane. TpsA then transits through the periplasm

and makes contact with the periplasmic domain of its TpsB partner, triggering OM se-

cretion through the channel of TpsB [60]. The folding of TpsA is though to occur after

it is fully exported, and so it is secreted in an extended conformation. The well-studied

TpsA protein filamentous haemagluttinin (FHA), which is a model for TpsA export, was

shown to cause leakage of intracellular proteins when exported in the absence of a chap-

erone protein DegP [60]. Therefore, it is likely that TpsA proteins require periplasmic

chaperones to traverse the cell envelope in an unfolded state. TpsA proteins are as di-
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verse in size and sequence as they are in function - ranging from ∼700 to ∼5000 residues

in length. Despite their size range, TpsA proteins are mostly predicted to form extended

β-helices [61]. Thus, it’s likely that the huge size range of TpsA proteins is made possible

by increasing the number of structural repeats in the beta-rich filament.

Discovery of CDI Contact-dependent growth inhibition (CDI) systems are antago-

nistic TpsA proteins of the Type Vb secretion system family that participate in toxin

exchange between closely related bacteria [62]. CDI was first described in a rat enteric

isolate of Escherichia coli (EC93) in 2005 [63]. In co-culture with E. coli MG1655, EC93

not only exhibits a growth advantage but it is able to prevent MG1655 cells from di-

viding, causing a reduction in viable MG1655 cells a thousand-fold over the course of 3

hours [63]. Unlike most previously described competition systems, EC93 only inhibits

the growth of MG1655 when in close physical contact. Using a genomic library, EC93’s

contact-dependent growth inhibition phenotype was mapped to a 3-gene locus, cdiBAI

[63]. Transferring these three genes to MG1655 is sufficient to create a lab strain with

the same growth inhibition activity.

CDI was then bioinformatically observed to be widespread within the Proteobacteria,

especially in pathogens [64]. CDI systems usually consist of three genes, though differ-

ent arrangements and additional CDI-linked accessory elements also exist [65, 66, 67].

CDI systems have been most extensively studied in E. coli and Burkholderia thailen-

densis, which are distinguished as ”E. coli”-type and ”Burkholderia”-type CDI systems,

respectively. In Burkholderia, the CDI locus is organized as cdiAIOB but has been

named bcpAIOB, and encodes an additional linked gene (bcpO, a predicted lipoprotein)

whose function in CDI unclear [65]. Growth inhibition is mediated by CdiB, an Omp85

β-barrel protein, and CdiA, a very large (300-600 kDa) cell-surface protein. Together

they form a Type Vb two-partner secretion system. Growth arrest of target cells is en-
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tirely attributable to the carboxy-terminal 200-300 amino acids of CdiA, which comprise

a modular effector domain (CdiA-CT) [64]. Inhibitor (CDI+) cells are protected from

self-intoxication by expression of CdiI, an internally-expressed immunity protein which

neutralizes its cognate CdiA-CT [68].

Architecture and function of CdiA CdiA is a multi-domain protein, consisting of

both structural domains that appear to provide length and functional domains that are

required to achieve growth inhibition (Figure 1.2). CdiA carries large regions of homology

to filamentous haemagluttinin (FHA) from Bordetella pertussis, called FHA-1 and FHA-

2 repeats. The FHA-2 region varies in size and number of repeats, leading to CdiA

filaments of differing lengths. For instance, Acinetobacter baumannii encodes two CdiA

proteins of different length, with the longer protein encoding a much larger FHA region

[69]. Indeed, the class 4 CdiA protein introduced in Ch. 2 is also shorter than classes

1-3 because of a shorter FHA-1 domain. It’s thought that these amino-terminal FHA-1

repeats form an elongated β-helix that extends CdiA away from the cell surface, perhaps

to surpass any surface barriers that might block target cell association [70]. The carboxy-

terminal FHA-2 repeats, in contrast, are predicted to form a conduit in the target cell

OM to enable toxin translocation, though the conformation they adopt is unclear. In the

center of both FHA domains (spanning residues ∼1300-1600 in Enterobacteria) resides

the receptor-binding domain (RBD) [71], which is most distal from the cell surface when

CdiA is presented on the cell surface (Fig. 1.2). The RBD is polymorphic between CdiA

proteins, and therefore has been used as a classification metric for CDI systems in E. coli

[71].
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Figure 1.2: Representative CdiA domain map and predicted surface topol-
ogy. (A) Organization of domains within the CdiA amino acid sequence. The class
4 protein from E. coli STEC O31–introduced in Ch. 2–is shown as an example. (B)
Representative illustration of CdiA topology. The RBD is located at the distal tip,
extended by 33 nm due to the presence FHA-1 repeats, while FHA-2 and CdiA-CT
are sequestered within the periplasm.

As previously mentioned, we have used the RBD to group CdiA proteins into classes

based on the target cell receptor to which they bind. There are currently three classes of

CdiA that have been described within the Proteobacteria. Like most proteins that bind

surface receptors, CdiA has so far been observed to bind polymorphic β-barrel proteins,

resulting in a restriction on the diversity of target bacteria to which it can inhibit [72].

Class 1 CdiA proteins are represented by CdiA from E. coli EC93 (CdiAEC93), which

recognizes BamA [72]. CdiA from E. coli UPEC 536 represents Class 2 CdiA proteins

(CdiA536), which require the heterotrimeric outer membrane porin proteins OmpC and

OmpF for toxin delivery [73]. Finally, Class 3 CdiA binds the nucleoside transporter

Tsx, and was isolated from E. coli STEC O31 (CdiA3
STECO31) [71].
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Receptor-binding triggers toxin delivery, which is thought to occur through a β-barrel

formed by the FHA-2 domain that is sequestered in the inhibitor cell periplasm until the

RBD engages a receptor [70] (Fig. 1.2). This unique mechanism–termed secretion arrest–

is supported by electron cryotomography and maleimide-labeling by cysteine scanning,

which reveals that the C-terminal half of CdiA is inaccessible to dye labeling and is

therefore compartmentalized in the periplasm prior to receptor-binding, resulting in a

surface filament that is about half (33 nm) its predicted length [70]. Secretion arrest

may be a mechanism used to maintain disorder of the FHA-2 and toxin domains to

prevent β-barrel assembly or self-intoxication. Alternatively, receptor-triggered secretion

of FHA-2 might exist to energize the process of delivery, since no energy source has yet

been described for toxin delivery through the outer membrane of target cells during CDI.

Interestingly, immunoblots have revealed that CdiA in E. coli is expressed in its full

length form anchored to the cell surface and, sometimes more abundantly by comparison,

also as a C-terminal truncation ∼ 195 kDa in size which is secreted from the inhibitor

cell [63, 74]. Although this secreted fragment contains no inhibitory activity in Enter-

obacteria, CDI in Acinetobacter baumannii appears to be unique; secretion of a 152 kDa

fragment of the full ∼ 229 kDa protein mediates growth inhibition in a contact-indepen-

dent manner [75]. Since this CdiA protein shares much of the domain architecture with

previously identified CdiA proteins, it will be interesting to determine the physiologi-

cal and mechanical basis for contact-independent inhibition in Acinetobacter and other

relevant pathogenic bacteria which encode unique CDI systems.

Delivery and activity of CDI toxins With the exception of both toxins deployed

by E. coli EC93’s two CDI systems [68], all of the experimentally characterized CDI

toxins to date have endonuclease activity [76, 77, 78, 79, 74, 80]. RNA appears to be

the preferred target of CdiA-CTs, with the majority of deployed toxins targeting tRNA
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molecules, though ribosomal RNases [81] and general RNAses also exist [82]. Interest-

ingly, many CDI toxins prefer to cleave specific tRNA molecules. Indeed, Burkholderia

pseudomallei contains three CDI systems encoding CdiA-CTs of distinct tRNase activi-

ties [76]. Additionally, some CDI toxins also cleave DNA, such as the orphan toxin from

E. coli EC869, which exhibits Zn2+ or Mg2+-dependent nickase activity both in vitro and

in vivo [77, 76], or a toxin from Acinetobacter which introduces double strand breaks [80].

Only two CDI toxins have been shown to disrupt the proton-motive force [68], and are

therefore thought to form membrane pores.

Delivery of CdiA-CTs into target bacteria requires both the OM receptor that initiates

translocation of CdiA into the target cell OM through an as-yet undescribed mechanism,

but also requires an additional protein receptor in the IM. A single study identified five

separate IM protein receptors (also referred to as cytoplasmic-entry proteins [83]) for

CdiA-CTs, of which four are known endonucleases [79]. Besides yciB, which appears to

be involved in cell envelope biogenesis [84], four of the IM receptors identified are involved

in nutrient uptake, including three ABC transporters and a phosphotransferase permease

for D-glucose [79]. Presumably, cytoplasmic entry proteins enable CDI toxins to cross the

phospholipid bilayer to reach their substrate. Indeed, endonuclease toxins are effective

when expressed ectopically within the cytoplasm in the absence of their IM receptor [79].

The native transport activity of these permeases is not required for CdiA-CT delivery

[79], though whether or not pore-forming toxins also use their receptor proteins to access

the IM, and how they do so, is not known.

Much like colicins, CDI toxins contain modular N-terminal ”cytoplasm-entry” do-

mains specific for their IM receptor [79]. Thus, the NT of CdiA-CT is thought to me-

diate a direct interaction between the CDI toxin and its cytoplasmic-entry protein. Re-

cently, biochemical approaches to studying CdiA-CT function have revealed some of the

structural constraints CDI toxins are posed with to maintain function while also remain
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amenable to translocation. With the endonuclease toxin from E. coli STEC MH1813 as

a model, NMR and circular dichroism revealed the modular N-terminus is a molten-glob-

ule stabilized by two disulfide pairs that are absent from the enzymatic toxin domain

[83]. Such a conformation could enable the entry domain to resist degradation following

delivery into the periplasm, while remaining amenable to IM translocation. How the

enzymatic toxin reaches its cytoplasmic substrate via the interaction between IM trans-

porter and the cytoplasm entry domain, however, remains unclear since a direct binding

interaction has yet to be shown. Thus, there is still much to be learned from how CDI

toxins have evolved to exploit IM transporters for membrane transport.

In addition to the knowledge gap we have of CdiA-CT IM transport, there is still

very little known of the pore-forming family of CDI toxins. Indeed, Ch. 4 was largely

inspired by the mystery of how these unique pore forming toxins function. Before this

study, which includes a collaborative investigation of EC93’s toxin domains completed

with Marcus Wäneskog and Sanna Koskiniemi, only a single CDI ionophore had been

described [68]. Both ionophore toxins from EC93 share the same IM receptor - the efflux

pump, AcrB [85, 86]. Characterization of CdiA-CT-1 from EC93 as an ionophore was

achieved by measuring [14C]lactose transport, ATP depletion, ethidium bromide efflux

[68], and more recently by uptake of the membrane-potential sensitive dye DiBAC43 [86].

Interestingly, the effects of CdiA-CT-1 EC93 are reversible, since target cells can recover

from CDI-induced reduction of stead-state ATP levels within 1.5 hrs [68]. Though nucle-

ases clearly do not require the native activity of their IM receptors, it is unclear if drug

binding/extrusion or proton transport activity of AcrB is required for pore-formation by

EC93’s toxins or if its presence in the IM is enough to facilitate toxicity. Interestingly,

in contrast to the endonuclease toxins, pore-forming toxins are entirely ineffective at in-

toxication when expressed ectopically in the absence of their IM receptor (unpublished

data, and also Fig. 4.9 and Fig. 4.10). IM receptor dependency from both the cytosol
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and the periplasm is consistent with a receptor requirement for IM insertion, though it is

surprising that insertion can be initiated from either face of the cytoplasmic membrane

(this topic is explored further in Chapter 4).

Following IM passage, some CdiA-CTs require an additional cytosolic permissive fac-

tor for activation [78, 87, 88]. Permissive factors have been identified for the tRNase

toxins from uropathogenic E. coli 536 (CdiA-CT536), which requires the biosynthetic

enzyme O-acetylserine sulfhydralase A (CysK) for activity, and from enterohemorrhagic

E. coli EC869, which relies on the presence of translation elongation factor Tu (EF-Tu).

Interestingly, EF-Tu is dispensable for in vitro activity by CdiA-CT869 [78], possibly sug-

gesting that the binding of CdiA-CT869 to EF-Tu in vivo is physiologically relevant and

could serve as a mechanism for cell-cell communication rather than antagonism. CdiA-

CT536, however, requires CysK for activity even in vitro, complicating this interpretation.

Since toxin unfolding likely occurs during IM translocation, permissive factors may also

be one solution to maintaining thermodynamic stability of the re-folded toxin in the cy-

toplasm. Given the activity of CdiA-CT869, EF-Tu would be the ideal accessory factor

for positioning tRNA substrates appropriately for cleavage. However, other CDI tRNase

toxins do not require additional factors to achieve similar activities [79], but elucidating

their intrinsic stability may clarify this discrepancy.

Role of CDI in mixed bacterial communities CDI was first characterized as a

competition system, enabling CDI+ cells to directly kill and out-compete neighboring

CDI- cells. However, this interpretation has been complicated by the often very specific

activity of CDI toxins, the restricted target cell range of CDI, and the complex network

of receptors and permissive factors required for toxin delivery, each providing a new op-

portunity for evolved resistance. The majority of CdiA-CTs target a specific population

of tRNA molecules, which seems to be a very ineffective means of cell killing when com-
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pared to the diverse effectors delivered by the T6SS. Due to receptor polymorphisms,

toxicity can only be exerted on closely-related neighbors [72], and target cells can re-

cover from the metabolic defects exerted by the pore-former CdiA-CT-1 from EC93 [68].

Additionally, each toxin requires a non-essential IM protein for translocation, with some

toxins binding to additional cytosolic partners [78, 88]. In contrast with the T6SS, which

targets a wider array of bacterial processes, T6 is not restricted by surface receptors, and

causes noticeable cell lysis. Importantly, CDI’s role in bacterial communities has only

been studied under laboratory conditions, so whether or not CDI systems contribute

to pathogenecity or host colonization has not been explored. With the data at hand,

however, we are finally able to ask the question: do CDI systems mediate interbacterial

signaling among siblings to regulate growth?

One clue may come from CDI in B. thailendensis strain E264. In the presence of

cytosolic immunity, toxin delivery leads to upregulation of genes involved in biofilm

formation [89]. The prevailing interpretation of CDI in B. thailendensis is that, being

immunity-dependent, the benefit of communication via CDI can only be obtained from

self-identifying bacteria (CDI+), while non-self bacteria (CDI-) are inhibited by the toxin

and excluded. How the toxin-immunity pair mediates gene expression alteration in B.

thailendensis E264 at a molecular level is not yet understood, but is thought to facilitate

gene expression changes as a toxin-immunity complex. In E. coli, less work has been done

to investigate the target cell response to CDI. That said, the Koskiniemi group has shown

that at least 3 distinct toxins with both tRNase activity (from strains E. coli EC869

and UPEC 536) and pore-forming activity (from E. coli EC93) increase the frequency

of persister formation via activation of the stringent response at high cell densities [90].

Moreover, a DNase toxin from E. coli EC869 (CdiA-CTo11 EC869) increases the rate of IS

element transposition independent of the SOS DNA-damage response in toxin recipients

lacking cognate CdiI while inducing filamentation, a hallmark of the DNA damage stress
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response [77, 91]. Together, these results demonstrate that CDI systems in both γ- and

β-proteobacteria may act as signaling systems that respond to increased cell densities in

a contact-dependent manner.

An alternative hypothesis to explain the underwhelming antagonism of CDI systems is

the possibility that CDI loci are purely selfish genetic elements that stabilize gene islands.

Indeed, the cooperative behavior of CDI-expressing B. thailendensis is consistent with

this interpretation since CDI+ bacteria receive a benefit from maintaining the locus, while

CDI- bacteria are actively excluded from the community. Furthermore, the bcpAIOB

locus is actually itself a mobilizable transposon, with the ability to circularize as an

extrachromosomal element and transfer between self and non-self bacteria [92]. When

encoded onto F-plasmid, EC93’s CDI locus acts like an addiction system, stabilizing F-

plasmid in the population [93]. Curiously, many bacteria encode multiple CDI systems,

with most CDI+ genomes encoding at least two. EC93 carries two CDI systems, both

of the same CdiA class with the same type of toxin that relies on the same IM receptor

(AcrB) (Ch. 4). Though the two EC93 CdiA-CTs are not attached to the same CdiA

protein, it would be hard to imagine how the cost of carrying both loci of functional

redundancy is beneficial to the CDI+ cell since even the toxins will be competing to gain

access to their IM receptor. However, EC93 clearly benefits from carrying this genetic

element since it can dominate a co-culture with MG1655 and was found to out-compete

all other native E. coli flora in the rat from which it was isolated [63]. Taken together,

these data could suggest that CDI systems are selfish elements that exert a strong positive

selection on their host for continued propagation within bacterial communities.
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Type VI

In addition to secreting effectors into the extracellular milieu, bacteria also carry

contact-dependent competition systems to deliver toxins directly into neighboring cells.

The Type VI secretion system (T6SS) is one of many protein secretion machines bacteria

use to translocate proteins to the outside of the cell, into the extracellular space, and

sometimes into eukaryotic cells [94]. The T6SS was first described in Vibrio cholerae

in 2006 [95] and has now been studied in Escherichia, Burkholderia, Agrobacterium,

Aeromonas, Helicobacter and Campylobacter, though bioinformatic evidence suggests it

is even more widespread within Gram-negative bacteria [94].

T6 secretion systems are contractile toxin injection systems homologous to the tail

spikes T4 phage use to deliver DNA into bacteria [96]. The T6SS, however, has evolved to

deliver an array of toxic proteins into neighboring eukaryotic and bacterial cells, enabling

the producing cell to directly kill its neighbors in a contact-dependent manner. The T6SS

is formed by a complex of 13 conserved proteins and an array of variable toxic effector

genes. The conserved structural T6SS proteins form a long contractile sheath which

houses an inner tube and spike complex that is anchored in the producing cell’s cytosolic

membrane by a baseplate complex where contraction initiation occurs [97]. Rearrange-

ment of the baseplate complex opens a pore through which the inner tube can pass,

allowing it to physically puncture the target cell’s membrane. Baseplate rearrangement

causes a wave of conformation shifts of the sheath proteins from that of a high-energy

to a lower-energy state which propels the inner tube outward [97]. The outward force

from the sheath causes the inner tube to puncture a neighboring cell, delivering an array

of toxins which decorate its structural proteins and affect the growth and viability the

the target cell. Following toxin delivery, disassembly of the sheath occurs by protease

activity of ClpV, which only recognizes the contracted form of the Type VI sheath pro-
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tein TssC [98]. Fluorescence imaging of ClpV and T6SS components in Pseudomonas

aeruginosa revealed that these sheath components can be recycled by the producing cell

[98], which may lead to a quicker re-assembly of the sheath for another round of delivery.

Indeed, live-fluorescence cell imaging has demonstrated that sheath contraction occurs

in less than 5 ms [99].

Type VI effector proteins are diverse in both structure and function, taking the form

of single-domain toxins as well as multi-domain proteins fusion proteins comprised of

structural portions of the apparatus and effector domains. A thoroughly-studied example

of the latter exists in the organism in which the system was discovered. Vibrio cholerae

uses its Type VI apparatus to deliver an amidase toxin as a carboxy-terminal fusion

to the a conserved structural protein VgrG (valine-glycine repeat protein G, VgrG3

in V. cholerae), which forms the spike complex that mediates target cell puncturing

[100]. Additionally, Type VI loci encode the tip-sharpening PAAR proteins as well as a

VgrG chaperone (effector-associated gene, Eag) that may also contain their own effector

domains [101]. Since the interactions between the VgrG-PAAR-Eag complex of the

apparatus is specific, meaning not all VgrG proteins can interact with all PAAR proteins

to form a spike complex, this may allow the producing cell to control the cargo it delivers

[102]. It appears that Hcp, the structural protein that self-assembles into hexameric rings

to polymerize into the inner tube, may also exist in some species as a fusion protein for

effector delivery [101]. Since independent toxins of similar activity can also be delivered

to target cells without fusion to VgrG or Hcp, this may suggest that Type VI protein

fusions are an outcome of selection for appropriate stoichiometry of effectors to structural

proteins during self-assembly. If not delivered as a specialized fusion, toxins can be

delivered as ”cargo” by interacting with the inside of the hexameric Hcp ring for direct

loading into the inner tube [101]. Though it might seem wasteful to load both fusion

proteins and single domain toxins that share the same activity, the physical presence of
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loaded cargo appears to serve as a checkpoint during Type VI secretion whereas VgrG-

PAAR-Eag proteins do not [103].

Regardless of how they are loaded into the apparatus, the activity of Type VI effectors

varies, ranging from cell wall and membrane-targeting enzymes such as amidases, lipases

and pore-forming toxins to cytoplasmically-localized endonucleases [100]. Each toxin is

encoded adjacent to an immunity gene that provides protection in case the producing cell

becomes a target, suggesting that delivery of toxins by the T6SS can occur between sibling

cells, and might even serve as a self-self recognition mechanism. Indeed, P. aeruginosa

cells detect delivery events from siblings, since sister cells specifically assemble their T6SS

machinery at the site of injection despite being protected from the delivered effectors [98].

A few Type VI toxins can also target eukaryotic cells. Several pathogens (including V.

cholerae, P. aeruginosa, B. pseudomallei and Klebsiella pneumoniae encode specialized

VgrGs that mediate actin cross-linking, fusion to host cell membranes or phospholipase

activity that is effective against both eukaryotic and bacterial membrane lipids [101].

Despite being an energetic burden to build, the T6SS confers a fitness advantage to

producing cells when grown in co-culture with susceptible bacteria [104, 105, 106, 107].

Since T6 effectors target essential and highly conserved cellular components in a broad

range of target bacteria, at times causing rapid lysis of the recipient cell [100], it is likely

that the T6SS has evolved as a mechanism to compete for resources and space.

Type IX

More recently, the T9SS was described in Bacteroidetes spp., within the Fibrobacteres-

Chlorobi-Bacteroidetes superphylum. The Bacteroidetes group is of immense importance

for not only in human health, but also in carbon cycling, veterinary science, and agricul-

ture [108, 109]. In contrast with some secretion systems which are specific for a single
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cargo protein (e.g., hemolysin), T9 secretion enables its host to secrete an impressive

array of cargo proteins outside of the cell. T9 cargo includes cell surface appendages re-

sponsible for gliding motility, virulence factors, a multitude of peptidases and proteases,

in addition to proteins that have yet to be characterized but were identified as substrates

of T9S by analysis of the C-terminal domain which marks a T9 substrate for secretion

[110]. The diversity of T9 cargo proteins also means that the T9SS is important for many

different lifestyles. Indeed, non-pathogenic Bacteroidetes isolates use T9S for gliding and

food scavenging [111, 112], whereas pathogens use T9 secretion to for the secretion of vir-

ulence factors such as the surface-associated gingipains used by Porphyromonas gingivalis

to cause chronic periodontitis [113].

Substrates for T9 secretion first pass through the Sec translocon in the IM, and then

are deposited in the periplasm where they are transferred to the OM translocon formed

by the T9SS. The T9 system contains at least 15 proteins that mediate transport from

the IM to the cell surface. A group of four T9 proteins are present in the periplasm and

thought to form a motor complex which energizes OM transport via the proton-motive

force [114]. The OM translocon represents a novel mechanism for secretion in which the

OM channel contains two alternative gates that alternate between open and closed states

to shuttle cargo unidirectionally through the transporter [114]. Substrates destined for

the T9 translocon carry a C-terminal 100-amino-acid signal domain, which is used not

only as a signal for export but also facilitates post-translational modification and OM-

attachment of T9 substrates following export [110]. However, the site of modification and

cell surface attachment is not the CT signal domain itself. Post-translational modification

of T9 substrates with A-LPS enables their incorporation into the OM, a hallmark of T9S,

though the mechanism of A-LPS modification is still under study [112].
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Chapter 2

Lipidation of the CdiA
receptor-binding domain promotes
recognition of lipopolysaccharide on
target bacteria

2.1 Abstract

Contact dependent inhibition (CDI) systems facilitate antagonistic toxin exchange

between closely related bacteria in a proximity-dependent manner. CDI+ bacteria use

the large cell surface protein CdiA to intoxicate their neighbors by binding to an outer

membrane (OM) receptor. Receptor binding initiates cleavage and translocation of the

∼200 carboxy-terminal residues of CdiA (CdiA-CT). Three OM receptors for CDI sys-

tems within the Enterobacteria have been described: BamA, OmpC/F, and TsX. Using

the CDI locus from E. coli STEC O31 as a model, we introduce a fourth class of CdiA

that exclusively binds to lipopolysaccharide. Genetic selections for resistant target cells

reveal that mutations which disrupt the synthesis of the core oligosaccharide of LPS

provide specific resistance to toxin delivery by CdiA4
STECO31. CdiA4 is also linked to

an accessory gene, cdiC, which encodes a predicted lysine acyltransferase. Site-directed

mutagenesis suggests that CdiC and its close homologues form a subfamily of bacterial
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lysine acyltransferases within the toxin-activating acyltransferase (TAAT) family. By

analyzing peptide maps of the CdiA receptor-binding domain (RBD), we find that CdiC

functions to modify CdiA at a lysine residue in the RBD. The modification adds a mass

of 170 Da, which corresponds to a lysyl β-hydroxydecanoate moiety. We anticipate that

lipidation by CdiC provides hydrophobicity to an otherwise polybasic region of CdiA,

which appears to also be important for LPS binding. These findings present a new

physiological application for bacterial protein lipidation, introduce a new family of acces-

sory acyltransferases, and advance our understanding of the functional diversity of CDI

systems and how they may initiate toxin translocation through the OM.

2.2 Introduction

Bacteria have evolved numerous mechanisms to compete for resources within dense,

multispecies communities. Contact-dependent growth inhibition (CDI) is a Type Vb

secretion system found throughout the α-, β-, and γ-proteobacteria that is believed

to provide a competitive advantage in these mixed communities by enabling a CDI-

expressing cell (CDI+) to directly reduce the growth of neighboring cells in a proximity-

dependent manner. CDI systems have been most intensively studied in Escherichia coli

and Burkholderia thailendensis [63, 65], though functional CDI systems are widespread

throughout the Proteobacteria [66, 67, 115]. CDI loci found within Enterbacterales are

encoded as the gene cluster cdiBAI, differing from the arrangement of CDI genes found

within Burkholderia spp. (bcpAIOB for Burkholderia-type CDI), which also contain an

additional lipoprotein (BcpO) whose role in CDI is not fully understood [65].

Toxin delivery is achieved by CdiA, a large (> 250 kDa) exoprotein that extends

∼ 33 nm away from the outer membrane, where it is anchored by its partner CdiB, an

Omp85 outer-membrane β-barrel protein [70]. Deletion analysis of CdiA revealed that
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the central ∼ 300 amino acids beginning around residue ∼ 1300 specify the receptor

binding domain (RBD), which is also the most distal portion of CdiA relative to the

cell surface [70, 72]. Receptor binding triggers the release of a C-terminal toxin domain

(CdiA-CT) from the periplasm of the CDI+ cell (inhibitor) and into the cytoplasm of

a neighboring cell (target), which culminates in the disruption of an essential cellular

process [68, 77, 81]. Toxin translocation must then occur through the inner membrane

as well, and is dependent on the presence of an inner membrane protein receptor that is

specified by an amino-terminal cytoplasm-entry domain within the toxin [79, 83]. CdiA-

CTs vary widely between CdiA proteins and have been shown to degrade DNA [74], cleave

tRNAs [81], or dissipate the proton motive force [68] (see Chapter 4). CDI-expressing

cells also carry a toxin-specific immunity protein (CdiI), which binds and inactivates

CdiA-CT for protection against auto-inhibition [77].

We have previously described three families of E. coli -type CdiA proteins based on

the outer membrane receptor to which they bind. Class 1 CdiA proteins are represented

by CdiA from E. coli EC93 (CdiAEC93), which recognizes BamA [72]. CdiA from E. coli

UPEC 536 represents class 2 CdiA proteins (CdiA536), which require the heterotrimeric

outer membrane porin proteins OmpC and OmpF for toxin delivery [73]. Finally, class

3 CdiA binds the nucleoside transporter Tsx, and was isolated from E. coli STEC O31

(CdiA3
STECO31) [71]. Being exposed on the cell surface, a common feature of CDI outer

membrane receptors is their sequence variability. The extracellular loops to which CdiA

binds are divergent even within a species, greatly limiting the susceptible target cell

range of CDI. Indeed, class 2 CdiA proteins were demonstrated to have the capability

of inhibiting multiple species of Enterobacterales, though inhibition efficiency appears to

vary based on receptor divergence [116], further demonstrating that CdiA has a binding

preference for receptors in genetically similar cells.

Here, we characterize a second CDI system from E. coli STEC O31 (cdiBCAI STECO31)
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that is capable of delivering toxin into closely-related species of Enterobacteria by binding

the core region of lipopolysaccharide. Intriguingly, the class 4 CdiA protein (CdiA4)

is linked to an additional gene, cdiC, whose role in CDI was previously undescribed

[66]. Here, we find that LPS binding by CdiA4 relies in part on lipidation at a single

lysine residue within the RBD, which is added by CdiC. Due to sequence homology and

the results of site-directed mutagenesis, CdiC appears to belong to the toxin-activating

acyltransferase (TAAT) family of bacterial proteins. We find that CdiC and its close

homologues differ from TAAT proteins in that they are likely specific for their cognate

CdiA proteins.

2.3 Results

2.3.1 Class IV CdiA recognizes the core oligosaccharide of LPS

as a receptor

We previously reported the existence of a fourth class of CDI from E. coli STEC O31

[71], which contains a shorter CdiA protein with a unique RBD as well as an accessory

acyltransferase, called CdiC (cdiBCAI, CdiA4) (Fig. 2.1). To verify the locus from STEC

O31 is functional, we cloned the full CDI system onto a plasmid and transformed it into

E. coli K-12. When in co-culture with wild type K-12 target cells, class 4 CDI inhibitors

are evidently more effective than other CDI systems at killing EPI100 target cells (Fig.

2.1). High levels of inhibition are dependent on co-culture conditions, however, since

growth inhibition is greatly reduced in liquid media relative to solid media (Fig. 2.1).

Since CdiA proteins are classified by OM receptor, it stands to reason that the observed

difference in growth inhibition may be due to the receptor CdiA4 recognizes on target

bacteria. Since Class 4 CdiA contains a unique RBD [71], it is unsurprising that target
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cells lacking the receptors for CdiA classes 1-3 remain susceptible to CdiA4 (Fig. 2.1).

Thus, class 4 CdiA binds an as-yet unidentified receptor on target cells to deliver toxin.

To identify the outer membrane receptor for CdiA4, we performed iterative cycles of

co-culture competitions with mariner transposon mutant libraries, until the target cell

populations were fully resistant. Single colonies were isolated from each of six independent

pools enriched for CDI-resistance (CDIR) and tested in separate competition experiments.

To verify the transposon insertion itself is responsible for target cell resistance rather than

a spontaneous mutation elsewhere in the genome, we back-crossed the transposon into

the parental strain by transduction. The position of transposon insertions reveal that

CDIR mutants are defective in biosynthesis of lipopolysaccharide (Fig. 2.2). Each CDIR

mutant carries a gene-disrupting insertion in either waaF or waaP, with the exception

of one mutant which contains a transposon insertion 235 base pairs upstream of waaA, a

Kdo transferase and the only essential gene in the core biosynthetic pathway (Fig. 2.2).

The waaF and waaP genes encode LPS heptosyltransferase II and LPS core heptose

kinase, respectively [117, 118]. Importantly, no other transposon insertions were observed,

despite the fitness cost of obtaining mutations in the LPS biosynthetic pathway.

The glycosyltransferase activity of WaaF results in the addition of Heptose II and

subsequent sugar residues to the core, while the activity of WaaP is thought to be required

for the addition of two phosphates and possibly Heptose III [119, 120]. Disrupting the

activity of either enzyme would result in target cells lacking features of the inner LPS

core region. We expect that mutation of waaC, which adds Heptose I to the core and

would therefore act upstream of WaaF and WaaP in the biosynthetic pathway, should also

result in resistance to CdiA4 [117, 119]. We tested this possibility and also verified that

the waaP and waaF insertions are not resistant due to polar effects on other genes in the

LPS operon by creating new deletion strains of each waa gene by allelic exchange. As we

anticipated, all three mutants (waaC, waaF and waaP) are CDIR. While generating the
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∆waaC strain, we noticed that removal of waaC carries a higher fitness cost than either

∆waaF or ∆waaP, suggesting that waaC transposon insertions were selected against in

our initial screen.

Inner core LPS mutations result in the so-called ”deep-rough phenotype”, which has

pleiotropic effects on the cell envelope. These include increased membrane permeability,

decreased amount of outer-membrane proteins, increased susceptibility to detergents and

hydrophobic antibiotics, and an increase in phospholipid content [121]. Therefore, we also

removed a kinase from the waa locus that does not result in the deep-rough phenotype

(∆waaY ) but instead results in the removal of a single phosphate moiety from the core,

and found that ∆waaY cells phenocopy the wild-type strain in competition with CdiA4.

Therefore, it is either possible that the heptose region of LPS itself is the antigen for

CdiA4, or that deep-rough LPS mutants are indirectly resistant to class 4 CdiA due to

differences in OMP expression. To differentiate between these possibilities, we analyzed

OmpC and BamA expression in each LPS mutant and tested the susceptibility of the

∆waaF strain against all classes of CdiA. As anticipated, levels of OmpC and BamA are

lower in the core mutants than in wild-type cells (Fig. 2.3), but inhibition by class 1 and

class 2 (which recognize BamA and OmpC, respectively) scales with the observed OMP

reduction in the waaF deletion strain (Fig. 2.3). Together, these results strongly suggest

that the inner core region serves as the receptor for class 4 CdiA.

Monocultures of CDI4
STECO31-expressing wild-type E. coli K-12 produce CdiA in its

full length (303 kDa) and ∆-CT forms [70]. Therefore, the production of a doublet around

∼ 300 kDa indicates that strain is capable of toxin delivery. To test for the ability of

each LPS mutant to conduct CdiA-CT cleavage and delivery, which requires an OM

receptor to occur, we observed CdiA-CT processing in monocultures of each LPS mutant

strain. Since CdiA4 does not cross-react with antisera raised against previously studied

CdiA proteins but contains a single cysteine residue N-terminal to the predicted RBD
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(Cys1243, see fig. 4.2), we chose to use the Cys-reactive maleimide dye to monitor CdiA-

CT processing by fluorimetry. Though the N-terminus of CdiA contains four Cys residues

in addition to our site of labeling, in the absence of Cys1243 CdiA is undetectable by

maleimide labeling, suggesting these cysteine pairs must form disulfides (Fig. 2.2). When

introduced into each resistant target strain, the production of the CdiA-CT cleavage

product is abrogated. Although some CT cleavage occurs in receptor-less monocultures,

this phenomenon has also been observed for other CDI systems [70]. Notably, additional

accumulation of the ∆CT species is present when CdiA is expressed in the waaP deletion

strain relative to waaC and waaF, though CT turnover still appears reduced relative to

wild type and ∆waaY (Fig. 2.2). These data suggest that self-delivery is inhibited by

the absence of an intact LPS core, again indicating that the inner heptose region of LPS

is required by class 4 CdiA for toxin delivery.

Finally, we sought to determine if we could detect a direct and specific binding event

between CdiA4 and LPS. Based on homology to CdiA class 2 from EC93 [71], we an-

ticipate the RBD is encoded from position ∼Val1328 to ∼Pro1529 (Fig. 2.4). Under

this hypothesis, we cloned the predicted ∼ 200 amino acid RBD region into an IPTG-in-

ducible expression plasmid with a C-terminal hexa-histidine tag for purification, as well

as an FLAG epitope just upstream of the His6 tag to allow for detection by immunoblot.

Since CdiA4 binds to LPS, we reasoned that if this region encodes the RBD it should

detectably associate with susceptible target cells, but not with LPS mutants that are

CDI-resistant. Indeed, though some non-specific binding is detectable prior to washing

the cells (data not shown) and remains associated with the ∆waaC strain following a

wash step (Fig. 2.4), only wild type and ∆waaY target cells remain bound to RBD

protein (Fig. 2.4). Taken together, these data indicate the receptor-binding domain of

class 4 CdiA is encoded from V1328 - P1529, which binds to the core region of LPS on

target cells to deliver toxin.
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2.3.2 Class 4 CdiA delivers toxin into closely-related species

Since CdiA4
STECO31 uses lipopolysaccharide as a receptor, we were interested in the

possibility that class 4 CdiA proteins could deliver toxins into closely-related bacte-

ria that are predicted to have a similar core oligosaccharide structure. We find that

closely-related target species such as Citrobacter spp. and Salmonella enterica sv. Ty-

phimurium LT2, with structurally similar inner core oligosaccharide regions, are suscep-

tible to CDI4
STECO31 (Fig. 2.5), further supporting the conclusion that CdiA-CT delivery

depends on the structure of the LPS core. Notably, however, inhibition differs between

species: Salmonella enterica sv. Typhimurium LT2 is inhibited 10-fold less than Cit-

robacter rodentium DBS100 and E. coli MG1655 over the same 3-hour co-culture (Fig.

2.5). This inhibition is likely not due to differences in the core structure itself, however,

since we tested C. freundii and a second isolate of S. enterica Typh. against CdiA4 and

found these additional strains are more susceptible than LT2 and C. rodentium (data

not shown). We anticipate that other accessory genes, such as the T6SS found in C.

rodentium or O-antigen on the surface of both of these more ”wild-type” strains, may

differentially protect these isolates from CdiA4.

2.3.3 CdiC promotes inhibition activity of class 4 CdiA

Class 4 CDI loci are linked to a putative lysine acyltransferase cdiC (Fig. 2.6).

Interestingly, we find that deletion of cdiC does not completely abrogate inhibition of

targets, but instead results in ∼ 100-fold loss of growth inhibition activity (Fig. 2.6).

CdiC shares 34% identity to members of the toxin-activating acyltransferase (TAAT)

family of proteins (Fig. 2.6). Members of the TAAT family activate their substrate toxins

by palmitoylation at one or two internal lysine residues using acyl carrier protein (ACP)

as the fatty acid donor [122, 123]. Notably, CdiC shares conservation of the established
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catalytic residues His23 (His37 in CdiC) and Asp93 (Asp107 in CdiC) required for TAAT

activity [124] (Fig. 2.6). To determine if these residues are important for the function of

CdiC, we replaced His37 or Asp107 with an alanine residue within the plasmid-encoded

CDI locus. Both of the H37A and D107A CdiC mutants phenocopy the cdiC deletion

strain and can be complemented with a chromosomally-encoded wild-type copy of cdiC

integrated at attTn7 under induction by the araBAD promoter (Fig. 2.6). Thus, CdiC

is a member of the TAAT family and contributes to growth inhibition by class 4 CdiA.

2.3.4 CdiC modifies CdiA at residue Lys1467 with β-hydroxy-

decanoate

Since CdiA makes physical contact with LPS at the RBD, we reasoned that any

modification which augments growth inhibition through biochemical alteration would

take place within the RBD. To test this hypothesis, we again cloned the RBD region (see

figure 2.4) with a C-terminal His6 epitope tag (pRBD4
STECO31) and purified the resulting

protein by Ni2+ affinity chromatography in a E. coli K-12 DE3 strain co-expressing pCdiC

from a compatible vector. Using reversed phase high-performance liquid chromatography

(RP-HPLC), we found that RBD4
STECO31 is more hydrophobic when co-expressed with

CdiC, suggesting CdiA may be acylated (Fig. 2.7). We conducted the same RP-HPLC

experiment in cells carrying either CdiC mutant allele and find that the Asp107Ala

mutant has no activity in this assay, since there is no shift in polarity of the RBD protein

by HPLC (Fig. 2.9). Interestingly, the His37Ala CdiC mutant evidently still has activity

when measured by co-expression with RBD protein, though the accumulation of modified

RBD is reduced to half (Fig. 2.9).

From our competition and RP-HPLC data, we anticipate the RBD is acylated with

a hydrophobic moiety by CdiC. To determine the location and the amount of modifica-
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tions within the RBD, we conducted peptide mapping by Arg-C (clostripain) digestion

of purified RBD. We observe a single peptide from Arg-C digested CdiA-RBD that is

affected by co-expression with CdiC (Fig. 2.7). The mass difference between the un-

modified and modified peptide is 170 Da. This same ∆mass is also observed with the full

modified CdiA-RBD protein, suggesting a single modification is present within the RBD

(Fig. 2.7). Intriguingly, the observed mass shift corresponds to a lysyl modification with

β-hydroxydecanoate, a medium chain fatty acid. Since there are several lysine residues

within the N-terminus of the modified peptide (Fig. 2.7). We first chose to analyze the 3

most proximal to the peptide’s N-terminus to determine if any of the first 3 lysines in the

modified peptide serve as a substrate for acylation (K1466, K1467 and K1469 in the full

length CdiA protein). To test for modification of these candidate lysine residues within

CdiA, we created three additional pRBD constructs with alanine substitutions at each

lysine residue. When co-expressed in the presence of CdiC, the K1467A mutation com-

pletely prevents accumulation of the second HPLC peak, while the K1466A and K1469A

mutant RBD proteins are still modified, though to a lesser extant than WT (Fig. 2.8).

We also analyzed the mass spectra of each modified mutant RBD protein and verified

that the ∆mass between unmodified and modified CdiA-RBD is an average of 171 Da,

as we observed for the wild type protein. To determine if all three lysines are important

for modification in the full length protein or if only the K1467A mutant is relevant in

the context of CDI, we introduced all three alanine mutations into CdiA within the full

CDI locus and conducted co-culture competitions. From these results it is clear that only

lysine 1467 is modified by CdiC in the full length protein, since a K1467A mutant has

decreased activity but both K1466A and K1469A mutations phenocopy wild type CdiA

(Fig. 2.11).

Surprisingly, inhibition by the K1467A mutant is less effective at inhibiting targets

than a cdiC deletion (Fig. 2.11). If lack of a modification alone was responsible for this
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loss of inhibition, we should observe the same defect in the CdiC null mutant. Since

the absence of CdiC does not phenocopy K1467A, however, replacement of lysine with

alanine must have a secondary effect on either biogenesis of CdiA or LPS binding. Using

maleimide dye to detect surface-exposed CdiA (introduced in Fig. 2.2), we can eliminate

the former possibility, since all of the CdiA mutants are expressed and delivered to the

OM to similar levels (Fig. 2.11). Therefore, in the absence of a hydrophobic moiety, the

presence of alanine instead of lysine appears to disrupt toxin delivery and thus inhibition

of targets by CdiA4. We then hypothesized that, in addition to a hydrophobic moiety,

CdiA4 might also rely on electrostatic interactions with the core of LPS to establish

a productive and specific binding interaction. Indeed, the amino acid neighborhood of

lysine 1467 is highly cationic, in contrast with the rest of the protein and in contrast

with the RBDs of other CdiA proteins, suggesting that basic residues within the RBD

are important for CdiA4 function (Fig. 2.7C). To test this hypothesis, we constructed two

more CdiA mutants, containing either arginine or glutamine at position 1467. Consistent

with our reasoning, the K1467R inhibitor strain phenocopies the cdiC deletion in co-

culture competitions, but a K1467Q mutant inhibits to a similar degree as K1467A (Fig.

2.11). Interestingly, although Lys1466 is one residue upstream from the critical lysine

that evidently mediates receptor binding, a K1466A mutant has no defects in inhibition

(Fig. 2.11).

In summary, we have determined that the accessory acyltransferase CdiC promotes

growth inhibition by CdiA4
STECO31 through lipidation of the receptor-binding domain at

a single lysine residue, which resides within a polybasic region that is likely important for

LPS binding, since the absence of both lysine and a lipid moiety reduce growth inhibition

to a greater extant than either defect alone.
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2.3.5 CdiC acyltransferases are CdiA-specific

Since accessory acyltransferases can be found in many predicted class 4 CDI loci, we

were interested to know if CdiC proteins have a broad substrate range, or if CdiC proteins

are CdiA-specific. By comparison, TAAT proteins can modify non-cognate hemolysins

even between species [124]. To explore this possibility, we obtained two different species

of Enterobacterales, both isolated from poison ivy (Klebsiella sp. RIT-PI-d and Pantoea

sp. RIT-PI-b) that encode class 4 cdiBCAI loci (Fig. 2.12). CdiCSTECO31 shares 49%

sequence identity with CdiCPantoea and 64% with CdiCKlebsiella (Fig. 2.13). We used these

CdiC proteins to complement our plasmid-based cdiC deletion strain via chromosomally-

encoded cdiC genes at attTn7, which is capable of tunable complementation by addition

of arabinose (Fig. 2.12).

When competed against wild type K-12 target cells, the only complemented ∆cdiC

strain to reach wild-type (cdiC +) levels of growth inhibition is CdiA4 complemented

with its cognate acyltransferase, CdiCSTEC4 (Fig. 2.12). Notably, though Lys1467 is

conserved in the receptor binding domains of all three CdiA proteins, there is variability

in the surrounding sequence where CdiC might bind (Fig. 2.12). Thus, at least for these

three CDI systems, CdiC acyltransferases exhibit substrate specificity.

2.4 Discussion

Functional CDI systems have now been studied in several Enterobacteria [63, 64, 66],

Burkholderales [65, 125, 126] and Pseudomonadales [115]. In general, CDI loci contain

three genes. They encode an Omp85 family outer membrane β-barrel protein (CdiB),

a very large cell surface filamentous protein (CdiA) containing a C-terminal effector do-

main (CdiA-CT) and small immunity protein that protects against self-delivery (CdiI).

Notably, however, CDI loci within Burkholderia spp. contain an additional lipoprotein
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(BcpO) whose role in CDI is yet to be fully understood [65], and many CDI loci in

Enterobacterales contain an additional gene (cdiC ) that is homologous to accessory acyl-

transferases associated with hemolytic toxins that require post-translational lipidation to

become activated [66]. In addition to an accessory element, cdiC -containing CDI loci en-

code CdiA proteins with an uncharacterized class of receptor-binding domain. Here, using

a combination of genetic and biochemical techniques to study the cdiBCAI locus from

E. coli STEC O31 (NCBI 754081), we find that this newly identified receptor-binding

domain requires the activity of CdiC to achieve LPS-binding of the target cell. Together,

our genetic selection for CDIR mutants (Fig. 2.2), decreased CdiA-CT delivery in LPS

inner core mutants (Fig. 2.2 and 2.3), cell binding assay with purified CdiA-RBD (Fig.

2.4), and the range of susceptible species to CDI4
STECO31 (Fig. 2.5) demonstrate that

the conserved core region of LPS serves as the outer membrane receptor for CdiA4. Ad-

ditionally, by observing RP-HPLC traces of CdiA-RBD protein purified in the presence

of CdiC, we find that CdiC modifies CdiA at a single residue (K1467) within a polybasic

region of the RBD with β-hydroxydecanoate (Fig. 2.7 and Fig. 2.8), as indicated by

mass spectrometry.

CDI in Burkholderia pseudomallei 1026b appears to rely on LPS as well, since CDIR

transposon mutants carried insertions in a predicted lipopolysaccharide transglycosylase

[126]. However, CDI1026b-resistant mutants were also isolated with insertions in two other

genes of unknown function. At least one of these strains is fully resistant to CDI1026b,

and neither gene deletion compromises toxin susceptibility when expressed internally,

suggesting that there may be additional outer membrane receptors for the Burkholderia

CDI pathway besides LPS, in contrast to CdiA4
STECO31.

Lipidation of CdiA4
STECO31 occurs via a functional homologue of the TAAT protein

family, CdiC. Inhibitor strains lacking cdiC exhibit a 100-fold loss of growth inhibition

that is not due to a loss of CdiA expression (Fig. 2.11). Rather, this defect is caused by
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the loss of β-hydroxydecanoate at K1467 within the RBD, since a K1467R mutant, which

is not a substrate for CdiC, phenocopies the ∆cdiC strain (Fig. 2.11). K1467 resides in

the middle of the RBD, which interfaces directly with the target cell outer membrane (Fig.

1.2). Thus, in the absence of a protein receptor, CdiA4 may use β-hydroxydecanoate as

a hydrophobic anchor in the lipid bilayer, presenting the intriguing possibility that FHA-

2 insertion for CdiA4 begins at position 1467 [70]. Indeed, lipopeptides, amphiphilic

peptides modified with a lipid group, disrupt the Gram-negative outer membrane by

direct insertion into the bilayer, a mechanism which has been well-studied in polymyxins

[127, 128, 129, 130]. Therefore, our findings may contribute to further studies on the

CDI toxin delivery process by providing a unique tool to probe both the nature of the

OM receptor interaction and receptor-triggered FHA-2 insertion.

Unmodified CdiA4 is still functional, suggesting lipidation must be coupled to ad-

ditional LPS-CdiA interactions. Intriguingly, the region around Lys1467 where LPS

binding must occur is enriched with basic amino acids and three successive tyrosine

residues (Fig. 2.7). The unique sequence around K1467 may indicate that electrostatic

interactions also take place between CdiA and the inner core of LPS. In fact, polymyxin

antibiotics rely on this same cationic/hydrophobic combination of interactions to disrupt

the OM of Gram negative bacteria. Indeed, if FHA-2 eventually inserts itself into the

target cell OM, insertion would likely begin adjacent to the site of receptor binding. In

fact, the three tyrosine residues upstream of Lys1467 could play a critical role in initiat-

ing the insertion of FHA-2 into the bilayer since tyrosine residues are known to become

embedded in phospholipid bilayers [131, 132]. Even more intriguing is that polymyxin

nonapeptides lacking their N-terminal fatty acid can still associate with the outer mem-

brane [128, 129] and require only a small number of cationic residues to do so [130]. We

anticipate, therefore, that the addition of a hydrophobic moiety would cooperate with

the surrounding cationic residues to bind the LPS inner core prior to an insertion event.
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In support of this possibility, we find that substituting K1467 with alanine or glutamine

is more disruptive for CDI than making the same substitution with arginine (Fig. 2.11),

which mimics the remaining lysine residue in a CdiC null. Although amide formation

with β-hydroxydecanoate would replace the lysyl amino group with a large, hydrophobic

moiety, loss of both size and charge of the remaining amine group in the absence of CdiC

could disrupt electrostatic interactions with the polybasic region near K1467. Curiously,

however, replacement of Lys1466 just upstream of the critical lysine residue has no ef-

fect on inhibition or CT processing (Fig. 2.11). The only visible effect of the K1466A

mutation is on accumulation of a modified RBD protein by RP-HPLC (Fig. 2.8), but in

the absence of physiological evidence for a defect in full length CdiA, these data might

indicate that the alanine mutant RBD proteins may either be less stable during over-

expression or bind CdiC with less affinity in the cytosol. Since they can be purified to

similar levels as WT (Fig. 2.10), the latter hypothesis may be true. Thus, we anticipate

that lipidation by CdiC is an adaptation for reaching the inner core of LPS to establish a

productive binding and toxin translocation event. It is important to note that a 100-fold

defect in growth inhibition due to a lack of lipidation under laboratory conditions may

translate to a much greater difference, or even complete loss of efficacy, when CdiA is

deployed by pathogens in their natural environment.

Hemolytic toxins from Gram-negative bacteria such as Bordetella pertussis (CyaA)

and E. coli UTI89 (HlyA) rely on a similar lipidation event to increase the unmodified

toxins’ affinity for erythrocyte cell membranes [133]. Hemolysin modification also oc-

curs by an accessory lysine acyltransferase (e.g., CyaC in B. pertussis, HlyC in E. coli).

Hemolysins maintain some toxicity in the absence of modification, similar to the behav-

ior of unmodified CdiASTEC4 [122]. Hemolysin acyltransferases form the TAAT protein

family, all of which are required to activate their toxin substrates through palmitoylation

of internal lysine residues via an amide linkage with acyl carrier protein as the fatty acid
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donor [123, 134, 135]. An immediate difference between hemolysins and CdiA is the size

of fatty acid added for membrane association - CdiA is modified with a 10-carbon medium

chain fatty acid, which is much smaller than the saturated 14-carbon chains added to

hemolysins. However, CdiA is destined for the bacterial outer-membrane rather than

an erythrocyte phospholipid bilayer. As such, β-hydroxydecanoate mimics the N -linked

3-hydroxytetradecanoyl chains attached to the glucosamine groups of lipid A. Thus, the

hydrophobic moiety attached to CdiA mirrors the role fatty acids play in insertion of

hemolysins into eukaryotic lipid bilayers, further supporting the idea that we may have

discovered the position where OM insertion of FHA-2 begins.

Members of the established TAAT family share ∼ 70% sequence identity and can

directly substitute for one another during toxin activation [124]. CdiC shares 34% se-

quence identity to this family of acyltransferases, including two established active site

residues (H37 and D107 in CdiC) as well as a TAAT-specific insertion and deletion (Fig.

2.6), and cannot be substituted for by a homologous CdiC protein (Fig. 2.12). However,

CdiC contains a conserved hydrophobic TAAT motif shown to be critical for dimerization

of ApxIC (G25/V28/M32 in CdiC and G12/A15/A19 in ApxIC), though the functional

relevance of TAAT dimerization is not yet understood and this region is preceded by

an N-terminal extension in CdiC which may affect its ability to form dimers (Fig. 2.6).

CdiC also differs from TAAT proteins in that it appears to lack two important active

site residues conserved in this family of proteins that are functionally important for toxin

activation (Arg121 and Asn35), with Arg121 responsible for mediating direct interac-

tion with ACP [124]. Indeed, HlyC from E. coli UTI89 (accession: Q1R2T4) cannot

substitute for CdiC-mediated lipidation of CdiASTEC4 (Fig. 2.6), suggesting CdiC and

other CdiA-associated acyltransferases form a distinct group of accessory lysine acyltrans-

ferases within the established TAAT family. Interestingly, though alanine replacement

of His37 phenocopies a cdiC null in competitions, consistent with a previous structural
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study [124], over-expression of CdiCH37A and CdiA-RBD leads to partial modification,

in contrast with CdiCD107A which completely abrogates modification (Fig. 2.9). Thus,

of the two possible mechanisms for toxin activation proposed by Greene et al. [124], our

data suggest that the direct attack mechanism, in which Asp107 deprotonates the lysyl

amine group and His37 simply serves as a general base which can be substituted for by

water, is the most likely.

Two-partner secretion (TPS) proteins contain an N-terminal signal peptide required

for Sec-dependent translocation across the inner membrane. In contrast with class 1 – 3

CdiA proteins, CdiASTEC4 contains an extended signal peptide, which has been observed

in other TPS proteins and shown to prolong secretion at the inner membrane to promote

proper folding [136, 137]. Compared to RTX toxins, which are exported through the

T1SS and therefore must be fully synthesized prior to secretion, CdiA folding and mod-

ification may be linked to secretion through the Sec translocon. Indeed, the presence

of an extended signal peptide may modulate secretion rate of CdiASTEC4 to facilitate

modification in the cytosol by CdiC.

2.5 Materials and Methods

Growth conditions and competition co-cultures. All strains were grown at

37 ◦C in lysogeny broth (LB) or on LB agar unless otherwise noted. Media were sup-

plemented when appropriate with antibiotics at the following concentrations: ampicillin

(Amp) 150 µg mL−1 ; kanamycin (Kan) 50 µg mL( − 1); chloramphenicol (Cm) 66µg

mL−1 ; gentamycin (Gm) 15 µg mL−1. For all competition co-cultures, both strains

were grown to an optical density at 600 nm (OD600) of 0.6 - 0.9 and mixed at an equal

ratio of OD600 (3.0:3.0), plated in a 15 µL volume on LB agar and incubated 3 hours

at 37 ◦C. Cells were harvested with a sterile swab into 1×M9 salts and ten-fold serial
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dilutions were plated on the appropriate antibiotics to enumerate inhibitor and target

colony-forming units per milliliter (CFU/mL). Competitive indices were calculated as the

ratio of inhibitor to target cells at 3 hrs relative to their starting ratios. Each co-culture

was repeated at least three times

Plasmid and Strain Construction. The cdiBCAI gene cluster (EJK97215 -

EJK97218) was amplified from Escherichia coli STEC O31 (taxid: 754081) genomic

DNA using oligonucleotides ZR258 and ZR259, digested with NotI/XhoI, and ligated

into pET21b to generate pET21b-cdiBCAI STEC4. To facilitate genetic manipulation us-

ing restriction enzymes within the plasmid-encoded locus, we utilized a previously gen-

erated CDI plasmid lacking the multicloning site [70]. The NotI/XhoI fragment from

pET21b-cdiBCAI STEC4 was ligated with pET21b-cdiBCAI STEC3 MCS- [70] to create

pET21b(MCS-)-cdiBCAI STEC4, which was used to generate point mutations in CdiA

and CdiC. The immunity gene, cdiI STEC4, was amplified with CH4869/ZR259, digested

with KpnI/XhoI and ligated into pTrc99aKX.

The ∆wzb mutation was introduced into E. coli K - 12 EPI100 by transduction, made

possible through the expression of RecA from a modified pSIM6 [138]. The Lambda-Red

recombinase genes were replaced with RecA by digesting pSIM6 with Bglll/XmaI and lig-

ation with the MG1655 gDNA product of primers CH2131/CH2132. OmpC and Tsx were

removed from target cells by phage transduction of lysate originating from the Keio dele-

tion strain [139]. BamA with a deletion of loop 6, the epitope by which class 1 CdiA binds

to target cells, was introduced into EPI100 target cells also by transduction from a pre-

viously generated strain [72]. LPS biosynthetic mutations were introduced into EPI100

∆wzb (CH7175) by recombineering with a kanamycin resistance cassette flanked by re-

gions of sequence homology. The upstream and downstream homology arms were am-

plified with the following primer pairs: CH4195/CH4196 and CH4197/CH4198 (waaC ),

CH4199/CH4200 and CH4201/CH4202 (waaP), CH4203/CH4204 and CH4205/CH4206
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(waaY ) from E. coli K-12 MG1655. Upstream homology regions were digested with

SacI/BamHI and downstream with EcoRI / KpnI and each ligated into pKAN to flank a

kanamycin resistance cassette. The resulting plasmid was PCR amplified with the outer

primer pair, DpnI digested, and recombined onto the chromosome of CH7175, carrying

pSIM6. Recombinants were selected for on Kan-supplemented LB agar. The waaF ::kan

allele was amplified with primers CH4299/CH4300 from the Keio deletion strain [139] and

directly recombined into CH7175 carrying pSIM6. For complementation of LPS deletion

mutants, the following primers were used to amplify each gene: CH4387/CH4388 (waaC ),

CH4207/CH4208 (waaF ), and CH4209/CH4210 (waaP), digested with NcoI/XhoI, and

ligated into pCH450.

To generate a cdiC deletion mutant, we took advantage of unique restriction sites

within pET21b(MCS-)-cdiBCAI STEC4. A fragment was generated with primers ZR258

and ZR253, digested with AscI/NotI, and ligated to remove the majority of cdiC from

the locus. The resulting plasmid (pET21b(MCS-)-cdiBCAI STEC4 ∆cdiC ) contains 81 bp

of cdiC. OE-PCR was used to generate CdiC point mutations within pET21b(MCS-)-

cdiBCAI STEC4. Two PCR products were generated from the native locus with either

ZR258/CH4177 and CH4176/CH4088 (for mutation of His37) or ZR258/CH4175 and

CH4174/CH4088 (for Asp107). Each pair was combined into a single fragment by OE-

PCR, digested with NotI/XhoI and ligated into pKAN. The resulting shuttle vector was

then digested with AscI/NotI-HF and ligated back into pET21b(MCS-)-cdiBCAI STEC4.

For complementation of CdiC deletion or point mutants, cdiC STEC4 (EJK97216) and

hlyCUTI89 (ABE10330), and either cdiC homologue from Pantoea sp. RIT-PI-b and

Klebsiella RIT-PI-d were cloned first onto the arabinose-inducible plasmid pCH450 and

then sub-cloned onto the mobilizable plasmid pUC18R6k-miniTn7T for insertion onto the

chromosome with PBAD. CdiC was amplified from pET21b(MCS-)-cdiBCAI STEC4 with

primer pair CH4087/CH4088. HlyCUTI89 (taxid: 754081), CdiCPantoea and CdiCKlebsiella
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were amplified by colony PCR, and digested either with NcoI/XhoI (HlyC) and ligated

into pCH450 or with KpnI/XhoI (CdiCPantoea/CdiCKlebsiella) and ligated into pCH450kpn.

After we determined plasmid burden was an issue during complementation with CdiC in

trans from pCH450 itself, each plasmid was then digested with NsiI/XhoI and ligated into

pUC18R6k-miniTn7T-Gmr to generate mobilizable plasmids with each acyltransferase

linked to PBAD and a gentamycin resistance cassette that could be integrated at the

attTn7 site at glmS [140]. Using these constructs, integration of the acyltransferase was

accomplished biparentally with the MFDpir+ mating strain. Equal ratios of the two

donors (CH14478 and either CH4873 for cdiC, CH7787 for hlyC, CH7389 for CdiCPantoea

RIT-PI-b, or CH7379 for CdiCKlebsiella RIT-PI-d) and MC1061 were mixed from overnight

cultures in 100 µL, plated on a 25 mm 0.22 µm filter and incubated at 37 ◦C for 4 hours.

The resulting integrants were selected on Gm15 and the insertion site verified by colony

PCR with primer pairs CH4672/CH4616.

In order to generate CdiA point mutations within the plasmid-encoded CDI locus,

the following primers were paired with CH4802 or CH4761 (K1467A and K1466A)

to create a megaprimer carrying each mutation, to be used in a second PCR reac-

tion: CH4841 (K1466A), CH4647 (K1467A), CH4648 (K1469A), CH4888 (K1467R),

and CH5186 (K1467Q). Each megaprimer was paired with CH4803 or CH4760 (K1466A

and K1467A) in a second PCR reaction with the wild type locus as a template and the

resulting fragment digested with NotI-HF/XhoI and ligated back into pET21b(MCS-)-

cdiBCAI STEC4.

For protein purification, cdiC STEC4 was amplified from pET21b(MCS-)-cdiBCAI STEC4

WT as well as pET21b(MCS-)-cdiBCAI STEC4 CdiC [H37A] and pET21b(MCS-)-cdiB-

CAI STEC4 CdiC [D107A] with oligos CH4087/CH4088. All 3 PCRs were digested with

NcoI/XhoI, and ligated into pET21b to generate three CdiC clones (WT, H37A and

D107A) that could be co-expressed with pCdiA-RBD. The delineated RBD was then am-
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plified from either the WT locus (pET21b(MCS-)-cdiBCAI STEC4) or each mutant deriva-

tive (i.e., K1466A, K1467A, K1469A, K1467R, K1467Q) with primers CH4358/CH4359,

digested with NcoI/XhoI and ligated into pACYC-DUET to generate 5 RBD constructs

for co-expression with pET21b-cdiC. For purification of an epitope-tagged RBD con-

struct for cell binding assays, the reverse forward was replaced with CH5468, which

encodes a FLAG epitope, to generate a RBD protein with an N-terminal FLAG tag and

a C-terminal his6 tag.

Transposon mutagenesis to identify CDI-resistant mutants. The mariner

transposon was introduced into CH7175 by conjugation with MFDpir cells carrying

pSC189 [141, 142]. Donors were supplemented with 30 µM diaminopimelic acid in shak-

ing liquid LB and grown to mid-log at 37 ◦C. Donors and recipients were mixed and

plated on LB agar at 37 ◦C for 5 hrs. Cell mixtures were harvested with a sterile swab,

collected in 1×M9 media, and plated on Kan-supplemented LB agar for selection of trans-

poson integrants. Each of six mutant pools were harvested into 1mL 1×M9 media for

selection and subjected to selection by co-culture with MC1061 carrying pET21b(MCS-)-

cdiBCAI STEC4. The surviving colonies of each pool were collected again into 1mL 1×M9

media and subjected to two more rounds of co-culture selection. After three rounds, pre-

sumptive CDI-resistant clones were randomly selected from each independent transposon

mutant pool. Transposon insertion sites were determined by rescue cloning. Chromoso-

mal DNA from each resistant mutant was digested overnight with NspI at 37 ◦C followed

by a 20 min inactivation step at 65 ◦C. Each reaction was supplemented with ATP and T4

Ligase and incubated overnight at 16 ◦C. The reactions were electroporated into E. coli

DH5α pir+ cells. Plasmids from the resulting kanamycin-resistant colonies were isolated

and transposon insertion junctions identified by sequencing using primer CH2260.

Lipopolysaccharide purification and gel electrophoresis. To purify LPS from

EPI100 deep-rough mutants, C. rodentium and S. Typhimurium, 2 mL portions of over-
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night cultures were normalized to OD600 2.0 and their LPS collected using a LPS Extrac-

tion Kit (iNtRON Biotechnology). Approximately 9 µg of LPS from each sample was

loaded onto a 13% polyacrylamide gel and run for 1 hr at 110 V. The gel was stained

with Pro-Q Emerald 300 Lipopolysaccharide Gel Stain Kit (ThermoFisher) and imaged

on a Kodak 200 Gel Logic UV trans-illuminator.

Protein Purification, HPLC and ESI-MS analysis. His6-tagged CdiARBD con-

structs were overproduced in CH2016 [143] in 150 mL LB with aeration from overnight

cultures supplemented with the appropriate antibiotics (220 rpm, 37 ◦C). Expression

of CdiC was allowed to accumulate in the absence of inducer due to inefficient repres-

sion by LacI on pTrc99a. Once the cultures reached OD600 2.5, 1 mM isopropyl-β-D-

thiogalactosidase was added to allow expression of CdiARBD from pACYC-Duet. After

60 mins of induction, pellets were collected and resuspended in 12 mL denaturing buffer

(6 M guanidine-HCl/10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0) then frozen overnight at – 80o C. Lysates

were prepared by quickly thawing the cultures and pelleting insoluble material by cen-

trifugation at 15,000 rpm for 15 min. Soluble lysates were supplemented with 10 mM

imidazole, treated with 300 uL Ni2+ -nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA) (Qiagen) and prepared

for RP-HPLC by rinsing 3 times in wash buffer (8M urea/10 mM imidazole), 2 times in

8M urea only, and finally eluted with 8M urea/200 mM acetic acid. Total protein con-

centration was calculated by absorbance at 280 nm with a NanoDrop Spectrophotometer

(Thermo Fisher). Equal volumes of eluent were observed by separation by SDS-PAGE

and staining with Coomassie R-250. Finally, normalized concentrations of protein were

injected into a Vydac 15×300 mm C4 column and separated by a 65 min reversed-phase

high performance liquid chromatography gradient of 0.01% trifluoroacetic acid and 80%

acetonitrile (v/v) using a Waters 1525 binary pump, monitored at 214 nm. The mass of

RP-HPLC-purified proteins was determined by electrospray ionization on a Waters Xevo

Gz-XS Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometer, and MassLynx was used for computation.
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Co-sedimentation assay to measure RBD-cell binding. To assay RBD associ-

ation with whole cells, FLAG-RBD-his6 was natively purified from an E. coli DE3 strain

over-expressing pET21-RBDSTEC4-FLAG-his6 with Ni-NTA. For cell binding, strains were

grown as overnight cultures with the appropriate antibiotics. Overnight cultures were

then normalized to OD600 10.0 by centrifugation at 10,000 RCF for 1 min and by re-

suspension in the appropriate volume 1×LB. A protease inhibitor cocktail was added

to each cell suspension (0.1 mM Leupeptin, 0.01 mM Pepstatin, 1 mM PMSF, and 0.1

mM TLCK) before the addition of 5.1 µM FLAG-RBD-his6 protein. Samples were then

incubated at RT for 5 mins, washed once with 1 mL LB to remove excess RBD protein,

centrifuged at RT at 100,000 RPM for 5 min, and the supernatant was removed. The

remaining pellet was suspended in 100 µL 1×LB. Samples were treated with SDS load

dye, heated for 10 mins at 95 ◦C and loaded onto a 12% SDS-PAGE gel for separation and

visualized with either immunoblotting or staining of total protein by Coomassie R-250

Brilliant Blue. Detection of FLAG-tagged RBD was accomplished with a mouse anti-

FLAG primary and a 800CW secondary antibody which was visualized with a LI-COR

Odyssey infrared imager.

Immunoblotting. To detect outer-membrane proteins in LPS mutants, 2 mL cul-

tures in Kan supplemented LB media were grown to stationary phase (> OD600 1.5)

at 37◦ C. Approximately 3.2 × 109 cells were harvested from each culture and frozen

at -80 ◦C. Frozen cell pellets were resuspended in 75 µL urea lysis buffer and frozen a

second time. The frozen suspension was quickly thawed at 42 ◦C and spun at 14,000

rpm at 4 ◦C for 20 minutes to remove insoluble material. The remaining urea-soluble

lysate was analyzed by Bradford reagent and the same amount of protein was loaded

for all samples onto three separate 10% SDS-PAGE gels for separation at 100 V for 2

hrs. To observe total protein content, one gel was treated with Coomassie R-250 for 60

mins and de-stained overnight. Protein from the remaining two gels was transferred to
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polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) membranes (1 hr at 17 V) and analyzed with anti-

BamA or anti-OmpC antisera. The 800CW secondary antibody was visualized with a

LI-COR Odyssey infrared imager.
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2.6 Tables and Figures

A 

B 

cdiB cdiC cdiA cdiI 

2.2 Kb 

C 

Figure 2.1: Class 4 CDI from Escherichia coli STEC O31 recognizes a unique
target cell receptor. (A) Class 4 CDI locus to scale. (B) Co-culture competitions.
Class 4 CDI inhibits E. coli EPI100 target cells in a CdiI-dependent manner, and is
more effective on solid media than in shaking liquid broth. (C) Co-culture compe-
titions between the indicated inhibitor and target strains. Target cells lacking the
receptors for class 1-3 CdiA are still susceptible to CdiA4. Competitive Index (CI)
is the ratio of viable colony-forming units per milliliter (CFU/mL) of inhibitors to
targets at 3 hours relative to their starting ratios. CI values are represented as the
average of at least 3 independent experiments ±SEM.
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Figure 2.2: Deep-rough LPS mutants are resistant to class 4 CdiA (A) Map
of mariner transposon insertions rendering target cells resistant to CdiA4. (B) Com-
petition co-cultures. Top: Mutations that disrupt LPS core biosynthesis result in
CDI-resistance. Bottom: diagram of the predicted LPS core structures for the indi-
cated mutants. The average ±SEM is presented for three independent experiments.
(C) LPS gel (ProQ Emerald, Invitrogen) of the indicated target strains. (D) To-
tal protein from the indicated strains carrying CdiA4 visualized with cystein-reactive
maleimide dye. CDI-resistant LPS mutants accumulate less CdiA ∆CT than wild-
type, indicating a defect in toxin delivery.
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Figure 2.3: Deep-rough LPS mutants are specifically resistant to Class 4
CdiA. (A) Co-culture competitions. The indicated inhibitor strain was co-cultured
with a ∆waaF target strain to test for cross-resistance. The waaF mutant is fully
resistant to CdiA4, and partially resistant to class 1 and 2 CDI. The average ±SEM
is presented for three independent experiments. (B) (Top) Anti-BamA immunoblot.
(Middle) Anti-OmpC immunoblot. Partial resistance to class 1 and 2 CDI is due to
a reduction in BamA and OmpC in the waaF deletion strain relative to wild type.
(Bottom) Coomassie R-250 Brilliant Blue stained SDS-PAGE gel of whole cell lysates
from the samples used for immunoblotting.
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Figure 2.4: Purified CdiA receptor-binding domain associates with whole
cells containing intact LPS but not inner core mutants. (A) Domain map
of class 4 CdiA from E. coli STEC O31 showing the bounds of the RBD used for
binding experiments. (B) Experimental approach for RBD-cell binding assay. (C)
Top: Anti-FLAG immunoblot of total protein from cell pellets (pel) or supernatant
(sup) from whole cells incubated with purified RBD protein, using assay outlined in
(B). Bottom: Coomassie stained SDS-PAGE protein gel of the same samples used for
immunoblotting.
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Figure 2.5: Class 4 CdiA inhibits closely-related Enterobacterales. Com-
petition co-cultures between wild-type CdiA4 inhibitor cells and the indicated tar-
get species, with either empty plasmid or plasmid-encoded immunity (CdiI) against
CdiA-CTSTECO31. The average of three separate experiments ±SEM is presented.
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Figure 2.6: CdiC is required for wild type growth inhibition by class 4 CDI.
(A) The STEC O31 class 4 CDI locus to scale. (B) Clustal Omega alignment of CdiC
and other TAAT proteins. Conserved residues are highlighted in blue, with known
active site residues in red.(C) and (D) Competition co-cultures between the indicated
inhibitor strain and wild-type K-12 target cells. CDI- is an empty plasmid. Comple-
mentation was achieved with a single copy of cdiC under arabinose-inducible control
inserted on the chromosome at the attTn7 site. Therefore, all cultures were treated
with 0.4% arabinose before and during the competition. The indicated CdiC mutants
in (D) were constructed in the cdiBCAI locus, and complemented with wild-type
CdiC. The average of three separate experiments ±SEM is presented.
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Figure 2.7: CdiA RBD is modified in the presence of CdiC. (A) RP-HPLC
chromatogram of purified RBD proteins co-expressed with CdiC (red) or an empty
plasmid (black). (B) RP-HPLC chromatogram of RBD proteins digested with Arg-C
to generate a peptide map. The resulting HPLC-purified peptides from each exper-
iment were analyzed by electrospray ionization mass spectrometry to obtain a delta
mass for the modification, which was 170 Da for both the full RBD and the single
modified peptide. (C) Amino acid sequence of the CdiA-RBD beginning at residue
1457. Lys1467 (red) is modified by CdiC with 3-hydroxydecanoate. K1466 and K1469
(analyzed in Fig. 2.11 and 2.8) are in gray. (D) Electrospray ionization mass spectrum
of CdiA RBD protein purified in the absence of CdiC (black) or during co-expression
with CdiC (red).
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Figure 2.8: Mutations at lysine 1467 within the receptor-binding domain
prevent modification of CdiA. HPLC chromatograms. Purified RBD protein was
purified with Ni2+-NTA and analyzed by RP-HPLC for changes in solubility during co-
expression with CdiC. Top row: wild type RBD is fully converted to a modified species
in the presence of CdiC, whereas alanine replacement of Lys1467 is completely blocked
from modification. Second row: Alanine replacement of surrounding lysine residues
(Lys1466, left and Lys1469, right) reduce the final amount of modified RBD protein
but do not prevent modification. Bottom row: Additional mutations at Lys1467
(Arg, left, and Gln, right) all completely block modification of RBD protein. A
representative graph for each construct is presented, but each experiment replicated
3 times.
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Figure 2.9: Mutations at predicted active site residues in CdiC also abrogate
modification of the CdiA receptor binding domain. HPLC chromatograms.
Purified RBD protein was co-expressed with wild type (top) or mutants of CdiC
(His37Ala, middle and Asp107Ala, bottom), purified with Ni2+-NTA and analyzed
by RP-HPLC. A representative graph for each construct is presented, but each exper-
iment replicated 3 times.
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Figure 2.10: Purified CdiA receptor-binding domain protein constructs used
for analysis of the RBD by RP-HPLC and mass spectrometry. Commassie
stained SDS PAGE protein gels of each RBD construct used for HPLC-MS analysis.
(A) RBD alanine mutants purified with Ni 2+-NTA (elu) from total protein (lys) in
the absence or presence of CdiC. (B) Coomassie stained SDS-PAGE protein gel from
two additional Lys1467 mutants. (C) Wild type RBD protein purified in the presence
of no CdiC, wild type CdiC (STEC O31) or in the presence of active site mutant
variants of CdiC.
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Figure 2.11: Mutations at Lys1467 disrupt the process of CdiA-CT deliv-
ery. (A) Co-culture competitions reveal mutations at Lys1467 disrupt CDI. Only
Lys1467Arg phenocopies a cdiC null mutant. Co-cultures were conducted by mixing
the indicated inhibitor strains with equal density wild type target cells for 3 hours.
The resulting viable cell counts were enumerated for both populations, and the ratio
inhibitors:targets presented as CI. The average of 3 independent experiments ±SEM
is presented. (B) Fluorimetry analysis of total protein from all CdiA mutants. Each
protein is expressed and present on the cell surface. Mutations at Lys1467 disrupt
toxin delivery, evidenced by decrease in CdiA-∆CT. Monocultures of the indicated
inhibitor strain were treated with maleimide dye, separated by SDS-PAGE, and im-
aged at 700 nm by a LI-COR Odyssey imaging system. The second lane is wild type
CdiA4 with the only dye-accessible cysteine (Cys1243) residue replaced with serine
as a control. The top band of the doublet is full-length CdiA, and the lower band
is a processed ∆CT band, which has undergone toxin cleavage and is indicative of
receptor-binding activity in a monoculture. A representative protein gel is presented,
but was replicated at least three times.
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Figure 2.12: CdiC acyltransferases exhibit substrate specificity. (A) CDI loci
to scale from two different isolates of Enterobacterales. (B) Clustal Omega alignment
of homologous class 4 CdiA proteins, showing the center of the receptor binding do-
main with lysine 1467 indicated with an arrow. (C) Bottom: diagram of the genomic
arrangement of cdiC under arabinose control integrated at attTn7, used in comple-
mentation experiments. Top: Competition co-cultures with identical cdiC deletion
strains, conducted in the presence of either arabinose or glucose. (D) Competition
co-cultures conducted in the presence of 0.4% arabinose between wild type K-12 target
cells and the indicated inhibitor strain. The average of three independent replicates
±SEM is presented.
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Pantoea    1 MEINGYRLIAPWLAADDTSEAEVLGMAVWLWMHSKRHRDAPLHTLPTLLLPPIKQQQYAI 

Klebsiella 1 MRVGEYDIKAPLMLGGQVSEAEVLGATVWLWMHSPMHRDAPLHALPTLLLPIIKRGQYVL 

STEC4      1 MRNGKYDVLSPLYSGEPVNEAEVLGAAVWLWMHSPLHRDAPLHTLPDLLLPVIKHRQYVV 

 

 

Pantoea    61 AVKEGRPQFYLGWAWLDEEAERRYLTHASVMMQEQDWISGDRLWITDFIAPFGEIRDLLR 

Klebsiella 61 VSRHERPVFFLSWAWLNPESEARFLTRASIHMPEEDWDSGDRMWFCDWIAPFGHTREMYR 

STEC4      61 ATEQGRPVFFMSQAWLSPEAEARYLTQPAILMPQSDWNSGDRMWVCDWVAPFGHTPDMSR 

 

 

Pantoea    121 LMCEVILPEQCFRWQDQQGNLRGQRVHFYHGKKVSESAAKQWQQAHPLSMALPEIG 

Klebsiella 121 LLQKEVFLDGCARSLWHRGQERGKRVMNFHGTRVSREAARHWRREHPLAIDLPEA- 

STEC4      121 LVRQDIFPRLCWRSLYHRGQQTGLRVMNFRGAQVSREEARQWRVQHPLAVDVPER- 

 

 

 

Figure 2.13: Alignment of CdiCSTECO31 and closely-related homologues from
two other CDI systems. Obtained using Clustal Omega. Active site residues
shared with other TAAT proteins are highlighted in red. Conserved residues are
highlighted blue.
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Table 2.1: Strains used in Chapter 2.

Strain Description Source

EPI100 F− mcrA ∆(mrr−hsdRMS−mcrBC)
φ80dlacZ∆M15 ∆lacXcZ∆M15∆lacX recA1 endA1
araD139 ∆(ara, leu)7697 galU galKγ −rpsL
nupGStrR

Epicentre

CH7175 EPI100 ∆wzb StrR [74]
MG1655 WT strain -
MFDpir MG1655 RP4− 2−Tc::(∆ Mu1::aac(3)IV

∆aphA-∆nic35-∆Mu2::zeo) dapA::(erm-pir) ∆recA
Aprr Zeor Ermr

[142]

CH2016 X90 (DE3) ∆rna ∆slyD ::kan RifR KanR [143]
CH5775 EPI100 ∆wzb ∆ompC ::kan This study
CH5776 EPI100 ∆wzb ∆arB ::kan-BamA (∆2014-2043) This study
CH5777 EPI100 ∆wzb ∆tsx ::kan Zach Ruhe
CH13815 EPI100 ∆wzb ∆waaC ::kan This study
CH13816 EPI100 ∆wzb ∆waaF ::kan This study
CH13817 EPI100 ∆wzb ∆waaP ::kan This study
CH13818 EPI100 ∆wzb ∆waaY ::kan This study
CH14482 Citrobacter rodentium DBS100 attTn7::Spm, SpmR This study
CH4448 Salmonella enterica sv. Typhimurium LT2

attTn7::SpmR
This study

CH4449 Klebsiella aerogenes ATCC 13048, RifR This study
CH100 Klebsiella sp. RIT-PI-d Michael

Savka
CH15056 Pantoea sp. RIT-PI-b Rochester

Institute of
Technology

CH7381 MC1061 attTn7-pBADCdiC WT (Klebsiella sp.
RIT-PI-d)-- GmR

This study

CH7512 MC1061 attTn7-pBADCdiC WT (Pantoea sp.
RIT-PI-b)-- GmR

This study
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Table 2.2: Plasmids used in Chapter 2.

Plasmid Description Source

pSIM6 Heat-inducible expression of the phage Λ Red

recombinase proteins on a temperature-sensitive

plasmid. AmpR

[138]

pSIM6-recA Λ Red recombinase proteins replaced by RecA.

Ampr

This

study

pKAN pBluescript derivative with FRT-flanked

kanamycin resistance cassette. KanR

This

study

pSC189 Mobilizable plasmid with R6Kγ replication

origin; carries the mariner transposon containing

kanamycin resistance cassette; AmpR KanR

[141]

pCH450 pACYC184 derivative with E. coli araBAD

promoter for arabinose-inducible expression.

TetR

[72]

pUC18R6k-miniTn7T-Gmr For integration at attTn7 when mated

biparentally with pTNS2. Carries gentamycin

resistance cassette between Tn7 homology arms.

AmpR, GmR

[140]

pUC18R6k-miniTn7T-

pBADcdiCSTECO31 −GmR

Mobilizable plasmid encoding cdiC from E. coli

STEC O31 under control of araBAD promoter,

linked to a gentamycin resistance cassette, for

integration at attTn7. AmpR, GmR

This

study

Ch. 2 plasmids, cont’d.
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Plasmid Description Source

pUC18R6k-miniTn7T-

pBADhlyC
UTI89-GmR

Mobilizable plasmid encoding hlyC from E. coli

UTI89 under control of araBAD promoter,

linked to a gentamycin resistance cassette, for

integration at attTn7. AmpR, GmR

This

study

pTNS2 Carries the tnsABCD operon for recombination

with sequences cloned onto

pUC18R6k-miniTn7T at attTn7. AmpR

[140]

pET21b(MCS-) Derivative of pET21b lacking

XbaI-NheI-BamHI-EcoRI to facilitate cloning.

AmpR

[70]

pMF19 Expresses the wbbL (rhamnosyltransferase) gene

for O16 polysaccharide biosynthesis

constitutively. SpmR

[144]

pTrc99a IPTG-inducible expression plasmid. AmpR GE

Health-

care

pTrc99aKX Derivative of pTrc99a that contains a KpnI, SpeI

and XhoI sites to facilitate cloning. AmpR

[81]

pTrc99aKX-cdiI STEC4 Immunitiy gene from E. coli STECO31 class 4

locus under IPTG induction.

This

study

pKAN-waaC US + DS Carries 500 bp homology arms to replace waaC

in E. coli K12 with a kanamycin resistance

cassette by Red-mediated recombination. KanR

This

study

Ch. 2 plasmids, cont’d.
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Plasmid Description Source

pKAN-waaP US + DS Carries 500 bp homology arms to replace waaP

in E. coli K12 with a kanamycin resistance

cassette by Red-mediated recombination. KanR

This

study

pKAN-waaY US + DS Carries 500 bp homology arms to replace waaY

in E. coli K12 with a kanamycin resistance

cassette by Red-mediated recombination. KanR

This

study

pCH450-waaC waaC gene from E. coli K12 under control of

araBAD promoter. TetR

This

study

pCH450-waaF waaF gene from E. coli K12 under control of

araBAD promoter. TetR

This

study

pCH450-waaP waaP gene from E. coli K12 under control of

araBAD promoter. TetR

This

study

pET21b(MCS-)-cdiB-

CAI STEC4

cdiBCAI (class 4) locus from E. coli STECO31

on pET21b, with expression driven by native

promoter. AmpR

This

study

pET21b(MCS-)-

cdiBAI STEC3

cdiBAI (class 3) locus from E. coli STECO31 on

pET21b, with expression driven by native

promoter. AmpR

[70]

pET21(MCS-)-

cdiBCASTEC4-Chimera

NheI site introduced in pre-toxin domain of

pET21b(MCS-)-cdiBCAI STEC4 to facilitate

cloning of new toxin-immunity pairs onto the

STEC4 CdiA protein.

This

study

Ch. 2 plasmids, cont’d.
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Plasmid Description Source

pET21b(MCS-

)-cdiBCASTEC4-

CT/cdiISTEC3

The toxin-immunity pair from CdiASTEC3 is

fused at the modular (V)ENN motif of

CdiASTEC4, resulting in a chimeric CdiA-CT

protein with the cognate CdiI downstream.

AmpR

This

study

pET21b(MCS-)-cdiB-

CAI STEC4 ∆cdiC

An internal 442 bp of cdiC was removed from

the WT locus on pET21b, leaving the first 26 bp

and the last 55 bp of cdiC intact. AmpR

This

study

pET21b(MCS-)-cdiBCAI

STEC O31 CdiC [H37A]

STEC4 locus with CdiC His37Ala mutation.

AmpR

This

study

pET21b(MCS-)-cdiBCAI

STEC O31 CdiC [D107A]

STEC4 locus with CdiC Asp107Ala mutation.

AmpR

This

study

pET21b(MCS-)-cdiBCAI

STEC O31 CdiA [K1466A]

STEC4 locus with CdiA Lys1466Ala mutation.

AmpR

This

study

pET21b(MCS-)-cdiBCAI

STEC O31 CdiA [K1467A]

STEC4 locus with CdiA Lys1467Ala mutation.

AmpR

This

study

pET21b(MCS-)-cdiBCAI

STEC O31 CdiA [K1469A]

STEC4 locus with CdiA Lys1469Ala mutation.

AmpR

This

study

pET21b(MCS-)-cdiBCAI

STEC O31 CdiA [K1467R]

STEC4 locus with CdiA Lys1467Arg mutation.

AmpR

This

study

pET21b(MCS-)-cdiBCAI

STEC O31 CdiA [K1467Q]

STEC4 locus with CdiA Lys1467Gln mutation.

AmpR

This

study

Ch. 2 plasmids, cont’d.
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Plasmid Description Source

pACYC-Duet-CdiASTEC4

(V1328-P1529)-His6

The presumptive receptor-binding domain

(region encompassing V1328-P1529 of CdiA)

cloned on pACYC-Duet as an open-reading

frame with a hexahistidine tag for co-expression

with CdiC and biochemical analyses. CmR

This

study

pACYC-Duet-CdiASTEC4

(V1328-P1529)-His6

[K1466A]

CdiA RBD cloned as ORF with hexahistidine

tag from K1466A mutant full length protein.

CmR

This

study

pACYC-Duet-CdiASTEC4

(V1328-P1529)-His6

[K1467A]

CdiA RBD cloned as ORF with hexahistidine

tag from K1467A mutant full length protein.

CmR

This

study

pACYC-Duet-CdiASTEC4

(V1328-P1529)-His6

[K1469A]

CdiA RBD cloned as ORF with hexahistidine

tag from K1469A mutant full length protein.

CmR

This

study

pACYC-Duet-CdiASTEC4

(V1328-P1529)-His6

[K1467R]

CdiA RBD cloned as ORF with hexahistidine

tag from K1467R mutant full length protein.

CmR

This

study

pACYC-Duet-CdiASTEC4

(V1328-P1529)-His6

[K1467Q]

CdiA RBD cloned as ORF with hexahistidine

tag from K1467Q mutant full length protein.

CmR

This

study

pET21-RBDSTEC4-FLAG-

His6

CdiA RBD cloned as ORF with FLAG epitope

upstream of C-terminal hexahistidine tagn.

AmpR

This

study

pTrc99aKX-cdiC [H37A] CdiC histidine mutant from locus under IPTG

control for co-expression. AmpR

This

study

Ch. 2 plasmids, cont’d.
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Plasmid Description Source

pTrc99aKX-cdiC [D107A] CdiC aspartic acid mutant from locus under

IPTG control for co-expression. AmpR

This

study

pET21b(MCS-)-cdiB-

CAI STEC4 CdiA [C1243S]

Cys1243 removed from wild type CdiA to

control for maleimide labeling.

This

study

pCH450KX-cdiC Klebsiella

sp. RIT-PI-d

CdiC homologue cloned onto pCH450KX to pair

it with arabinose-inducible promoter before

cloning onto mobilizable plasmid.

This

study

pCH450KX-cdiC Pantoea

sp. RIT-PI-b

CdiC homologue cloned onto pCH450KX to pair

it with arabinose-inducible promoter before

cloning onto mobilizable plasmid.

This

study

pUC18R6k-miniTn7T-

pBADCdiC WT (Klebsiella

sp. RIT-PI-d)-GmR

CdiC homologue from Klebsiella sp. RIT-PI-d

on mobilizable plasmid for biparental mating at

attTn7.

This

study

pUC18R6k-miniTn7T-

pBADCdiC WT (Pantoea sp.

RIT-PI-b)-GmR

CdiC homologue from Pantoea sp. RIT-PI-b on

mobilizable plasmid for biparental mating at

attTn7.

This

study

Ch. 2 plasmids, cont’d.
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Table 2.3: Primers used in Chapter 2.

Primer Sequence Source

CH2131

(recA-Bglll) 5’ - TGC AGA TCT TGT GGC AAC AAT

TTC TAC - 3’

This study

CH2132

(recA-Xma) 5’ - GCG ACC CGG GTG TAT CAA ACA

AGA CG - 3’

This study

ZR258

(J2ELL3 CDI-Not-for) 5’ - TTT GCG GCC GCT CAG GAG ACT

GAG TTT CCT GAT G - 3’

This study

ZR259

(J2ELL3 CDI-Xho-rev) 5’ - TTT CTC GAG CAC AAG CTC AGA

CAG CGC - 3’

This study

ZR253

(cdiB J2ELL3-Asc-rev) 5’ - TTT GGC GCG CCA GAA CGT CAT

ATT TCC CGT TAC G - 3’

This study

CH4869

(STEC4-cdiI-Kpn-for) 5’ - TTG GTA CCA TGA TTT TAA ATG

ATT TTT TTT TAT TAA TGC TTG C - 3’

This study

CH4195

(waaC-KO-Sac-for) 5’ - TTT TGA GCT CGC TTT CAT CAG

AAC GTC CGA TG - 3’

This study

CH4196

Ch. 2 primers, cont’d.
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Primer Sequence Source

(waaC-KO-Bam-rev) 5’ - TTT TGG ATC CGT AAC AAT AGC

GCG TTG AGT TCT TCC - 3’

This study

CH4197

(waaC-KO-Eco-for) 5’ - TTT TGA ATT CAG GTA AAA CAT

GCT AAC ATC CTT TAA AC - 3’

This study

CH4198

(waaC-KO-Kpn-rev) 5’ - TTT TGG TAC CAA CGC CAC TAA

CTA TCC CTA TTA GC - 3’

This study

CH4199

(waaP-KO-Sac-for) 5’ - TTT TGA GCT CGC TTT GGC ATC

GTT ACC GG - 3’

This study

CH4200

(waaP-KO-Bam-rev) 5’ - TTT TGG ATC CCC AAA GTG TGG

CAA GCG G - 3’

This study

CH4201

(waaP-KO-Eco-for) 5’ - TTT TGA ATT CGA GCG AAC ACA

ACG CAA AGG - 3’

This study

CH4202

(waaP-KO-Kpn-rev) 5’ - TTT GGT ACC GGA AAA AAC ATA

TTG GCT GGC TG - 3’

This study

CH4203

(waaP-KO-Sac-for) 5’ - TTT TGA GCT CGA AAG GGA TGA

CAT TAT TTT TGC CTC G - 3’

This study

CH4204

Ch. 2 primers, cont’d.
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Primer Sequence Source

(waaP-KO-Bam-rev) 5’ - TTT TGG ATC CCC AGT TAA ATG

TTA TTT ACG GTA ATA TTT TC - 3’

This study

CH4205

(waaP-KO-Eco-for) 5’ - TTT TGA ATT CCC ACA ATT ACA

TGT CTT CAC CAG G - 3’

This study

CH4206

(waaP-KO-Kpn-rev) 5’ - TTT GGT ACC CCC GAC GGT AAA

AGG ACC G - 3’

This study

CH4299

(waaF-Sac-for) 5’ - TTT GAG CTC CCT GCC TGA AGC

GAA CTC G - 3’

This study

CH4300

(waaF-Kpn-rev) 5’ - TTT GGT ACC GCG ATA GCA TAA

TCG CCC TGG - 3’

This study

CH4387

(waaC-Kpn-for) 5’ - TTT GGT ACC ATG CGG GTT TTG

ATC GTT AAA AC - 3’

This study

CH4388

(waaC-Xho-rev) 5’ - TTT CTC GAG TTA TAA TGA TGA

TAA CTT TTC CAA AAC TGC - 3’

This study

CH4207

(waaF-Not-for) 5’ - TTT GCG GCC GCA ATC GCG ACG

CAT AAG AGC - 3’

This study

CH4208

Ch. 2 primers, cont’d.
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Primer Sequence Source

(waaF-Xho-rev) 5’ - TTT CTC GAG TCC GTC AGC TTC

CTC TTG - 3’

This study

CH4209

(waaP-Not-for) 5’ - TTT GCG GCC GCG GAT ATC ATT

ACA GGT GG - 3’

This study

CH4210

(waaP-Xho-rev) 5’ - TTT CTC GAG TTA TAA TCC TTT

GAG TTG TGT TCG - 3’

This study

CH4174

(cdiC-D107A-for) 5’ - CCG GAT GTG GGT CTG TGC CTG

GGT TGC CCC TTT TG - 3’

This study

CH4175

(cdiC-D107A-for-

complement)

5’ - CAA AAG GGG CAA CCC AGG CAC

AGA CCC ACA TCC GG - 3’

This study

CH4176

(cdiC-H37A-for) 5’ - GAT GCA CTC CCC CCT GGC GCG

TGA TGC GCC ACT G - 3’

This study

CH4177

(cdiC-H37A-for-

complement)

5’ - CAG TGG CGC ATC ACG CGC CAG

GGG GGA GTG CAT C - 3’

This study

CH4087

(cdiC-Kpn-for) 5’ - GAA GGT ACC ATG CGT AAC GGG

AAA TAT - 3’

This study

CH4088

Ch. 2 primers, cont’d.
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Primer Sequence Source

(cdiC-Xho-rev) 5’ - AAA CTC GAG TTA TCT CTC CGG

CAC ATC - 3’

This study

CH4760

(STEC4-N1326-Eco-

for)

5’ - TTT GAA TTC TGT CAA TGA CCA

TTT CAC CAC G - 3’

This study

CH4761

(STEC4-S1564-Bam-

rev)

5’ - GAT GGA TCC CTG AGG TGC GCT

GAC - 3’

This study

CH4771

(UTI89-hlyC-Kpn-for) 5’ - GAG GGT ACC ATG AAT ATG AAC

AAT CCA TTA GAG - 3’

This study

CH4772

(UTI89-hlyC-Xho-rev) 5’ - AAT CTC GAG TTA ACC TGT TAA

TGA AAA ATT GAA ATC TG - 3’

This study

CH4672

(GlmS-for) 5’ - GAG ATG CCG CAC GTT GAG G - 3’ This study

CH4616

(Tn7R-screen-rev) 5’ - CAC AGC ATA ACT GGA CTG ATT

TC - 3’

[140]

CH4802

(STEC4-N1229-Eco-

for)

5’ - CTG ACG AAT TCC GGT ACC GGG

CGA ATC - 3’

This study

CH4803

(STEC4-S2159-Xba-

rev)

5’ - CCT GCA GGG CTT CAA GTC TAG

AGT TTC CGG CAG ATT TCG - 3’

This study

Ch. 2 primers, cont’d.
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Primer Sequence Source

CH4841

(STEC4-K1466A-rev) 5’ - GCT TAT CCT TTC CTT TTG CCC

TGA TAC GGT AAT AAT AC - 3’

This study

CH4647

(RBR4-K141A-for) 5’ - TAC CGT ATC AGG AAA GCA GGA

AAG GAT AAG CA - 3’

This study

CH4648

(RBR-K143A-for) 5’ - ATC AGG AAA AAA GGA GCG GAT

AAG CAG GG - 3’

This study

CH5186

(STEC4-K1467Q-rev) 5’ - GCT TAT CCT TTC CTT GTT TCC

TGA TAC GGT AAT AAT AC - 3’

This study

CH4888

(STEC4-K1467R-rev) 5’ - GCT TAT CCT TTC CTC TTT TCC

TGA TAC GGT AAT AAT AC - 3’

This study

CH4358

(STEC4-V1328-Nco-

for)

5’ - TTT CCA TGG TCA ATG ACC ATT

TCA CCA CGG AGC - 3’

This study

CH4359

(STEC4-P1589-Xho-

rev)

5’ - TTT CTC GAG TTA GTG GTG ATG

ATG ATG ATG TGG CAC ATT CAC TGC

CGG - 3’

This study

CH5468

Ch. 2 primers, cont’d.
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Primer Sequence Source

(STEC4-P1589-FLAG-

Xho-rev)

5’ - TTT CTC GAG TTT GTC ATC ATC

ATC TTT ATA ATC TGG CAC ATT CAC

TGC CGG - 3’

This study

CH2260

(mariner-rev-seq) 5’ - CAA GCT TGT CAT CGT CAT CC - 3’ This study

CH4876

(RIT-PI-d-CdiC-Kpn-

for)

5’ - TTT GGT ACC ATG CGC GTT GGC

GAG TAT GAC - 3’

This study

CH4877

(RIT-PI-d-CdiC-Xho-

rev)

5’ - ATT CTC GAG TTA AGC TTC CGG

CAG ATC TAT CG - 3’

This study

CH4957

(RIT-PI-b-CdiC-Kpn-

for)

5’ - GAG GGT ACC ATG GAG ATT AAT

GGT TAC C - 3’

This study

CH4958

(RIT-PI-b-CdiC-Xho-

rev)

5’ - CAT CTC GAG TCC TTA TCC GAT

TTC GG - 3’

This study

Ch. 2 primers, cont’d.
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Chapter 3

CdiA is affected by the presence of
O-antigen on targets

3.1 Abstract

With the identification of a CDI system that can be deployed against a variety of

natural isolates (CdiA4), we have observed lower levels of growth inhibition of more wild-

type isolates (Salmonella enterica sv. Typhimurium and Citrobacter rodentium DBS100)

relative to E. coli K-12. In this chapter, we investigate the potential role of O-antigen

in blocking the LPS-binding function of CdiA4. We find that O-antigen is capable of

shielding targets from not only class 4 CdiA, but also a Tsx-binding (class 3) CdiA

protein in liquid media. We observe diverse O-antigen polymers in natural isolates that

also express CdiA proteins under laboratory conditions, suggesting that the O-antigen

shielding phenomenon must also be applicable to natural isolates. Furthermore, we have

found that over longer time scales, CDI+ strains delivering CdiA-CT4
STECO31 are not

capable of dominating a culture, especially when the competing strain has a growth

advantage. Lastly, though insertional mutagenesis of O-antigen ligase in Salmonella and

Citrobacter does prevent O-antigen biosynthesis, the waaL::Cm mutation does not protect

these isolates from CDI but instead appears to result in compensatory mutations which
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further prevent CDI intoxication. Thus, future studies should investigate the role of O-

antigen in natural isolates further in an attempt to determine the extent to which CdiA

might have evolved to overcome this natural barrier to OM contact. Together, the data

in this chapter strongly indicates that CDI systems have evolved to target neighboring

bacteria only in sessile communities in the natural environment.

3.2 Introduction

In Chapter 2 I introduced a new kind of CDI system that is equipped to bind the

core of lipopolysaccharide for the initiation of toxin delivery into neighboring bacteria.

These findings offer new opportunities to investigate the physiology of CDI in bacterial

communities. For example, because CdiA4 has a broader target range due to its re-

ceptor preference, it can be used to target a variety of more wild-type isolates as well

as important pathogens such as Citrobacter spp. and Salmonella spp., which also are

mouse models of infection. Thus, CdiA4 provides an opportunity to explore the effect

CDI would have on both commensal and pathogen colonization and virulence. In this

chapter, we have begun to explore the physiological role of CdiA4 in mixed bacterial com-

munities through an investigation of the interaction between class 4 CdiA and O-antigen.

These initial experiments pave the way for future work with class 4 CDI and its effect

on host-associated microbial communities.

All classes of CDI systems are predominantly found within opportunistic or viru-

lent pathogens [64] with a notable exception found in the probiotic strain E. coli Nissle

1917 [145]. The lifestyle of human pathogens demands they evolve mechanisms for deal-

ing with exogenous stressors, such as antimicrobial peptides [146], antibiotics [147], and

other host defenses [148]. One major outcome of the arms race between host and bacteria

is the complex structure and rapid evolution of the bacterial cell envelope, which is a
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likely target for the mammalian immune response. Most notable among the components

of the cell envelope is a unique class of glycoconjugate called lipopolysaccharide (LPS).

LPS is attached to lipid A by a core oligosaccharide, which is the most conserved re-

gion of LPS between species. The exposed and most distal portion of LPS relative to

the cell surface, and therefore the most variable region, is O-antigen. Together, the core

oligosaccharide and O-antigen form an amphiphilic molecule (roughly 10 kDa, though the

molecular weight varies widely) that provides a permeability barrier to large, negatively

charged or hydrophobic molecules. Despite their prevalence in pathogens, O-side chains

evidently contribute to host colonization by symbionts as well and are therefore function

as mediators of general host-bacteria interactions [149]. Since O-side chains are multi-

functional surface antigens distributed across the bacterial cell surface, their relevance to

CdiA structure and function has likely been overlooked. Indeed, with the receptor-bind-

ing domain (RBD) being the most distal portion of CdiA relative to the inhibitor cell

surface, the class 4 RBD that actually binds to the core of LPS could be sequestered by

nonspecific interactions with the sugar residues in O-antigen. It is therefore important

to consider the barrier O-antigen presents in the context of CdiA structure and function.

In this chapter, we show that at least two different RBDs (class 3 and class 4) are

efficiently blocked by E. coli K-12 targets restored for O-antigen synthesis. This so-

called O-antigen shielding is completely effective in liquid broth, and partially effective

on solid media. Additionally, O-antigen shielding is unidirectional, with no effect on toxin

delivery when inhibitors carry O-antigen as well. We also find that S. enterica and C.

rodentium actually out-compete CDI inhibitor cells over longer time-scales, which brings

in to question the effect CDI would have on their growth in vivo. Though we succeeded

in removing O-antigen from these species, our gene disruptions had unintended effects on

both strains that complicate our interpretation of their phenotype. However, additional

resistance to CdiA4 is observed in the S. enterica waaL::Cm O-antigen defective strain
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when compared to wild type, and these mutants also appear more opaque, possibly due to

secretion of capsule polysaccharide. Taken together, we find that the cell surface can be

effectively manipulated by a target cell to overcome CDI, resulting in different population

outcomes when studied over longer time scales than we have typically considered during

the study of CDI.

3.3 Results

3.3.1 E. coli K-12 restored for O-antigen synthesis is fully pro-

tected from CDI in liquid broth and partially on solid

media

Though we can detect CdiA expression in natural isolates (Fig. 3.1), detecting growth

inhibition specifically due to CdiA is complicated by their accessory genome. For exam-

ple, when grown in the spent media from E. coli NI1076 (introduced in Ch. 4), the

natural isolate E. coli EC93–which carries two CDI systems–is inhibited, likely by iron

scavenging siderophores secreted by NI1076 (Fig. 3.2). Even if CDI has an immediate

effect in a co-culture assay which can be observed over short time scales, the question

remains as to how effective CDI actually is between natural populations of bacteria in

the environment over longer periods of time.

To circumvent the issues of using natural isolates to investigate the interaction be-

tween CDI+ and CDI- bacteria in the presence of O-antigen, we restored O-antigen

biosynthesis in E. coli K-12 using the O16 serotype from pMF19 [144]. We then equipped

the O-antigen producing K-12 strain (O-Ag+) a plasmid-encoded copy of either the class

4 LPS-binding CDI system from E. coli STECO31, which was introduced in Chapter 2,

or the class 3 Tsx-binding CdiA protein also from E. coli STECO31 [70]. Thus, this K-12
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strain will produce O-antigen as well as many copies of either CdiA, mimicking what we

expect would occur in wild-type CDI+ strains 3.3.

In co-culture competitions between inhibitor and target strains producing O-antigen,

competitive indices are reduced to ∼ 1 when competitions are conducted in liquid broth

(Fig. 3.3). Even on solid media, which would increase the frequency and time of cell-cell

contacts, we observe partial protection of target cells relative to O-Ag- competitions (Fig.

3.3). Thus, O-antigen reduces toxin delivery by CdiA in general, but most effectively

when co-cultures are conducted in liquid media.

3.3.2 O-antigen shielding is unidirectional

Since it is possible that O-antigen extends farther than CdiA from the cell surface, or

presents a barrier to proper biogenesis in the inhibitor cell, we conducted competitions

with both smooth and rough strains in both combinations (i.e., either inhibitors or targets

carry O-Ag). We found that CdiA is effectively blocked by smooth LPS in targets, but

is unaffected by smooth LPS in the inhibitor (Fig. 3.4). Therefore, O-antigen shielding

specifically disrupts CdiA access to the target cell surface, presumably through occlusion

of the CdiA receptor.

Interestingly, CdiA proteins containing the class 4 receptor-binding domain (RBD),

which recognizes the core of LPS, are much worse at inhibiting target cells in liquid

media than a class 3 protein that binds to the outer-membrane protein Tsx (Fig. 3.3).

Indeed, both the wild-type CdiA4 and a chimeric CdiA4-CT/I3 which contains the class

3 CdiA-CT domain have a 100 to 1000-fold defect in liquid broth. These results suggest

that, even in the absence of O-antigen, binding to the core of LPS to initiate CdiA-CT

translocation is extremely unlikely in shaking broth, where cell-cell contact is a function

of time and cell density.
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3.3.3 CDI systems and O-antigen polymers co-exist on the sur-

face of pathogenic Enterobacterales

CDI systems are often carried by plant and animal pathogens [64, 115, 125], which

are under selection to maintain intact O-antigen chains on the cell surface for survival

and virulence in the host [150, 151, 152]. Indeed, we find different O-antigen polymers

are present in purified LPS samples of various CDI+ isolates (Fig. 3.1). Surprisingly, full

length and truncated CdiA proteins are detectable in whole cell lysates from these CDI+

isolates grown in rich media (including Klebsiella aerogenes ATCC 13048, Enterobacter

cloacae ATCC 13047, E. coli UPEC 93, Enterobacteri hormaechei ATCC 49162 and

Yersinia frederiksenii ATCC 33641), revealing that translation of CdiA under laboratory

conditions is not repressed in many cases (Fig. 3.1). Therefore, since CdiA is present,

expressed and functional in O-antigen carrying isolates [81] (including data not shown

for E. cloacae and K. aerogenes), we anticipate that CDI must be capable of activity

even in the presence of O-side chains. Since our data with O16 suggests that CDI cannot

occur in the presence of O-antigen in liquid broth, this further suggests that CDI only

occurs on solid surfaces.

3.3.4 O-antigen defective S. enterica sv. Typhimurium and C.

rodentium are not more susceptible to CdiA4

Since E. coli K-12 with O-antigen is resistant to CdiA in liquid broth, we reasoned

that naturally occuring O-antigen polymers in S. enterica sv. Typhimurium (STy) and

C. rodentium (Crod), which are both targets for CdiA4 2 would be resistant to inhibition

in liquid broth as well. As anticipated by the presence of O-antigen in these strains (Fig.

3.5), both STy and Crod are completely resistant to CdiA4
STECO31 in liquid but not on

solid media (Fig. 3.5). Consistent with our observation in Chapter 2, a cdiC deletion
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strain inhibits less than a wild type class 4 inhibitor, though appears to inhibit both

species equally (a competitive index of 1-5).

To determine if STy and Crod are protected from CdiA4 in liquid media solely due

to O-antigen, we disrupted the O-antigen ligase gene (waaL) in both species using an

insertional mutagenesis approach. However, we anticipate that the insertion has caused

other physiological responses that also affect CDI. For instance, ∆waaL STy appears to

have upregulated capsule polysaccharide, since it creates thicker, more opaque colonies

and is more resistant to CdiA4 than the wild type, and Crod ∆waaL colonies appear to

have a fitness defect when compared to wild type (Fig. 3.6). Future studies to investigate

the O-antigen shielding of natural isolates will improve on this approach to determine if a

non-pleiotropic waaL deletion can improve inhibition of natural isolates by CdiA4
STECO31.

3.3.5 Inhibition by CDI diminishes over long time scales.

Since we have already observed that growth of the CDI+ natural isolate E. coli EC93

is inhibited presumably by siderophore secretion by another murine isolate, I was curious

to know if CDI-dependent inhibition of STy and/or Crod becomes insignificant when

analyzed over longer time scales. Thus, we conducted 24-hour co-culture competitions

at a 1:1 ratio between E. coli K-12 CDI+ strains and either K-12, Sty or Crod targets.

Indeed, over the course of 24 hours, all target cells begin to grow once more and com-

petitive indices fall towards an even ratio inhibitor:target (Fig. 3.7). CDI+ cells even

begin to lose their growth advantage over susceptible K-12 targets of the same strain

background (Fig. 3.7). Interestingly, after 24 hours, Crod actively inhibits the growth of

its competitor despite the presence of a CDI system in that strain, resulting in a patchy

lawn when the CDI+ inhibitor is plated on selective media post-competition (Fig. 3.7).

In conclusion, these results reveal that CDI does not have a dramatic effect on popula-
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tion outcomes over long time scales, and that other antagonistic interactions may drive

community structure more than inhibition by CdiA.

3.4 Discussion

In this chapter, I demonstrate that toxin delivery by CdiA is blocked at the target cell

surface by the presence of O-antigen (Fig. 3.3.1). E. coli K-12 restored for O16 biosyn-

thesis is fully resistant to two different CDI systems when co-cultured in liquid broth and

is partially protected on solid LB agar. The same phenomenon is observed when K-12

target cells are replaced by more wild-type targets like S. enterica sv. Typhimurium and

C. rodentium, which both produce different O-antigens (Fig. 3.5).

O-antigen shielding by receptor occlusion has also been reported for other proteins

such as colicins, antibodies, and phage tail spikes, all of which require access to OM

proteins for cell surface adsorption [153, 154, 155]. The specific composition of O-antigen

appears to be less important than its presence alone in shielding the bacterial cell surface.

Indeed, it appears that what may be capsule coated S. enterica is also more resistant to

CdiA4 (Fig. 3.6). Even though the composition does not seem to matter, the amount

of O-antigen produced can determine the extent of protection in some cases [153], which

might explain the difference in inhibition between Crod and STy when competed against

CDI4
STECO31. Similar to our suspicions of waaL::kan S. enterica targets, capsular polysac-

charide has been reported to be an effective cell surface shield in many other cases, even

preventing T3SS-mediated attachment to human cells in pathogenic strains of E. coli

[156]. Indeed, CdiA-CT genetic selections often result in mucoid colonies that have ac-

quired surface-altering mutations (such as a transposon mutant isolated with resistance

to CDI in Ch. 4) which suggests that the effect is from the target cell surface. Thus,

the composition of the target cell envelope is crucial during CDI. Indeed, specific Pap
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pili in E. coli target cells were long ago shown to provide almost complete protection

from growth inhibition by a class 1 CDI system [63]. Although it is still unclear how

CDI systems are regulated in the environment, CDI is primarily deployed by pathogens

and is known to be involved in collective behaviors such as biofilm formation [157, 158].

Therefore, expression of CDI systems is likely coordinated with the expression of other

cell surface antigens. After all, we now know that CdiA-CT delivery can increase alar-

mone production in sibling cells [90], which is a major mechanism for stress adaption and

thus gene expression regulation.

A curious observation in CDI biology is the large variation in size of CdiA proteins.

CdiA length is primarily controlled by the number and size of FHA-1 repeats, which

correlates with the size of the variable RBD [70, 159]. It is possible that the length of

FHA-1 is actually tuned to the O-antigen length in the bacteria it has evolved to target.

Indeed, FHA-1 truncation mutants are still capable of delivering toxin (unpublished data,

Kiho Song), suggesting that the FHA-1 repeats do not play a role in toxin delivery or

biogenesis. However, as the CdiA filament is shortened by progressively larger deletions

in FHA-1, inhibition of targets is reduced. These results suggest a second possible role

of FHA-1 in addition to overcoming barriers on the target cell surface: extending far

enough away from the inhibitor cell to prevent auto-delivery. Future studies should

therefore investigate the role of FHA-1 length to differentiate between these hypotheses.

E. coli K-12 producing O16 antigen is partially protected on solid LB agar (Fig.

3.3), and other species that produce their own O-antigen polymers (C. rodentium and S.

enterica sv. Typhimurium) are much more resistant to inhibition than lab strains of E.

coli (Fig. 3.5). Taken together, these results suggest that the levels of growth inhibition

observed for CDI systems in the lab are inflated by orders of magnitude. Combined with

recent insights into the complex physiological effects CdiA-CTs have on target bacteria

[90, 89], the data presented here suggest that CDI systems likely only deliver a very small
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number of toxins into neighboring bacteria in the environment to cause physiological

outcomes. Furthermore, we have also learned that liquid broth differentially inhibits

toxin delivery by CdiA proteins with variable RBDs. Class 4 CdiA which binds LPS

has a 100-1000 fold defect over a class 3 Tsx-binding protein even in the absence of

O-antigen, indicating that LPS binding is highly dependent on the increased time for

cell-cell interactions that occurs on solid media. Even though CDI inhibition is effective

when monitored over short (∼ 3 hr) time scales, target cells escape from CDI even on

solid media if given enough time (here, 24 hrs). Indeed, even in the absence of other

antagonistic genes, a target cell population identical to the inhibitor strain except for the

presence of cdiBCAI is only slightly out-competed over 24 hours (Fig. 3.7). These data

agree with earlier studies that indicate the expression of CDI alone can reduce growth

rate [93, 160]. Thus, the fitness defect associated with CDI expression likely reduces the

success of the CDI+ strain over time even in the environment. These results suggest

either that the effect of CdiA-CT delivery must be relevant for only a short period of

time, or as discussed previously and in Ch. 4, toxin delivery is not meant to eradicate a

population but instead mediate communication.

The mechanism for CDI escape by target cells over time under our conditions can

likely be explained by population segregation within the co-culture, which is also a func-

tion of toxin potency. Previous studies have reported the formation of discrete com-

munities at the initial culture boundary when a CDI+ strain is present, with a greater

proportion of monoculture sectors at the boundary comprised of targets when co-cultured

with a less potent CdiA-CT [160]. As we have seen here in Figure. 3.7, the outcome of

this culture border segregation can sometimes enable the target population to actually

outgrow the inhibitors if given enough time [160]. Interestingly, we also find that a CDI+

E. coli K-12 strain is inhibited visibly over 24 hrs by wild-type Crod, revealing patches

in the CDI+ E. coli population when plated on media selecting against Crod growth
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following the co-culture (Fig. 3.7). Thus, in conclusion, not only is expressing CDI dis-

advantageous in itself for growth rate as other studies have found, if given enough time

other antagonistic interactions may become more relevant for shaping community struc-

ture. In light these facts, it will be fascinating to learn how and when CdiA is deployed

by natural isolates in a host setting and if CDI expression is modulated in response to

the production of other cell surface structures.

3.5 Materials and Methods

Growth conditions and competition co-cultures. All strains were grown at 37

◦C in lysogeny broth (LB) or on LB agar. Media were supplemented when appropri-

ate with antibiotics at the following concentrations: ampicillin (Amp) 150 µg mL−1 ;

kanamycin (Kan) 50 µg mL−1; gentamycin (Gm) 15 µg mL−1 ; spectinomycin (Spm) 100

µg mL−1. For all competition co-cultures, both strains were grown to an optical density

at 600 nm (OD600) of 0.6-0.9 and mixed at an equal ratio of OD600 (3.0:3.0), plated in

a 15 µL volume on LB agar and incubated 3 hours at 37 ◦C. Cells were harvested with

a sterile swab into 1×M9 salts and ten-fold serial dilutions were plated on the appro-

priate antibiotics to enumerate inhibitor and target colony-forming units per milliliter

(CFU/mL). Liquid competitions were conducted in addition to plate competitions at an

OD600 0.3:0.3 for 3 hrs at 220 rpm and 37 ◦C in 10 mL pre-warmed LB using baffled

flasks. Competitive indices were calculated as the ratio of inhibitor to target cells at 3

hrs relative to their starting ratios. Each co-culture was repeated at least three times

Strain and plasmid construction. For O-antigen competition co-cultures, MG1655

WT cells were given either gentamycin or kanamycin resistance using biparental mating

and integration of the appropriate cassette at attTn7 as previously described [140]. Equal

ratios of the two donors (MFDpir cells carrying the helper plasmid pTNS2 and MFDpir
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with either pUC18R6K-miniTn7T-GmR or pUC18R6K-miniTn7T-KanR) were mixed

with MG1655 recipient cells from overnight cultures in 100 µL, plated on a 25 mm 0.22

µm filter and incubated at 37 ◦C for 4 hours. The resulting attTn7 integrants were

selected on gentamycin (CH15163) or kanamycin (CH15164) and the insertion site veri-

fied by colony PCR with primer pairs CH4672/CH4616. Both of the selectable MG1655

derivatives were then transformed with pMF19 [144]. CH15164 cells were used as in-

hibitors, while CH15163 served as targets.

O-antigen ligase deficient targets were created using an insertional mutagenesis ap-

proach. A 685 bp portion of waaL/rfaL from C. rodentium DBS100 (CH14482) was

amplified with oligonucleotides CH5371/CH5372, and a 471 bp portion also from S. en-

terica’s waaL gene with oligos CH5374/CH5375 using colony PCR. Both products were

ligated into pRE118 lacking the counter-selectable pheS* marker (pCH110/pCAT-KAN)

with SacI/KpnI and resulting plasmids were sequenced to verify the correct insertion and

transformed into the mating strain E. coli MFDpir+. Equal ratio C. rodentium or S.

enterica was mixed with MFDpir+ cells containing the appropriate plasmid on LB agar

for a minimum of 4 hours, and a portion of the co-culture was spread onto Cm media

with a sterile loop to select for conjugates.

A chimeric CdiA4-CT3 protein was created (with the class 4 CdiA protein and the

toxin-immunity pair from the class 3 cdiBAI STECO31 locus) to control for potential toxin

potency differences when comparing cell-cell binding efficiencies of CdiA classes in the

presence of O-antigen. To facilitate cloning of CdiA-CT/I pairs, a NheI site was in-

troduced in the pretoxin domain of pET21b(MCS-)-cdiBCAI STEC4 using a XbaI/XhoI

fragment. The resulting plasmid (pET21b(MCS-)-cdiBCASTEC4-Chimera) was digested

with NheI/XhoI and ligated to a CdiA-CT/I fragment from the Tsx-binding class 3 CDI

locus in E. coli STEC O31 to produce pET21b-cdiBCASTEC4-CT/ISTEC3.

Lipopolysaccharide purification and gel electrophoresis. LPS was purified
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from E. coli K-12, C. rodentium and S. Typhimurium using 2 mL portions of overnight

cultures were normalized to OD600 2.0. LPS was collected using a LPS Extraction Kit

(iNtRON Biotechnology). Approximately 9 µg of LPS from each sample was loaded onto

a 13% polyacrylamide gel and run for 1 hr at 110 V. The gel was stained with Pro-Q

Emerald 300 Lipopolysaccharide Gel Stain Kit (ThermoFisher) and imaged on a Kodak

200 Gel Logic UV trans-illuminator.
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3.6 Tables and Figures
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Figure 3.1: Natural isolates express CdiA and synthesize O-antigen. (A)
Upper panel: Coomassie Blue-stained SDS-PAGE gel of whole cell lysates from the
indicated strain. Molecular weight markers (kDa) are on the left. Lower panel: An-
ti-N-terminal CdiA antibody reactive against FHA-1 domain of class 1-3 CdiA was
used to probe whole cell lysates from above. Positive control for CdiA expression and
reactivity in the last lane is from plasmid-exressed CdiA 3

STECO31. (B) SDS-PAGE
LPS gel (Pro-Q Emerald, Invitrogen) demonstrating that CDI+ natural isolates which
express CdiA also produce unique O-antigens.
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Figure 3.2: CDI+ isolates can be out-competed independently of CDI, which
complicates co-culture assays between wild type bacteria. Growth curve of
E. coli EC93 in its own spent media, or filtered spent media from the growth of the
murine isolate E. coli NI1076 (see Ch. 4) either supplemented with iron or not.
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Figure 3.3: O-antigen fully blocks CDI in liquid broth and partially on solid
media. (A) SDS-PAGE LPS gel of purified LPS of the indicated strains, stained with
Pro-Q Emerald (Invitrogen). (B) O-antigen shielding is extremely effective in shaking
liquid broth. Competition co-cultures of target cells containing O-antigen (right) or
not (left) against three different CDI+ inhibitors on solid media (light gray) or in
liquid media (dark gray). Competitive index is the ratio between viable cells collected
from inhibitors:targets at 3 hours relative to their starting ratio. The average ±SEM
for three separate experiments is presented.
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O-Ag+ 
CDI- 

CDI+ 

CdiA 

partial shielding complete shielding 

Figure 3.4: O-antigen blocks CdiA only when present in target cells. Top:
Competition co-cultures between the indicated inhibitor strains and K-12 targets ei-
ther with O-antigen in the inhibitor (right) or in the target (left). The average ±SEM
for three separate experiments is presented. Bottom: illustration summarizing the
effect of O-antigen on target cells during CDI.
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Figure 3.5: Natural isolates are CDI-resistant in liquid co-cultures. (A) Com-
petition co-cultures between Salmonella enterica LT2 (left) or Citrobacter rodentium
DBS100 (right) and the indicated inhibitor either in liquid media (dark gray) or solid
media (light gray). Mock inhibitors carry an empty plasmid only. The average ±SEM
is presented for three independent experiments. (B) Purified LPS from S. enterica and
C. rodentium separated by SDS-PAGE and stained with Pro-Q Emerald (Invitrogen).
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Figure 3.6: Insertional mutagenesis of waaL in C. rodentium and S. enterica
does not result in increased CDI susceptibility under the chosen conditions
but instead has unintended phenotypic effects. (A) 3-hour, equal ratio com-
petition co-cultures with CDI- (empty plasmid) or CDI+ (CdiA4

STECO31) inhibitors
and the indicated targets. The average ±SEM is presented for three independent
experiments. (B) Pro-Q Emerald stain of purified LPS from the target strains used in
(A), plus E. coli K-12 with and without O-antigen for comparison. (C) Dilutions on
selective media of C. rodentium ∆waaL and S. enterica ∆waaL revealing that their
colony size and morphology differs unexpectedly from wild-type.
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Figure 3.7: CDI diminishes over long time scales, other inhibition mecha-
nisms become more influential. (A) Competition co-cultures conducted on solid
media for either 3 hrs (top) or 24 hrs (bottom) at a 1:1 ratio inhibitors:targets be-
tween the indicated targets and E. coli inhibitors (either CDI- or CDI+). The average
±SEM is presented for three independent experiments. (B) E. coli CDI+ cells plated
on selective media (20 µL) following the 3-hr co-culture in (A).
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Table 3.1: Bacterial strains used in Chapter 3.

Strain Description Source

MG1655 WT Strain (5 (F- λ- ilvG- rbf -50 rph-1) Dan Anders-
son

DL8698 MG1655 ∆wzb [78]
DL8705 MG1655 ∆wzb araBAD ::spec, SpcR [78]
MFDpir MG1655 RP4− 2−Tc::(∆ Mu1::aac(3)IV

∆aphA]-∆nic35-∆Mu2::zeo) dapA::(erm-pir) ∆recA
Aprr Zeor Ermr

[142]

CH13163 MG1655 attTn7::Gmr, GmR This study
CH13164 MG1655 attTn7::Kanr, KanR This study
CH87 Citrobacter rodentium DBS100 WT strain Andy Good-

man
CH14482 Citrobacter rodentium DBS100 attTn7::Spm, SpmR This study
CH4448 Salmonella enterica sv. Typhimurium LT2

attTn7::SpmR
This study

CH4449 Klebsiella aerogenes ATCC 13048
CH88 Yersinia frederiksenii WT strain ATCC 33641
CH13882 Enterobacter hormaechei WT strain ATCC 49162
CH7839 Enterobacter cloacae WT strain ATCC 13047
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Table 3.2: Plasmids used in Chapter 3.

Plasmid Description Source

pUC18R6k-miniTn7T-Gmr For integration at attTn7 when mated

biparentally with pTNS2. Carries gentamycin

resistance cassette between Tn7 homology arms.

AmpR, GmR

[140]

pTNS2 Carries the tnsABCD operon for recombination

with sequences cloned onto

pUC18R6k-miniTn7T at attTn7. AmpR

[140]

pMF19 Expresses the wbbL (rhamnosyltransferase) gene

for O16 polysaccharide biosynthesis

constitutively. SpmR

[144]

pET21b(MCS-) Derivative of pET21b lacking

XbaI-NheI-BamHI-EcoRI to facilitate cloning.

AmpR

Ch. 2

pET21b(MCS-)-cdiB-

CAI STEC4

cdiBCAI (class 4) locus from E. coli STECO31

on pET21b, with expression driven by native

promoter. AmpR

Ch. 2

pET21b(MCS-)-

cdiBAI STEC3

cdiBAI (class 3) locus from E. coli STECO31 on

pET21b, with expression driven by native

promoter. AmpR

[70]

pET21(MCS-)-

cdiBCASTEC4-Chimera

NheI site introduced in pre-toxin domain of

pET21b(MCS-)-cdiBCAI STEC4 to facilitate

cloning of new toxin-immunity pairs onto the

STEC4 CdiA protein.

This

study

Ch. 3 plasmids, cont’d.
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Plasmid Description Source

pET21b(MCS-

)-cdiBCASTEC4-

CT/cdiISTEC3

The toxin-immunity pair from CdiASTEC3 is

fused at the modular (V)ENN motif of

CdiASTEC4, resulting in a chimeric CdiA-CT

protein with the cognate CdiI downstream.

AmpR

This

study

pCAT-KAN-pheS* Mobilizable plasmid with R6K origin used for

counter selection.

This

study

pCAT-KAN Derivative of pCAT-KAN-PheS* lacking the

counter selective marker for insertional

mutagenesis.

This

study

pCAT-KAN-waaL C. roden-

tium

A 685 bp fragment of waaL (O-antigen ligase)

from C. rodentium ligated into a mobilizable

plasmid for insertional mutagenesis.

This

study

pCAT-KAN-waaL S. enter-

ica LT2

A 685 bp fragment of waaL (O-antigen ligase)

from S. enterica LT2 ligated into a mobilizable

plasmid for insertional mutagenesis.

This

study

Ch. 3 plasmids, cont’d.
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Table 3.3: Primers used in Chapter 3.

Strain Description Source

CH4672
(GlmS-for) 5’ - GAG ATG CCG CAC GTT GAG G -

3’
Ch. 2

CH4616
(Tn7R-screen-rev) 5’ - CAC AGC ATA ACT GGA CTG ATT

TC CG - 3’
[140]

CH5371
(Crod-waaL-KO-sac-for) 5’ - TTT GAG CTC GGA AGC CCT ACT

GGA ACA GAG C - 3’
This
study

CH5372
(Crod-waaL-KO-kpn-rev) 5’ - TTT GGT ACC GTG GCG GCA

AAC AGG ATG G - 3’
This
study

CH5373
(LT2-waaL-KO-sac-for) 5’ - TTT GAG CTC GGA CTT CGC TGC

CTT GCA GAG AG - 3’
This
study

CH5374
(LT2-waaL-KO-kpn-rev) 5’ - 5’ - TTT GGT ACC GCC GTA GCC

CTT GAT CGG G - 3’
This
study
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Chapter 4

Identification of two CDI ionophore
toxins capable of exploiting
homologous inner membrane
proteins to exert toxicity in target
cells

4.1 Abstract

CDI systems are widespread throughout the Proteobacteria and have been implicated

in both competition and the initiation of collective behaviors such as biofilm and per-

sister formation [90, 157, 161]. Toxin delivery by CdiA is mediated by the large CdiA

exoprotein, which encodes a modular toxin domain in its C-terminus (CdiA-CT). CdiA-

CTs harbor a variety of activities, including DNA or RNA degradation or dissipation

of the proton motive force, presumably through formation of an inner membrane (IM)

pore [161]. To reach their substrate, endonuclease CdiA-CTs exploit a variety of IM pro-

teins for translocation to the cytosol [79]. By contrast, only a single IM receptor (AcrB)

has been identified for the ionophore family [86]. It is unknown if AcrB is required for

insertion into the bilayer, or if its proton transport function is hijacked. Here we char-

acterize two more ionophore toxins (CT-1 and CT-2 from E. coli NI1076) and identify
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their IM receptors. Interestingly, in contrast to all previous reported CDI toxins, both

NI1076 ionophores are capable of independently exploiting two homologous IM proteins

in target cells (DtpA/DtpB and PuuP/PlaP, respectively). By virtue of their promiscu-

ity, obtaining resistance to these ionophores is extremely difficult, which likely points to

their importance in mediating competition. Furthermore, we find that the native trans-

port activity of DtpA is not required for CT-1 activity, suggesting that IM receptors

may serve as a scaffold for ionophore toxins to enter the membrane. These results are

an important step in characterizing the mechanism of CDI pore formation as well as the

physiology of CDI systems in bacterial communities.

4.2 Introduction

Contact-dependent inhibition (CDI) systems facilitate the delivery of toxins between

bacteria. As introduced in Chapter 2, CDI is a member of the Type Vb family of two-

partner secretion systems (see section 1.4) and therefore includes an Omp85 β-barrel

protein (CdiB) and its partner, a large (> 200 kDa) exoprotein (CdiA). CdiA encodes a

modular toxin domain in its carboxy-terminus (CdiA-CT) that is responsible for growth

arrest when translocated into target bacteria. CDI systems are found widespread within

the Proteobacteria, but the mechanism of toxin delivery and activation has been ex-

tensively studied in E. coli and Burkholderia spp. (cdiBAI /cdiBCAI from E. coli and

bcpAIOB from Burkholderia spp.) [63, 64, 65, 125]; see Chapter 2 for cdiBCAI )

CdiA biogenesis and toxin delivery have been investigated by expressing the cdiBAI

system in E. coli K-12 [70]. By using this plasmid system, we have found that toxin

delivery is controlled by a series of discrete steps. CdiA must first bind to an OM

receptor in the target cell. Receptor binding is controlled by a central 200-300 amino

acids of CdiA (receptor-binding domain (RBD), see Ch. 2) and is flanked on both sides
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by beta-rich structural domains (FHA-1 and FHA-2) homologous to those of filamentous

hemagglutinin (FHA) from Bordetella pertussis (Figure 2.4). Receptor binding initiates

a series of dramatic changes in CdiA. First, half of CdiA containing FHA-2 and CdiA-CT

is released from within the CDI+ cell periplasm, which requires unfolding of CdiA-CT

from a degradation-resistant state [83]. Then, FHA-2 is thought to facilitate the delivery

of CdiA-CT. Secondary structure predictions suggest FHA-2 could conceivably form a

β-barrel in the OM of the recipient cell to facilitate toxin translocation [70]. Multiple

membrane translocation steps demand that CDI toxins harbor plasticity to unfold and

refold during transport. To facilitate this, CdiA-CT enzymatic toxins encode an N-

terminal translocation domain [79] with a disulfide pair necessary for protease resistance

in the periplasm of the inhibitor cell [83]. Once the toxin arrives in the target cell

periplasm, it parasitizes an inner-membrane protein to gain access to the cytosol [91]

through a third stage of membrane transport that is still under study.

Structural and functional studies of CdiA-CTs, in addition to highlighting toxin di-

versity, also present a new perspective on the physiological role of CDI in bacterial

communities. These studies have shown, for instance, that the activity of some tRNase

toxins can be highly specific, in some cases differentiating between acylated and de-acy-

lated tRNA substrates [162]. If CDI toxins are non-discretionary bactericidal weapons,

deployment of a toxin that can only deplete a single pool of tRNAs appears counter

intuitive. However, evolving highly restricted effectors that are not bactericidal suggests

CDI systems could potentially act as a form of collective growth regulation rather than

as weapons for direct competition. This model, termed “contact-dependent signaling”

(CDS), is also supported by the finding that CdiA RBDs bind to highly divergent OMPs,

sometimes limiting their effective range to the same species [71]. Even the broadest-range

CdiA proteins are quite limited (Figure. 2.5 and [116]). The CDS hypothesis first arose,

however, from observations that Burkholderia thailendensis uses CdiA to initiate biofilm
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formation in a CdiA-CT-dependent manner [89]. In fact, early observations that E. coli

targets can recover from CDI intoxication by a pore-former may also support the CDS

model [68]. Recently, investigations have also revealed that target cells do in fact activate

stress responses upon receipt of CDI toxins, which suggests that CdiA-CT exchange could

strategically induce growth arrest in sibling cells, providing an interpretation of the CDS

model [90]. Indeed, by expanding our understanding of CDI toxin activities and their

effect on target cell growth and gene expression, we stand to gain a better appreciation

for the larger picture of CDI’s role in the environment.

In addition to displaying limited toxicity in target cells in some cases, CDI toxins

also require the presence of specific IM and sometimes cytosolic proteins (termed ”per-

missive factors”) in target bacteria. Of course, the requirement of target cell proteins for

activity further limits the effective range of CdiA-CTs. Though cytosolic-acting toxins

clearly must pass the IM to gain access to substrates, pore-forming toxins do not share

this barrier yet still curiously require a translocation protein in the IM [85]. Even among

enzymatic CDI toxins, some are inactive unless target cells express a second cytosolic

permissive factor [88, 78]. For example, of two tRNase toxins that have identical ac-

tivity and structure, only one requires EF-Tu and EF-Ts for activity while the other is

autonomous [162]. Though permissive factors may be a deliberate checkpoint to limit

delivery to siblings, they might also represent a requirement specific to the constraints of

CdiA-CT structure and function. For instance, in attempting to balance the structural

requirements of unfolding and refolding that are associated with CdiA-CT delivery, a

RNase toxin from Yersinia kristensenii shares 3D structural homology with the RNase

A superfamily yet has substituted conserved cysteine disulfides with alternative interac-

tions that favor plasticity over rigidity [163]. Another clear example of the constraints

of CdiA-CT plasticity is demonstrated by another tRNase toxin from E. coli 536 which

binds a permissive factor (CysK) specifically for stability in the cytosol [88]. Addition-
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ally, the native activity of neither the IM cytoplasmic entry protein nor the permissive

factor is required for toxicity of CDI nucleases, which seems to also support the notion

that these protein partners serve as scaffolds to aid in folding of the disorder-prone toxin

domain [74, 83, 87]. Taken together, it seems that CdiA-CTs are either rapidly diver-

sifying with selection for target cell recognition, or that CdiA-CT structural constraints

necessitate co-factors to ensure stability or sub-cellular localization following delivery.

To shed some light on the mechanism of pore-forming CDI toxins, we have char-

acterized the receptor dependence of two new members of the CDI ionophore family.

Both CdiA-CTs originate from the same strain of E. coli (Escherichia coli NI1076) and

share sequence-level similarities that may point to a shared mechanism of pore-formation.

Indeed, we find that both toxins have evolved to exploit two different yet homologous

inner-membrane proteins for their activity. Interestingly, during genetic selections to

enrich for CDI-resistant (CDIR) targets against CdiA-CTNI1076-2, we observed the same

∼34.5 Kb deletion in nine separate pools of MG1655 K-12 target cells that were mutage-

nized using two different approaches. Six of these mutants were verified by whole genome

sequencing, while the remaining three screened positive for the removal of at least some

of the genes in the same region. Indeed, the CT-2 specific deletion is flanked by IS5

elements that removed not only one of the IM receptor proteins for this toxin but also

38 other open-reading frames. In selections against CdiA-CTNI1076-1, by contrast, only

a single transposon mutant and two UV-mutagenized target cell pools became resistant.

By sequencing the CT1R UV mutants, we find that CT-1 can similarly exploit two inde-

pendent IM proteins as receptors in target bacteria, making CDI-resistance difficult to

obtain. Additionally, as a first step in understanding the interaction between these toxins

and their receptors, we introduced structure-based functional mutations into a receptor

for CdiA-CTNI1076-1 and find that, similar to observations of other CDI toxins, receptor

function is not required for the toxicity of CdiA-CTNI1076-1.
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4.3 Results

4.3.1 The mouse enteric isolate NI1076 encodes two CDI loci

that encode toxins capable of disrupting the proton mo-

tive force in target bacteria

E. coli NI1076 (a murine isolate) contains two CDI loci, predicted to encode an

OmpC/F-binding class 2 CdiA protein (CdiA-1) and a lipopolysaccharide - binding class

4 CdiA protein (CdiA-2) (Fig. 4.1 and 4.2). To study these toxins, we constructed

chimeric CdiA proteins using a plasmid-encoded class 1 BamA-binding CDI system from

E. coli EC93 (CdiA-1 EC93) by replacing the C-terminal toxin domain, demarcated

by a conserved VENN motif, with the desired toxin, as previously described [77]. The

resulting chimeras (CdiAEC93-CT/INI1076-1 and CdiAEC93-CT/INI1076-2, referred to as CT-

1 and CT-2) are functional for growth inhibition, since susceptible MG1655 target cells

lose viability when in co-culture with inhibitor cells expressing either chimera (Fig. 4.3).

Furthermore, both toxins can only be neutralized by plasmid expression of their cognate

immunity gene, demonstrating that inhibition is specifically due to CdiA-CT delivery

and that each toxin is likely structurally unique (Fig. 4.3).

Based on sequence homology, we predict that NI1076 CT-1 and CT-2 belong to a

previously identified yet understudied class of CDI ionophore toxins (Fig. 4.14) [68].

Indeed, only two CdiA-CT domains with ionophore activity have been previously de-

scribed [68, 86]. We chose to test this possibility by treating CDI co-cultures with the

membrane potential dye bis(1,3-dibutylbarbituric acid) trimethine oxonol (DiBAC4(3)),

which enters depolarized membranes and can be detected by excitation at 516 nm [164].

Whereas a known endonuclease has no effect on dye uptake, both NI1076 toxins disrupt

the membrane potential in target cells to the same degree as the known pore-forming
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toxin CdiA-CTEC93-1 (Fig. 4.4). An average of ∼96% of target cells across three separate

experiments were positive for dye uptake when in competition with either NI1076 toxin

as well as EC93 CT, and the accumulation of DiBAC4(3) is fully prevented by internal

expression of the cognate cdiI gene (Figs. 4.4 and 4.17). We can therefore conclude that

NI1076 encodes two CDI loci that contain unique ionophore CdiA-CT toxin domains.

Endonuclease toxins delivered by CDI systems are toxic when expressed in the cyto-

plasm in the absence of a cytoplasmic entry protein [83, 91, 162]. To see if NI1076 CT-1

and CT-2 behave similarly, we expressed both toxin domains from an arabinose-inducible

plasmid (pCH450) in the wild-type E. coli K-12 cells used in competitions. When plated

on selective media containing 0.2% arabinose, CT-1 is not toxic. However, no colonies

grow when transformed with CT-2 (Fig. 4.3). Interestingly, neither toxin is toxic when

expressed with the conserved VENN motif (data not shown). Thus, only VENNless CT-1

is toxic to wild-type K-12 cells by ectopic expression.

4.3.2 NI1076 CT-1 and CT-2 do not require the known ionophore

receptor AcrB to exert toxicity

Both of the previously described ionophore toxins also originate from a murine isolate

(strain E. coli EC93; Fig. 4.14) and, interestingly, though many different inner membrane

CDI receptors have been identified for the nuclease family of CDI toxins [79], both EC93

toxins require AcrB to depolarize target cell membranes (Fig. 4.5) [86]. As reported

previously by the Koskiniemi group [86], we find that EC93 CT-1 is a less potent toxin

than EC93 CT-2, since there is a 10-fold reduction in competitive index when CT-1 is

delivered from the same CdiA protein (Fig. 4.5). Since EC93 CT-1 and CT-2 can only

disrupt the membrane potential in the presence of AcrB, it is possible that AcrB might

be required for bilayer entry and pore formation. However, here we find that neither
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NI1076 CT-1 and CT-2 require AcrB to inhibit target cells (Fig. 4.5). Thus, AcrB is not

a requirement for pore-formation by CDI toxins.

4.3.3 Transposon mutants are resistant to CT-2 due to muta-

tions not associated with the site of transposon insertion

Since the NI1076 CTs do not require AcrB for toxicity, they either exploit a different

inner membrane protein to achieve membrane depolarization or they are autonomous. To

differentiate between these possibilities, we conducted genetic selections on mutagenized

target cells in an attempt to identify IM proteins required for toxin delivery. In a first

attempt, we mutagenized 6 separate pools of target cells for each toxin using the mariner

transposon (as previously described [79]), then subjected the mutant pools to iterative

cycles of liquid co-culture competitions with either CdiA-CT chimera, seeking to enrich

until the target cell populations became fully resistant (CDIR, Fig. 4.6). After three

rounds of co-cultures, 3 pools enriched for CT-2 resistance, and 1 pool became resistant

to CT-1. Interestingly, single colonies from all 4 toxin resistant pools carry insertions in

puuP, which encodes a putrescine importer present in the IM and therefore represents

a possible cytoplasmic-entry protein (Fig. 4.7) [165]. However, deletion of puuP does

not render the wild type strain resistant to either toxin, and neither does transduction

of P1 lysate made from any of the 4 transposon-resistant mutants (Fig. 4.7). These re-

sults suggest that the CDI-resistant transposon mutants must carry additional mutations

that arose spontaneously outside of the transposon insertion which are responsible for

rendering them CDIR. We therefore conclude that the selection pressure applied during

enrichments for CDI-resistance was strong enough to obtain the desired mutants, but the

receptors for either toxin may be too difficult to obtain using transposon insertions that

will not affect essential genes.
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4.3.4 UV mutagenesis of target cells reveals that both ionophores

can exploit homologous IM proteins as independent re-

ceptors

Since our co-culture selection was strong enough to enrich for CDIR mutations, but

transposon insertions were not an efficient approach for finding those mutants, we re-

peated the enrichments with target cells mutagenized instead by ultraviolet light. Using

this method, 2 of 6 pools became fully resistant to CT-1 after 3 rounds of enrichment,

while all 6 pools became resistant to CT-2. These results are consistent with the trend

in our transposon mutant pools; enrichment for CT-1R was much harder to achieve than

resistance to CT-2. Whole genome sequencing of one colony from each resistant pool

reveals that the two pools with CT-1 resistance carry loss of function mutations in at

least two di/tri-peptide importers, namely DtpA and DtpB (Table 4.1). Interestingly,

one of the two CT-1R mutants also carries a LOF mutation in DtpC, though our muta-

genesis and competition results using deletion strains suggest that loss of DtpA/DtpB

is sufficient for CT-1R (Table 4.1 and 4.9). Notably, neither CT-1R mutant contains

a mutation in puuP. Thus, it appears that inactivation of puuP is irrelevant for CT-1

and must have arisen in the transposon mutant by chance, which may contain relevant

mutations outside of the transposon insertion itself though we did not investigate that

mutant further.

We performed co-culture enrichments with the same starting pools of UV-mutage-

nized target cells also against CT-2. Of all 6 pools that enriched for resistance to CT-2,

each mutant carries a mutation in the putrescine importer PuuP (Table 4.1), suggesting

PuuP is critical for CT-2 activity. This is consistent with our selections against trans-

poson-mutagenized target cells receiving this same toxin, since 3 of 6 CT-2R pools all

contain transposon insertions in puuP (Fig. 4.7B). However, because we tested a puuP
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deletion strain against CT-2 after finding three mutants with puuP ::Tn-KanR insertions,

we already knew that deletion of puuP is not sufficient to protect target cells from CT-2

intoxication. Informed by our selection with CT-1, we perused the genome for a homo-

logue of puuP and were delighted to discover exactly that: another putrescine importer

(plaP, formerly yeeF ) that shares 63% amino acid sequence identity with PuuP (Fig.

4.8). Remarkably, plaP is encoded within a region that has been deleted in every CT-2R

mutant selected for by UV mutagenesis. This ∼ 34.5 Kb deletion spans nucleotide po-

sition 2,064,549 - 2,098,995 in E. coli MG1655 (Fig. 4.6; parental strain and reference

genome from Dan Andersson). All 6 CT-2R mutants carry this same deletion, while the

CT-1R colonies do not. Therefore, because we conducted our selections on the same

parental mutant pools which were subsequently split for selections against either toxin

domain, the large deletion rendering targets resistant to CT-2 arose independently six

times.

The deletion region is flanked on either end by insH1 sequences encoding the trans-

posase for the IS5 element bordered by inverted repeats. This suggests that the removal

of the large intervening region could have been RecA-mediated. The CT-2-specfic dele-

tion also encodes the biofilm-promoting Ag43 autotransporter and one gene involved in

colanic acid biosynthesis (ugd ; UDP-glucose dehydrogenase) (Table 4.2 and Fig. 4.6).

Though we used a wzb deletion strain for selections, which should also lack the ability to

make capsule polysaccharide, ugd also produces a compound (UDP-4-amino-4-deoxy-L-

arabinose) that can modify lipid A to produce polymyxin resistance [166, 167]. Therefore,

it is possible that loss of Ag43 and ugd could provide additional positive selection for the

observed deletion in competition with a CDI inhibitor strain, since cell surface changes

are known to affect access to the target cell surface [153] (see Ch. 3). Only in combination

with selection for loss of plaP, however, do we see this deletion arise during enrichments

for CDIR.
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Since all six UV mutant pools became resistant through the same independent deletion

encompassing plaP that may be RecA-mediated, this same deletion could explain the re-

sistance observed in our transposon mutants that are also CT-2 resistant and contain ad-

ditional mutations outside of the transposon insertion in puuP (Fig. 4.7A). To determine

if the transposon mutants have lost both plaP and puuP, we conducted PCR reactions

with primers that anneal exclusively to either gene and verified that the puuP ::Tn-Kan

mutants carry a transposon in puuP by band shift as expected, but do not have de-

tectable plaP in their genome (Fig. 4.7D). Finally, because the deletion found in each

UV mutant includes the entire histidine biosynthesis operon (Fig. 4.6D), we plated the

CT-2-resistant transposon mutants on M9 minimal media (MM) with or without histi-

dine. As anticipated, none of the CT-2R transposon mutants are able to grow on MM

media in the absence of supplemented histidine, like a hisB deletion strain and the two

CT-2R UV mutants (Fig. 4.7E). Taken together, these results indicate that deletion of

plaP arose spontaneously nine independent times and therefore was an efficient means

of gaining CDI-resistance. These data also indicate that, like CT-1, CT-2 is also capable

of exploiting two homologous IM proteins (PlaP and PuuP) independently for toxicity.

4.3.5 CT-1 uses the di/tri-nucleotide importers DtpA and DtpB

as independent receptors

E. coli K-12 has four Proton-dependent Oligopeptide Transporter (POT) proteins:

DtpA - D [168]. As expected from the CT-1R UV mutants, DtpA/B (51% identity) and

DtpC/D (56% identity) are more closely related to each other than the two groups are

together (∼ 27% identity; Figure 4.13). However, one of two CT-1R mutants does have

a frameshift mutation in dtpC as well (Table 4.1). To determine how many Dtp proteins

can serve as receptors for CT-1, we created deletions of each di/tri-nucleotide importer
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within the family (DtpA, DtpB, DtpC, DtpD), either alone or in combination with DtpA

(which was inactivated in both CT-2R mutants), and conducted co-culture competitions.

As anticipated, a deletion of dtpA or dtpB alone is insufficient for protection from CT-1

toxicity, but a combined dtpA/dtpB deletion strain is fully resistant to CT-1 by both

viable cell counts and DiBAC4(3) uptake (Fig. 4.9 and Fig. 4.12 or Fig. 4.18). Since

the only strain resistant to CT-1 is ∆dtpA ∆dtpB, and deletion of dtpC in combination

with dtpA is insufficient for CT-1 resistance, only DtpA or DtpB serve as IM receptors

for CT-1. Moreover, plasmid-encoded DtpA or DtpB can restore wild-type susceptibility

to a resistant ∆dtpA ∆dtpB strain (Fig. 4.11A).

4.3.6 CT-2 can exploit both of the putrescine importers PuuP

and PlaP as receptors, but with unequal potency

Mirroring the behavior of NI1076 CT-1, only a double deletion of both plaP and puuP

can produce a fully CT-2 resistant target strain when challenged with CT-2 in co-culture

competitions (Fig. 4.9B). Interestingly, however, we find that a plaP deletion strain is

partially resistant to CT-2, which would presumably indicate that the remaining PuuP

is less productive at facilitating intoxication by CT-2. However, pPlaP unexpectedly

produces a less potent response from CT-2 compared to complementation with PuuP

during competitions (Fig. 4.10). One interpretation of these conflicting data is that

expression levels of puuP and plaP are very different, and thus more PlaP may be present

in a ∆puuP strain than vice versa. Therefore, when we control for protein abundance by

expressing either putrescine importer from the same promoter (leaky expression of the

lac repressor) to separate expression from toxin affinity, we then find that PlaP elicits

much lower inhibition in target cells, indicating CT-2 may bind PlaP with lower affinity.

To explore the difference in receptor-dependent CT-2 potency further, we then ex-
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pressed just the CT-2 toxin domain from a plasmid under control of the araBAD promoter

and conducted transformations of the complemented deletion strains with empty plasmid

or pCT-2. Again, we observe partial resistance to CT-2 when only plaP is expressed, as

can be seen by the presence of very small colonies which are obvious after several days

of growth on 0.2% L-arabinose (Fig. 4.10B). These results again suggest that CT-2 may

have higher affinity for PuuP than it does for PlaP.

To see if a plaP deletion strain is also partially resistant to membrane depolarization,

we once more used the membrane potential-sensitive dye DiBAC4(3) to assay the sensi-

tivity of receptor-less target cells to CDI. Consistent with our inhibition data, a double

deletion of plaP/puuP is completely resistant to dye uptake, whereas individual deletion

strains are not (Fig. 4.12). Again, the plaP deletion is slightly resistant to dye uptake

as well, in contrast to a ∆puuP strain. In summary, both pore-forming toxins can ex-

ploit two homologous inner-membrane nutrient transporters (DtpA/DtpB by CT-1 and

PuuP/PlaP by CT-2) to intoxicate target bacteria by disruption of the proton-motive

force. Since CT-2 displays lower toxicity in the presence of PlaP when compared to

PuuP, this may suggest that CT-2 binds PlaP/PuuP with different affinities.

4.3.7 The native function of DtpA is not required for toxicity

of CT-1

Little to nothing is known of the mechanism by which CdiA-CT ionophore toxins

disrupt the proton-motive force in target cells. Indeed, only two pore-forming toxins

have been characterized (EC93 CT-1 and CT-2), and only one inner membrane protein

receptor is know to support pore-forming activity (AcrB) [86]. Both EC93 toxins were

classified as ionophores using the same dye uptake assay we have used here, as well as

by measuring the accumulation of ethidium bromide due to inactivity of pmf-dependent
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efflux pumps [68]. However, a complicating factor is that both EC93 toxins happen to

exploit the cell’s main efflux pump (AcrB) as an IM receptor, and it is unclear if the

ionophores themselves would disrupt AcrB’s native activity during CDI. AcrB is also

a large trimer of functionally integrated subunits, making it a more difficult target for

probing toxin-receptor interactions. By contrast, DtpA and DtpB are monomeric POT

proteins that are widely distributed from humans to bacteria and so have been thoroughly

characterized, providing an alternative approach to investigating the ionophore-receptor

interaction [168, 169].

To determine if the native activity of DtpA is important for toxicity of NI1076 CT-1

when delivered into target cells, we introduced mutations into a plasmid-encoded DtpA in

a dtpA/dtpB deficient strain to test mutant variants against wild-type complementation

during co-culture competitions. We introduced alanine residues in place of Y38 and Y156,

which are substrate-binding residues conserved with the human POT homologue hPepT1,

and known to participate in binding the antiviral valganciclovir and, at least for Y156,

to alafosfalin as well [169, 170]. Using two time points to assay target cell sensitivity

to CT-1, our results reveal that substrate-binding mutations have no noticeable effect

on toxicity of CT-1 during CDI (Fig. 4.11). This is not due to changes in protein

expression, however, since both DtpA variants are tagged with a viral epitope and appear

to be expressed at the same level and properly localized when probed by immunoblot

(Fig. 4.11). Notably, though functional mutations do not affect CDI, the presence of

a VSV epitope tag does appear to partially disrupt CDI in competitions (Fig. 4.11A).

We also tested the possible dependency of CT-1 on the proton binding activity of DtpA

by replacing E56 with Arg, which should prevent its ability to relay protons as part of

the periplasmic gate [170]. Though this mutant also supports CT-1 mediated inhibition,

suggesting it is properly expressed and localized, DtpA E56R is not visible by immunoblot

against the VSV epitope (Fig. 4.11C). Thus, we have determined that CT-1 toxicity is
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unaffected by functional mutants of DtpA, but a C-terminal VSV tag appears to partially

disrupt CDI in competition co-cultures.

4.4 Discussion

In this study, we identify two new members of the CdiA-CT family of ionophore toxins

(CdiA-CTNI1076-1 and CdiA-CTNI1076-2) and also the inner membrane proteins they exploit

for toxicity (DtpA/DtpB and PuuP/PlaP, respectively). We find that each toxin can use

either IM protein independently as a receptor, presumably to enter and depolarize the IM.

Interestingly, for CT-2, the two alternative putrescine importers PlaP and PuuP do not

complement a ∆plaP ∆puuP strain to the same degree; PlaP elicits a ∼1000-fold defect

in inhibition when expressed from the same plasmid as PuuP (Fig. 4.10). Therefore,

CT-2 might have lower affinity for PlaP. Interestingly, because a plaP deletion strain

is actually partially resistant to CT-2 in co-culture competitions compared to either

a ∆puuP or wild type target strain, lower affinity for PlaP might have arisen due to

differential expression levels of both IM proteins. Indeed, if there is much more PlaP

expressed in a ∆puuP target strain, the abundance of receptor could overcome imperfect

association with CdiA-CT. Likewise, if much less PuuP exists in the plaP deficient strain

but it associates with CT-2 with much higher affinity, when we normalize expression

levels PuuP should facilitate greater inhibition than PlaP, which is consistent with our

observations. In Proteus mirabilis and Dickeya zeae, PlaP orthologues mediate collective

behaviors such as swarming motility, biofilm formation, and invasion of host cells in

response to environmental putrescine availability, which it binds with low affinity in

order to serve as a surveillance importer [171, 172]. Therefore, putrescine will only

accumulate in the cytosol if enough of it is present to overcome PlaP’s low binding

affinity, which then leads to downstream gene expression changes [171, 173]. Our data
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suggest that plaP is expressed to higher levels than puuP in E. coli, possibly indicating

a similar role for PlaP as a putrescine sensor in the Enterobacteria. It will be interesting

to study this interaction further in the future, possibly supplementing target cells with

polyamines to affect expression levels of PlaP/PuuP and adding epitope tags to both

proteins. Additionally, with the option for exploiting two different receptors that may

undergo differential expression due to a signaling molecule, these data introduce the

intriguing possibility that CT-2 can selectively exert different potencies in target cells

based on environmental conditions such as polyamine availability, if those conditions

lead to differential expression of PuuP/PlaP.

Prior studies to identify receptor proteins for CdiA-CTs have thus far only identified

single receptor-toxin pairs. However, many uncharacterized CDI toxins may exist that

can similarly exploit more than one IM protein and simply have yet to be described.

Indeed, by evolving receptor promiscuity, the NI1076 ionophores are more capable of

evading target cell resistance than other toxins, which is clearly demonstrated by our

genetic selections; we were unable to enrich for multiple transposon insertions in DtpA/B

and, even when mutagenized by ultraviolet light, only two of six pools became resistant

to this toxin. CT-2 resistance was much easier to select for: three of six transposon

mutant pools and all six UV mutant pools became CT-2 resistant, even though this

required removal of two putrescine importers. Intriguingly, the ease at which plaP and

puuP became doubly inactivated in CT-2R target cells is explained by a ∼ 34.5 Kb

deletion encompassing plaP (formerly yeeF ). Since the deletion is flanked at each end by

an insertion sequence element (insH1 ) surrounded by inverted repeats, it’s possible that

the removal of intervening sequence was RecA-mediated.

Most studies of CDI toxins have been conducted on the abundant diversity of nu-

cleases deployed by CdiA, which are diverse in activity and receptor preference. Inter-

estingly, some CdiA-CT nucleases also require cytosolic permissive factors for activity,
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which likely aid in maintaining thermodynamic stability following the translocation pro-

cess [79, 87, 162]. In contrast, only two pore-forming toxins have been characterized that

both exploit the multidrug efflux pump AcrB. Since EC93’s toxins both use AcrB but

are differentially potent (Fig. 4.5), it has been suggested that the two redundant CdiA

proteins may be expressed at different times during cell growth to modulate inhibition

and prevent competition for receptor access [86]. E. coli NI1076 also encodes two CDI

loci, but in contrast to those of EC93, both of NI1076’s CdiA-CTs are similarly potent

(Fig. 4.5). These toxins, however, use unique IM receptors to inhibit targets. Thus, at

least in NI1076, both CDI systems could be used at the same time to deliver a higher

dose of toxins. Indeed, if pore-forming toxins require oligomerization, a high dose of toxin

would facilitate channel formation. Future studies should consider this when analyzing

CDI regulation in natural isolates.

Since we have now identified four new IM proteins recognized by ionophore toxins,

it is clear pore-formation does not exclusively require AcrB during CDI. However, in

contrast to the variety of transporter families exploited by nucleases that can use a

variety of energy sources [79], the 5 pore-forming receptors now identified are all proton-

coupled substrate transporters. This raises the possibility that the ionophore toxins

might parasitize the proton relay activity of their receptor proteins. However, arginine

replacement of the periplasmic gating residue Glu56 did not disrupt CDI in our study,

suggesting that the toxin itself is disrupting the pmf rather than parasitizing the native

proton shuttling activity of its receptor (Fig. 4.11). Importantly, however, though the

E56R variant complemented a resistant receptor deletion strain, we could not detect DtpA

E56R in whole cell lysates by immunoblot as we could other DtpA mutants expressed

from the same plasmid, possibly indicating that the epitope is inaccessible or cleaved.

Alternatively, DtpA E56R could be remaining in the insoluble pellet even after extraction

with sarkosyl. Why this would occur for only the periplasmic gating mutant is not clear.
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We also tested the possibility that CT-1 could mimic a peptide substrate and utilize the

same residues known to coordinate peptides in the binding cavity of DtpA. However, since

alanine replacement of two conserved and critical tyrosine residues did not prevent CDI,

we conclude that the native substrate transport and proton binding activity of DtpA is

not important for CdiA-CT function (Fig. 4.11) [169, 170]. We anticipate that because

pore-formation requires coupling of an energy source to the unfavorable thermodynamics

of bilayer entry, interacting with a transmembrane protein may enable the toxin to refold

at the interface of the bilayer and the protein itself. In this case, disrupting localization

or abundance of the receptor but not substrate transport would affect CDI, which is

consistent with our observations. Future work should elaborate on these findings, since

investigating how ionophores exploit their IM receptors will help in understanding how

they disrupt the membrane potential, which is yet unknown.

Colicins, many of which are pore-forming toxins, are bacteriocins that are secreted by

E. coli into the extracellular space to mediate interbacterial cell killing [16]. Much like

CDI toxins, colicins are either enzymatic (nucleases) or ionophoric (pore-formers). The

pore-forming colicins are essentially inside-out membrane proteins in solution that bind to

lipid bilayers and reorganize upon membrane insertion, acting as polyvalent cations driven

to interact with lipid headgroups [174]. In vitro experiments with liposomes revealed that

colicin insertion into the bilayer progresses through four stages: electrostatically driven

membrane binding, unfolding at the membrane surface, elongation of two hydrophobic

helices to form an anchor, and insertion of the anchor into the bilayer - the so-called

“umbrella” model of insertion [175]. However, in contrast to colicins, CDI ionophores

lack obvious transmembrane domains and are overall less hydrophobic than expected for a

membrane protein (Fig. 4.21 and 4.20). Although the minimal cytotoxic portion of CdiA-

CT responsible for pore-formation is not known, it likely begins just downstream of the

conserved VENN motif, since CT2NI1076 is toxic ectopically only when VENN is removed
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(Fig. 4.10). We also know that other CdiA-CTs with tRNase activity are inactive if

expressed internally with VENN (Nick Bartelli, unpublished data), so this is not strictly

a feature of ionophore CTs and may indicate the delivered fragment of CdiA itself includes

only residues downstream of VENN. Likewise, the modular cytoplasmic entry domains

found in endonuclease CTs [79, 83] appear to be present within pore-forming toxins as

well; an alignment of CdiA-CTNI1076-1 and CdiA-CTNI1076-2 suggests that the cytoplasmic

entry domain of ionophores is much smaller than that of nucleases (Fig. 4.20). In

addition to lacking alpha-helical transmembrane domains, the CT sequence following

these putative entry domains seems too small to function similarly to self-assembling

colicin pores by comparison. But despite a lack of similarity between CdiA-CT ionophores

and colicins, a close observation of the shared features of the putative toxic domain of

CdiA-CT ionophores reveals a great overrepresentation of small nonpolar amino acids,

with 16% of both NI1076 CT sequences comprised of glycines and a combined 20%

represented by alanine and serine residues. In fact, an alignment of all four characterized

CDI ionophores (from E. coli EC93 and NI1076, Fig. 4.14) reveals the existence of

putative glycine zipper motifs (GxxxG) with the most well-conserved motif flanked on

either side by conserved prolines in both NI1076 toxins (Fig. 4.20). In the VacA toxin,

which relies on glycine zippers to form pores by oligomerization, prolines flanking the

glycine zipper domain are critical for toxicity [176]. Glycine zippers in general are a

prevalent structural motif that drive helix-helix interactions of single-pass membrane

integrated alpha helices [177], and are known to facilitate channel formation by both

eukaryotic and bacterial proteins [31, 176]. Thus, ionophore CDI toxins could conceivably

use these motifs for channel formation. However, as glycine zippers are associated with

self-assembly of large oligomeric complexes, if the same mechanism is responsible for

CdiA-CT channel formation, it is difficult to imagine how these toxins could achieve such

high levels of potency without oligomerizing. Furthermore, the glycine repeats we observe
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here are shorter (GxxxGxxxG) than typical glycine zippers, and the toxin itself is less

hydrophobic than would be expected for a membrane protein (Fig. 4.21). Similar to the

unique structural constraints imposed on endonucleases by CDI, we anticipate that pore-

forming toxins embody these same constraints in the form of imperfect transmembrane

motifs.

Interestingly, in contrast to the cryptic functional domains in ionophore CdiA-CTs,

ionophore immunity proteins are extremely hydrophobic and likely to contain transmem-

brane alpha helices (Fig. 4.21). Therefore, although the mechanism of pore formation is

less obvious, ionophore immunity proteins are likely pre-localized to the IM in anticipa-

tion of CdiA-CT delivery. Indeed, an immunity protein that has greater stability within

the bilayer than its cognate toxin would be an efficient means of preventing self-intox-

ication, especially if CDI pores are extremely effective. This idea is supported by our

observation that over-expression of ionophore immunity proteins is itself toxic (data not

shown), which would be expected from over-expression of an integral membrane protein.

Thus, how exactly pore-forming CdiA-CTs are neutralized by their cognate immunity

proteins will be an intriguing topic to explore further.

4.5 Materials and Methods

Bacterial strain and plasmid construction. To study the activity of CdiA-

CTNI1076-1 and CdiA-CTNI1076-2, we constructed chimeric CdiA proteins using a recom-

bineering approach as previously described [77]. Three PCR products were generated

and fused by overlap-extension (OE) PCR, resulting in a fragment encoding the toxin of

interest flanked by regions of homology to the desired CdiA protein. To build the frag-

ments for recombineering, cdiA-CT1/cdiI and cdiA-CT2/cdiI were first amplified with

primer pairs CH3953/CH3954 and CH4127/CH4128, respectively. Next, upstream and
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downstream homology regions were amplified from the cdiAEC93-1 gene using primer pairs

DL1527/DL2470 and DL1663/DL2368, respectively. All three fragments were fused by

OE-PCR with the outer primers DL1527/DL2368. The resulting OE-PCR product was

electroporated with pCH10163 into E. coli DY378 cells as previously described [77]. The

resulting recombinants were selected on yeast extract glucose agar containing 33 µg/mL

chloramphenicol and 10 mM D/L-p-chlorophenylalanine and sequenced with oligonu-

cleotides CH4070/CH4071 to verify.

Immunity genes were amplified from E. coli NI1076 genomic DNA with primer pairs

CH4058/CH4059 (locus 1) and CH4060/CH4061 (locus 2). The resulting fragments

were digested with KpnI/XhoI and ligated into pTrc99aKX [91]. For complementation,

each membrane protein was amplified with the following primer pairs from MG1655

genomic DNA: dtpA (CH5141/CH5144, which adds a viral VSV epitope tag), dtpB

(CH5366/CH4885), puuP (CH4529/CH5085), and plaP (CH5095/CH5096). Each PCR

fragment was digested with the appropriate enzymes (EcoRI/XbaI for dtpA, KpnI/XhoI

for dtpB and plaP, NcoI/XbaI for puuP) and the purified fragments ligated into pTrc99aKX,

except for dtpA-VSV which was ligated into pTrc99a. Mutations were introduced into

plasmid-encoded dtpA-VSV using megaprimer PCR, in which only a segment of the gene

is amplified in the first round with a reverse oligo encoding the desired change. To build

the megaprimers, fragments from primer pairs CH5141/CH5142 (Y38A), CH5141/CH5365

(Y156A), and CH5141/CH5166 (E56R) were generated from pTrc99a-dtpA-VSV. In a sec-

ond PCR reaction, these megaprimers were paired with a single reverse primer (CH5144)

to generate the final mutant dtpA fragments. These products were then digested with

EcoRI/XbaI, ligated into pTrc99a, and sequenced to verify the point mutation was suc-

cessfully introduced.

To study CdiA-CT toxicity by internal expression, both toxins were amplified first

with primer pairs CH4108/CH4236 (CT-1) and CH4110/CH4111 (CT-2), digested with
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NcoI/XhoI and ligated into pCH450 for arabinose-inducible expression. After determin-

ing that neither toxin construct inhibited growth when induced, both CTs were then

cloned with a new forward primer (CH4235 for CT-1 and CH4237 for CT-2) to skip

the conserved VENN motif, which is likely cleaved and separated from CdiA-CT during

delivery. The new VENNless toxin domains were digested with KpnI/XhoI and ligated

into pCH450KX.

Target strains used for all assays in this work are derived from wild-type MG1655

originally obtained from Dan Andersson (Uppsala University), who also provided a com-

plete genome sequence. Wild-type MG1655 was transduced with a ∆wzb::kan deletion

from the Keio collection [139] to inhibit colanic acid synthesis during competitions. Tar-

get cells were cured of the kanamycin resistance cassette with pCP20, but also carry

a araBAD ::spm deletion. EPI100 cells also with a cured ∆wzb deletion were used for

inhibitors. Because the CDI cosmids confer Cm resistance, inhibitor strains were tracked

on chloramphenicol and targets on spectinomycin.

All deletions (∆dtpA/B/C/D, ∆puuP/plaP, and ∆acrB) were constructed by P1

transduction. Fresh lysates were prepared by treating the appropriate Keio deletion

strain (grown in 1 mL LB supplemented with 0.4 % glucose, 10 mM MgSO4, and 5 mM

CaCl2) with 100 µL phage lysate while in early log phase. Once the culture cleared, it

was vortexed with 400 µL chloroform and spun for 2 min at 15,000 rpm to separate.

For transduction, target cells were grown overnight in 2 mL LB, collected in 1 mL,

and resuspended in 300 µL LB supplemented with 10 mM MgSO4 and 5 mM CaCl2 then

treated with a 1:10 dilution of the appropriate P1 lysate. After 30 minutes, transductants

were treated with 240 mM sodium citrate in LB and recovered for 1-4 hrs. Presumptive

deletion strains were selected on Kan and screened by PCR with a nested Kan cassette

primer (CH3832 or CH3833) paired with a locus-specific reverse primer. Where necessary,

the Kan cassette was cured with pCP20 and these mutants were also screened by PCR,
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by monitoring a band shift.

Wild type target cells and each mutant derivative that exhibited any amount of CDI

resistance (∆dtpA ∆dtpB, ∆puuP, ∆plaP, ∆puuP ∆plaP) were subjected to another

round of transduction with P1 lysate from SK2873, to insert the galK ::dTomato-cat

marker used for separation of targets and inhibitors during flow cytometry. The resulting

transductants (CH6757 – CH6762) were selected for on Cm and screened for fluorescence

against the nonfluorescent wild type strain at 580 nm by a MACSQuant flow cytometer

(Miltenyi Biotech).

Competitions and growth conditions. All strains were grown at 37 ◦C in lysogeny

broth (LB) or on LB agar except where noted for certain assays (ts plasmid curing,

recombineering selections). Media were supplemented when appropriate with antibiotics

at the following concentrations: ampicillin (Amp) 150 µg mL−1 ; kanamycin (Kan) 50 µg

mL−1; spectinomycin (Spm) 100 µg mL−1; chloramphenicol (Cm) 33 µg mL−1; rifampicin

(Rif) 200 µg mL−1; tetracycline (Tet) 15 µg mL−1. For all competition co-cultures,

inhibitor and target strains were grown to an optical density at 600 nm (OD600) of 0.6-

0.9 and mixed at an equal ratio (OD600 1.0:1.0), plated in a 15 µL volume on LB agar and

incubated at 37 ◦C for the indicated time. Except for the time course, all competitions

were conducted for 2 hours on pre-warmed LB agar plates. The zero time point was taken

from the same mixture. The final time point was obtained from harvesting the plated

cells with a sterile swab into 600 µL 1×M9 salts. The diluted pellet was then subjected

to ten-fold serial dilutions again in 1×M9 salts, which were plated on the appropriate

antibiotics to enumerate CFU/mL of both populations.

Transformation assays. To test for toxicity by plasmid-expression, TSS competent

cells were prepared for transformation by growing to OD600 0.3, then cooled on ice for 15

min. Cell pellets were collected by centrifugation at 4 ◦C at 6000 rpm for 3 min. Pellets

were resuspended in TSS solution (10% polyethylene glycol (PEG-8,000), 30 mM MgCl2,
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5% dimethylsulfoxide) at 1/100th the original culture volume. Next, approximately 60

ng of plasmid DNA from pCH13925 and CH14011 (CT-1 and CT-2, respectively) was

mixed with the TSS competent cells and transformed by briefly heat-shocking the cells at

42 ◦C for 60 seconds. Heat-shocked transformants were cooled on ice also for 60 seconds,

resuspended in 1 mL LB, and allowed to recover at 37 ◦C for 2 hours. After recovery,

cells were plated at a volume of 100 µL per 8.5 cm agar plate (i.e., 33 µL per 1/3 of

plate). If transformants contained a plasmid already, antibiotics were included during

each step of the assay to ensure selection for the pre-existing plasmid, and the recovered

cell culture was concentrated at 2× the original OD before plating.

Mutagenesis and selections for CDI-resistance. To select for target cells re-

sistant to CdiA-CTNI1076-1 and CdiA-CTNI1076-2 MG1655 cells were mutagenized and se-

lected for as previously described [79]. The mariner transposon was introduced into

MG1655 Rifr by conjugation with MFDpir cells carrying pSC189. Donors were supple-

mented with 30µM diaminopimelic acid in shaking liquid LB and grown to mid-log at

37◦C. Donors and recipients were mixed and plated on LB agar at 37◦C for 5 hrs. Cell

mixtures were harvested with a sterile swab, collected in 1×M9 media, and plated on

Kan-supplemented LB agar for selection of transposon integrants. Each transposon li-

brary was harvested directly from Kan plates into 1 mL 1×M9 media for selection. Six

pools were mutagenized for each toxin chimera.

Prior to mutagenesis using ultraviolet light, a survival curve was first established

to determine the proper irradiation dose for 0.1-1% bacterial survival. 25 mL cultures

of SK3300 cells were grown to OD600 ∼ 0.4 and resuspended in 0.1 M MgSO4. Cells

were UV irradiated in 8.5 cm petri plates at 0, 2, 6, 8, 10, 12, and 18 mJ/cm2 in a

Stratalinker 1800. Viable cell counts were performed from ten-fold serial dilutions pre-

and post-irradiation by plating cells on LB agar and agar containing both streptomycin

or rifampicin to obtain mutation frequencies (Fig. 4.15).
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Selections for CDIR mutants were conducted with pDAL879-cdiAEC93-CT/cdiI NI1076

constructs for each toxin. Inhibitor cells with each CDI chimera were grown to mid-log

phase and mixed with each of 6 mutant pools for 3 hours in liquid co-culture at a ratio

of 2:1 (targets:inhibitors) to minimize bottle-necking during the initial selection. Target

cells were added to the competitions by harvesting from plates into 1 mL of 1×M9 me-

dia, which was used to seed 25 mL liquid LB. Following each 3-hour co-culture, targets

were plated on Kan at multiple ten-fold serial dilutions to enumerate viable cells and to

separate them from inhibitors. Two additional competitions were performed to enrich

for CDIR mutants using these Kan-selected colonies from the previous round. After the

third enrichment, single colonies were isolated, checked for CDIR, and the location of

the transposon was determined by rescue cloning. Briefly, resistant colonies were grown

overnight, their genomic DNA extracted by phenol-chloroform, and approximately 1 µg

was digested by incubation with NspI overnight. The enzyme digest was stopped by

incubation at 65 ◦C for 25 mins, 2 µL Cutsmart buffer containing 10 mM ATP (NEB)

and 1 µL T4 DNA ligase was added and incubated overnight at 4 ◦C. The mixture was

transformed into E. coli DH5α pir+ competent cells. Plasmid DNA from the resulting

transformants was prepped and sequenced with primer CH2260 to identify the chromo-

somal insertion site.

Since 12 mJ/cm2 resulted in ∼ 5% survival and 18 mJ/cm2 < 1% survival, we con-

ducted mutagenesis on SK3300 cells in the middle of that range, at 15 mJ/cm2. Mu-

tagenized target cells (10 mL of each) were added to a 500 mL flask filled with 90 mL

LB (supplemented with Kan to maintain the presence of pZS21-bamA) and allowed to

recover overnight in the dark. Selections were performed by mixing each mutant pool at a

2:1 ratio with inhibitors (SK2972 and SK2973 grown to OD600 ∼ 0.7), so as to minimize

bottlenecking while facilitating toxin delivery into most mutants. All 6 mutant pools

were split between the two inhibitor strains, so that each pool for selection by either
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inhibitor strain started off with the same library prior to selections. Co-cultures were

performed by concentration large cultures of inhibitors and targets into a total OD600 of

33, and 100 µL of the dense mixture was plated on pre-warmed 8.5 cm LB agar plates.

After 3 hrs, the mixture was harvested into 1 mL 1×PBS and serially diluted to obtain

viable cell counts for target cells, while 100 µL of two dilutions was reserved for plating

on full Kan plates to seed the next enrichment. After 3 rounds of co-culture competitions

with all 12 pools (6/toxin), single colonies were isolated from pools that appeared to be

enriching for CDIR. Each colony was competed with CdiA-CTEC93 to rule out mutations

in bamA and its growth rate measured against wild type with a Tecan Infinite 20-0 Pro.

Flow cytometry to measure pmf dissipation. To assess the integrity of the pro-

ton motive force in target cells receiving CdiA-CTs, we conducted liquid co-culture com-

petitions with wild type or CDIR target cells (including cdiI +) marked with galK ::dTomato-

cat. Both inhibitor and target strains were mixed at a 1:1 ratio with a starting OD600 of

1.0. After 1 hr of shaking, 150 µL aliquots were moved to 1.5 mL Eppendorf tubes and

treated with 10 µg mL-1 bis(1,3-dibutylbarbituric acid) trimethine oxonol (DiBAC4(3)),

which enters depolarized cells [164]. After 30 mins of incubation in the dark, the dye-

treated cell mixtures were rinsed in 1× PBS twice and 2 µL of the final resuspended

pellet was diluted into 2 mL 1× PBS for analysis by flow cytometry (MACSQuant). To

normalize the data collected from these competitions, a stop gate was applied to each

sample based on the fluorescence intensity of a monoculture of wild type red (channel:

FITC) target cells (SK4210) and 100,000 events were recorded in the gated population

for each sample. Next, these 100,000 events that represent the target cell population were

analyzed for fluorescence intensity in the GFP channel, which detects DiBAC4(3). The

histograms are a representative experiment from at least three separate replicates, which

we plotted as the percent GFP+ cells of the entire FITC+ (target cell) population.

Protein Extraction and Immunoblotting. To detect DtpA in target cells, cell
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lysates containing total protein were prepared by treating from 1 mL of stationary phase

(>∼OD600 1.5) cultures of MG1655 ∆dtpA ∆dtpB cells expressing each DtpA-VSV vari-

ant from pTrc99a. Cell pellets were resuspended in 5 µL BugBuster (Sigma) per mg of

cell mass. Lysozyme and Dnase I were added to the resuspension and the samples were

incubated on a rotisserie for 40 min at room temperature. Cell lysates were spun at 4

◦C for 60 mins at 13,000 rpm and the soluble fraction was removed and stored at - 20

◦C. The remaining insoluble material was resuspended in the same volume of BugBuster

used previously with the addition of 1% Sarkosyl to extract IM proteins. This second

resuspension was then spun again for 60 mins at 4 ◦C and 13,000 rpm. The supernatant

containing IM proteins was removed and also stored at - 20 ◦C. Protein extracts were

quantified by Bradford and equal amounts of protein were loaded onto a 10% SDS-PAGE

gel and separated at 110 V for 1 hr. Proteins were transferred to a PVDF membrane

for 1 hr at 17 V, which was treated with anti-VSV antisera. The 800CW secondary

antibody was visualized using a LI-COR Odyssey infrared imager. To visualize total

protein, a second gel was loaded with the same quantities of total protein and stained

with Coomassie Brilliant Blue R-250 for 60 mins at RT and destained overnight.
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4.6 Tables and Figures

UPEC536_CdiA    1 MHQPPVRFTYRLLSYLISTIIAGQPLLPAVGAVITPQNGAGMDKAANGVPVVNIATPNGA 
NI1076_CdiA1    1 MHQPPVRFTYRLLSYLISTIIAGQPLLPAVGAVITPQNGAGMDKAANGVPVVNIATPNGA 
 
 
UPEC536_CdiA   61 GISHNRFTDYNVGKEGLILNNATGKLNPTQLGGLIQNNPNLKAGGEAKGIINEVTGGNRS 
NI1076_CdiA1   61 GISHNRFTDYNVGKEGLILNNATGKLNPTQLGGLIQNNPNLKAGGEAKGIINEVTGGNRS 
 
 
UPEC536_CdiA  121 LLQGYTEVAGKAANVMVANPYGITCDGCGFINTPHATLTTGRPVMNADGSLQALEVTEGS 
NI1076_CdiA1  121 LLQGYTEVAGKAANVMVANPYGITCDGCGFINTPHATLTTGKPVMNADGSLQALEVTEGS 
 
 
UPEC536_CdiA  181 ITINGAGLDGTRSDAVSIIARATEVNAALHAKDLTVTAGANRITADGRVSALKGEGDVPK 
NI1076_CdiA1  181 ITINGAGLDGTRSDAVSIIARATEVNAALHAKDLTVTAGANRITADGRVSALKGEGNVPK 
 
 
UPEC536_CdiA  241 VAVDTGALGGMYARRIHLTSTESGVGVNLGNLYARDGDIILSSAGKLVLKNSLAGGNTTV 
NI1076_CdiA1  241 VAVDTGALGGMYARRIHLTSTESGVGVNLGNLYARDGDITLDASGRLTVNNSLATGAVTA 
 
 
UPEC536_CdiA  301 TGTDVSLSGDNKAGGNLSVTGTTGLTLNQPRLVTDKNLVLSSSGQIVQNGGELTAGQNAM 
NI1076_CdiA1  301 KGQGVTLTGDHKAGGNLSVSSRSDIVLSNGTLNSDKNLSLTAGGRITQQNEKLTAGRDVT 
 
 
UPEC536_CdiA  361 LSAQHLNQTSG-TVNAAENVTLTTTNDTTLKGRSIAGKTLTVSSGSLNNGGTLVAGRDAT 
NI1076_CdiA1  361 LAAKNITQDTASQINAARDIVTVASDTLTTQGQITAGQNLTASATTLTQDGILLAKSHAG 
 
 
UPEC536_CdiA  420 VKTGTFSNTGTVQGNGLKVTATDLTSTGSIKSGSTLDISARNATLSGDAGAKDSARVTVS 
NI1076_CdiA1  421 LNAGTLNNSGAVQGATLTLGSTTLSNSGSLLSGGPLTVNTRDFTQSGRTGAKGKVDITAS 
 
 
UPEC536_CdiA  480 GTLENRGRLVSDDVLTLSATQINNSGTLSGAKELVASADTLTTTEKSVTNSDGNLMLDSA 
NI1076_CdiA1  481 GKLTSTGSLVSDDALVLKAQDVTQNGVLSGGKGLTVSAQTLSSGKKSVTHSDAAMTLNVT 
 
 
UPEC536_CdiA  540 SSTLAGETSAGGTVSVKGNSLKTTTTAQT-QGNSVSVDVQNAQLDGTQAARDILTLNASE 
NI1076_CdiA1  541 TVALDGETSAGDTLRVQADRLSTAAGAQLQSGKNLSINARDARLAGTQAAQQTMVVNASE 
 
 
UPEC536_CdiA  599 KLTHSGKSSAPSLSLSAPELTSSGVLVGSALNTQSQTLTNSGLLQGEASLTVNTQRLDNQ 
NI1076_CdiA1  601 KLTHSGKSSAPSLSLSAPELTSSGVLVGSALNTQSQTLTNSGLLQGKASLTVNTQRLDNQ 
 
 
UPEC536_CdiA  659 QNGTLYSAADLTLDIPDIRNSGLITGDNGLMLNAVSLSNPGKIIADTLSVRATTLDGDGL 
NI1076_CdiA1  661 QNGTLYSAADLTLDIPDIRNSGLITGDNGLMLNAVSLSNPGKIIADTLNVRATTLDGDGL 
 
 
UPEC536_CdiA  719 LQGAGALALAGDTLSQGSHGRWLTADDLSLRGKTLNTAGTTQGQNITVQADRWANSGSVL 
NI1076_CdiA1  721 LQGAGALALAGDTLSQGSNGRWLTADDLTLRGKILNTAGTTQGQNLTVQADRWANSGSVL 
 
 
UPEC536_CdiA  779 ATGNLTASATGQLTSTGDIMSQGDTTLKAATTDNRGSLLSAGTLSLDGNSLDNSGTVQGD 
NI1076_CdiA1  781 ATGNLTASATGQLTSTGDIMSQGDTTLNAATTDNRGSLLSAGTLSLDGNSLDNRGTVQGN 
 
 
UPEC536_CdiA  839 HVTIRQNSVTNSGTLTGIAALTLAARM--VSPQPALMNNGGSLLTSGDLTITAGSL---- 
NI1076_CdiA1  841 HVTIRQNSVTNSGTLTGIAALTLAARMDMASPQPALMNNGGSLLTSGDLTITAGSITSSG 
 
 
UPEC536_CdiA  893 --------------VNSGAIQAADSLTARLTGELVSTAGSKVTSNGEMALSALNLSNSGQ 
NI1076_CdiA1  901 HWQGKQVLITADSLANSGAIQAADSLTARLTGELVSTAGSKVTSNGEMALSALNLSNSGQ 
 
 
UPEC536_CdiA  939 WIAKNLTLKANSLTSAGDITGVDTLTLTVNQTLNNQANGKLLSAGVLTLKADSVTNDGQL 
NI1076_CdiA1  961 WIAKNLTLKANSLTSAGDITGVDALTLTVNQTLNNHASGKLLSAGVLTLKADSVKNDGQL 
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UPEC536_CdiA  999 QGNATTITAGQLTNGGHLQGETLTLAASGGVNNRFGGVLMSRNALNVSTATLSNQGTIQG 
NI1076_CdiA1 1021 QGNATTITAGQLTNGGHLQGETLTLTASGGVNNRSGGVLMSRNALNVSTATLSNQGTIQG 
 
 
UPEC536_CdiA 1059 GGGVSLNVTDRLQNDSKILSGSNLTLTAQVLANTGSGLVQAATLLLDVVNTVNGGRVLAT 
NI1076_CdiA1 1081 GGGVSLNATDRLQNDGKILSGSNLTLTAQVLANTGSGLVQAATLLLDVVNTVNGGRVLAT 
 
 
UPEC536_CdiA 1119 GSADVKGTTLNNTGTLQGADLLVNYHTFSNSGTLLGTSGLGVKGSSLLQHGTGRLYSAGN 
NI1076_CdiA1 1141 GSADVKGTTLNNTGTLQGADLLVNYHTFSNSGTLLGTSGLGVKGSSLLQNGTGRLYSAGN 
 
 
UPEC536_CdiA 1179 LLLDAQDFSGQGQVVATGDVTLKLIAALTNHGTLAAGKTLSVTSQNAITNGGVMQGDAMV 
NI1076_CdiA1 1201 LLLDAQDFSGQGQVVATGDVTLKLIAALTNHGTLAAGKTLSVTSQNAVTNGGVMQGDAMV 
 
 
UPEC536_CdiA 1239 LGAGEAFTNNGMLTAGKGNSVFSAQRLFLNAPGSLQAGGDVSLNSRSDITISGFTGTAGS 
NI1076_CdiA1 1261 LGAGEAFTNNGMLTAGKGNSVFSAQRLFLNAPGSLQAGGDVSLNSRSDITISGFTGTAGS 
 
 
UPEC536_CdiA 1299 LTMNVAGTLLNSALIYAGNNLKLFTDRLHNQHGDILAGNSLWVQKDASGGANTEIINTSG 
NI1076_CdiA1 1321 LTMNVAGTLLNSALIYAGNNLKLFTDRLHNQHGDILAGNSLWVQKDASGGANTEIINTSG 
 
 
UPEC536_CdiA 1359 NIETHQGDIVVRTGHLLNQREGFSATTTTRTNPSSIQGMGNALVDIPLSLLPDGSYGYFT 
NI1076_CdiA1 1381 NIETHQGDIVVRTGHLLNQREGFSATTTTRTNPSSIQGMGNALVDIPLSLLPDGSYGYFT 
 
 
UPEC536_CdiA 1419 REVENQHGTPCNGHGACNITMDTLYYYAPFADSATQRFLSSQNITTVTGADNPAGRIASG 
NI1076_CdiA1 1441 REVENQHGTPCNGHGACNITMDTLYYYAPFADSATQRFLSSQNITTVTGADNPAGRIASG 
 
 
UPEC536_CdiA 1479 RNLSAEAERLENRASFILANGDIALSGRELSNQSWQTGTENEYLVYRYDPKTFYGSYATG 
NI1076_CdiA1 1501 RNLSAEAERLENRASFILANGDIALSGRELSNQSWQTGTENEYLVYRYDPKTFYGSYATG 
 
 
UPEC536_CdiA 1539 SLDKLPLLSPEFENNTIRFSLDGREKDYTPGKTYYSVIQAGGDVKTRFTSSINNGTTTAH 
NI1076_CdiA1 1561 SLDKLPLLSPEFENNTIRFSLDGREKDYTPGKTYYSIIQAGGDVKTRFTSSINNGTTTAH 
 
 
UPEC536_CdiA 1599 AGSVSPVVSAPVLNTLSQQTGGDSLTQTALQQYEPVVVGSPQWHDELAGALKNIAGGSPL 
NI1076_CdiA1 1621 AGSVSPVVSAPVLNTLSQQTGGDSLTQTALQQYEPVVVGSPQWHDELAGALKNIAGGSPL 
 
 
UPEC536_CdiA 1659 TGQTGISDDWPLPSGNNGYLVPSTDPDSPYLITVNPKLDGLGQVDSHLFAGLYELLGAKP 
NI1076_CdiA1 1681 TGQTGISDDWPLPSGNNGYLVPSTDPDSPYLITVNPKLDGLGQVDSHLFAGLYELLGAKP 
 
 
UPEC536_CdiA 1719 GQAPRETAPSYTDEKQFLGSSYFLDRLGLKPEKDYRFLGDAVFDTRYVSNAVLSRTGSRY 
NI1076_CdiA1 1741 GQAPRETAPSYTDEKQFLGSSYFLDRLGLKPEKDYRFLGDAVFDTRYVSNAVLSRTGSRY 
 
 
UPEC536_CdiA 1779 LNGLGSDTEQMRYLMDNAARQQKGLGLEFGVALTAEQIAQLDGSILWWESATINGQTVMV 
NI1076_CdiA1 1801 LNGLGSDTEQMRYLMDNAARQQKGLGLEFGVALTAEQIAQLDGSILWWESVTINGQTVMV 
 
 
UPEC536_CdiA 1839 PKLYLSPEDITLHNGSVISGNNVQLAGGNITNSGSSINAQNGLSLDSTGYIDNLNAGLIS 
NI1076_CdiA1 1861 PKLYLSPEDITLHNGSVISGNNVQLAGGNITNSGGSINAQNDLSLDSSGYIDNLNAGLIS 
 
 
UPEC536_CdiA 1899 AGGSLDLSAIGDISNISSVISGKTVQLESVSGNISNITRRQQWNAGSDSRYGGVHLSGTD 
NI1076_CdiA1 1921 AGGSLDLSAIGDISNIRSVISGKTVQLESVSGNISNITRRQQWNAGSDSQYGGVHLSGTD 
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UPEC536_CdiA 1959 TGPVATIKGTDSLSLDAGKNIDITGATVSSGGTLGMSAGNDINIAANLISGSKSQSGFWH 
NI1076_CdiA1 1981 TGPVATIKGTDSLSLDAGKNIDITGATVSSGGDLGMSAGNDINIAANLISGSKSQSGFWH 
 
 
UPEC536_CdiA 2019 TDDNSASSTTSQGSSISAGGNLAMAAGHNLDVTASSVSAGHSALLSAGNDLSLNAVRESK 
NI1076_CdiA1 2041 TDDNSSSSTTSQGSSISAGGNLAMAAGHNLDVTASSVSAGHSALLSAGNDLSLNAVRESK 
 
 
UPEC536_CdiA 2079 NSRNGRSESHESHAAVSTVTAGDNLLLVAGRDVASQAAGVAAENNVVIRGGRDVNLVAES 
NI1076_CdiA1 2101 NSRNGRSESHESHAAVSTVTAGDNFLLVAGRDIASQAAGMAAENNVVIRGGRDVNLVAES 
 
 
UPEC536_CdiA 2139 AGAGDSYTSKKKKEINETVRQQGTEIASGGDTTVNAGRDITAVASSVTATGNISVNAGRD 
NI1076_CdiA1 2161 AGAGDSYTSKKKKEINETVRQQGTEIASGGDTTVNAGRDITAVASSVTATGNISVNAGRD 
 
 
UPEC536_CdiA 2199 VALTTATESDYHYLETKKKSGGFLSKKTTHTISEDSASREAGSLLSGNRVTVNAGDNLTV 
NI1076_CdiA1 2221 VALTTATESDYHYLETKKKSGGFLSKKTTRTISEDSATREAGSLLSGNRVTVNAGDNLTV 
 
 
UPEC536_CdiA 2259 EGSDVVADQDVSLAAGNHVDVLAATSTDTSWRFKETKKSGLMGTGGIGFTIGSSKTTHDR 
NI1076_CdiA1 2281 EGSDVVADRDVSLAAGNHVDVLAATSTDTSWRFKETKKSGLMGTGGIGFTIGSSKTTHDR 
 
 
UPEC536_CdiA 2319 REAGTTQSQSASTIGSTAGNVSITAGKQAHISGSDVIANRDISITGDSVVVDPGHDRRTV 
NI1076_CdiA1 2341 REAGTTQSQSASTIGSTAGNVSITAGKQAHISGSDVIANRDISITGDSVVVDPGHDRRTV 
 
 
UPEC536_CdiA 2379 DEKFEQKKSGLTVALSGTVGSAINNAVTSAQETKESSDSRLKALQATKTALSGVQAGQAA 
NI1076_CdiA1 2401 DEKFEQKKSGLTVALSGTVGSAINNAVTSAQETKESSDSRLKALQATKTALSGVQAGQAA 
 
 
UPEC536_CdiA 2439 TMASATGDPNATGVSLSLTTQKSKSQQHSESDTVSGSTLNAGNNLSVVATGKNRGDNRGD 
NI1076_CdiA1 2461 TMASATGDPNATGVSLSLTTQKSKSQQHSGSDTVSGSTLNAGNNLSVVATGKNRGDNRGD 
 
 
UPEC536_CdiA 2499 IVIAGSQLKVGGNTSLDAANDILLSGAANTQKTTGRNSSSGGGVGVSIGAGGNGAGISVF 
NI1076_CdiA1 2521 IVIAGSQLKAGGNTSLDAANDILLSGAANTQKTTGRNSSSGGGVGVSIGAGGNGAGISVF 
 
 
UPEC536_CdiA 2559 AGVNAAKGSEKGNGTEWTETTTDSGKTVTINSGRDTVLNGAQVNGNRIIADVGHDLLISS 
NI1076_CdiA1 2581 AGVNAAKGSEKGNGTEWTEATTDSGKTVTINSGRDTVLNGAQVNGNRIIADVGHDLLISS 
 
 
UPEC536_CdiA 2619 QQDTSKYDSKQTSVAAGGSFTFGSMTGSGYIAASRDKMKSRFDSVAEQTGMFAGDGGFDI 
NI1076_CdiA1 2641 QQDTSKYDSKQTSVAAGGSFTFGSMTGSGYIAASRDKMKSRFDSVAEQTGMFAGDGGFDI 
 
 
UPEC536_CdiA 2679 TVGRHTQLDGAVIASTATPDKNHLDTGTLGFSDLHNEADYKVSHSGISLSGGGSFGDKFQ 
NI1076_CdiA1 2701 TVGRHTQLDGAVIASTATPDKNHLDTGTLGFSDLHNEADYKVSHSGISLSGGGSFGDKFQ 
 
 
UPEC536_CdiA 2739 GNMPGGMISAGGHSGHAEGTTQAAVAEGTITIRDRDNQKQNLANLSRDPAHTNDSISPIF 
NI1076_CdiA1 2761 GNMPGGMISAGGHSGHAEGTSQAAVAEGIITIRDRDNQKQNLANLSRDPVHANDSISPIF 
 
 
UPEC536_CdiA 2799 DKEKEQRRLQTVGLISDIGSQVADIARTQGELNALKAAQDKYG-PVPADATEEQRQAYLA 
NI1076_CdiA1 2821 DKEKEQRRLQTVGLISDIGSQVADIARTQGELNALKAAKEATGETLPANATEKQRQEYLA 
 
 
UPEC536_CdiA 2858 KLRDTPEYKKEQEKYGTGSDMQRGIQAATAALQGLVGGNMAGALAGASAPELANIIGHHA 
NI1076_CdiA1 2881 KLRDTQAYRNEMAKYGTGSEIQRGIQAATAALQGLAGDNLAGALAGASAPELAHLLKST- 
 
 
UPEC536_CdiA 2918 GIDDNTAAKAIAHAILGGVTAALQGNSAAAGAIGAGTGEVIASAIAKSLYPGVDPSKLTE 
NI1076_CdiA1 2940 --EKDPAVNAIAHAILGGAVAAMQGNNVAAGAAGAATGELAARAIAGMLYPGVKQSDLSE 
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UPEC536_CdiA 2978 DQKQTVSTLATLSAGMAGGIASGDVAGAAAGAGAGKNVVENNALSLVAR---------G- 
NI1076_CdiA1 2998 EQKQTISTLATVSAGLAGGLTGNSTASAAVGAQSGKNAVENNLLGGSEWLQTEKTREHGA 
 
 
UPEC536_CdiA 3028 ----CA---VAAPCRTKVAEQL-----LEIGAKAGMAGLA------GAAVKDMADRMTSD 
NI1076_CdiA1 3058 DVLSCSDNPSGEACKRGQAENKAYAAALATGSVALLPGSAQAMWLLGAGTNAGMQYADSG 
 
 
UPEC536_CdiA 3070 ELEH-------LITLQMMGNDEITTKYLSSLHDKYGSGAASNPNIGKDLTDAEKVELGGS 
NI1076_CdiA1 3118 EINPVNSVAAGWINVITMGQG-----WKGTIAWNTAGGALTNAINGDDPLTGAITNGAGA 
 
 
UPEC536_CdiA 3123 GSGTGT----PPPSENDPKQQNEKTVDKLNQKQESAIKKIDNTIKNALKDHDIIGTLKDM 
NI1076_CdiA1 3173 GVGYGVGNYVVKPAANTIGK---WITGGWNPK-------FDPTLLKYTEVKGQLGLSKEM 
 
 
UPEC536_CdiA 3179 DGKPVPKENGGYWDHMQEMQNTLRGLRNHADTLKNVNNPEAQAAYGRATDAINKIESALK 
NI1076_CdiA1 3223 VPSKIPSAVGNAGGSLS-------------------------SEFGSS--IIQKKKDAME 
 
 
UPEC536_CdiA 3239 GYGI 
NI1076_CdiA1 3256 A-GK

Figure 4.1: Alignment of OmpC-binding CdiA from E. coli UPEC 536 and
CdiA of locus 1 from E. coli NI1076. Sequences diverge at both the TPS domain
(residues 2̃80 - 596) and at VENN, which demarcates the toxin domain (highlighted
in red). Generated with Clustal Omega.
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STECO31_CdiA2    1 MNRNCYRIIFNKARGMLMVVADIARSGRAGTSLSSRTGYPHRQRICRVTPLAFSLWLASG 
NI1076_CdiA2     1 MNRNCYRVIFNKARGMLMVVADIARSGRAGSSPSSRTGYPRRQRICRVTPLTFSLWLASG 
 
 
STECO31_CdiA2   61 MVHSVNAAGIAADHGAPGHQQPTITQTASGIPQVNIQTPSAGGVSHNTYSQFDVGNKGVI 
NI1076_CdiA2    61 MVHSVSAAGIVADHGAPGHQQPTIMQTASGIPQVNIQTPSAGGVSHNTYSQFDVGNKGVI 
 
 
STECO31_CdiA2  121 LNNAHNNVQTQLGGMVAGNPWLAKGEARIILNEVNSRNPSQLNGFVEVAGKKAQVVIANP 
NI1076_CdiA2   121 LNNAHNNVQTQLGGMVAGNPWLAKGEARIILNEVNSRNPSQLNGFVEVAGKKAQVVIANP 
 
 
STECO31_CdiA2  181 AGISCDGCGFINANRATLTTGQPQMKNGSLTGFSVERGEIQITGKGMDASRTDYTDIIAR 
NI1076_CdiA2   181 AGISCDGCGFINANRATLTTGQPQMKNGSLTGFSVERGEIQVTGKGMDASRTDYTDIIAR 
 
 
STECO31_CdiA2  241 SVKINAGIWAQDLKVTTGRNNVDIAHGQTEKKAADASSQPQVALDVSSLGGMYAGKIRLV 
NI1076_CdiA2   241 SVKINAGIQAQDLKVTTGRNNVDIAHGQTEKKTGDASSLPQMALDVASLGGMYAGKIRLV 
 
 
STECO31_CdiA2  301 GTETGVGVRNAGHIGAQAGAVTLTADGRIENSGSISAKTDVHLATTRELHNSGSVYAGQD 
NI1076_CdiA2   301 GTETGVGVRNAGHIGAQAGAVTLTADGRIENSGSISAKTDVHLATTRELHNSGSVYAGQD 
 
 
STECO31_CdiA2  361 TQIQSNGVFTHTGSVASRRNTRIQTARLTGGERSLLAAGVKDDGRLAAAGNLTVSTTGEL 
NI1076_CdiA2   361 TQIQSDGAFSHTGSVASRRNTRIQTARLTGGERSLLAAGVKDDGRLAAAGNLTVSATGEL 
 
 
STECO31_CdiA2  421 AAHGQVLSGGDMQLKGQGLDLSNSRIQGQHTELDATSGNLSTQNVQLSAGTLSARTAGHF 
NI1076_CdiA2   421 AAHGQVLSGGDMQLKGQGLDLSNSRIQGQHTELDAGSGNLSTQNAQLSVGTLSARTAGQF 
 
 
STECO31_CdiA2  481 SNNGGTINADILQISAQSLSNHRGKLIQTGTGDFSLNLPGGVDNREGLLAANGAVRLDAL 
NI1076_CdiA2   481 SNNGGTINADTLQISAQSLSNRKGSLIQTGTGDFSLNLPGGVDNREGLLAANGAVRLDAL 
 
 
STECO31_CdiA2  541 SLDNRRGKVQAVQSGSLQVKTTGAVDNQQGSLTASRDVRLNAQALNNDNGLISAAAGTGR 
NI1076_CdiA2   541 SLDNRRGKVQAAQSGSLQVRTTGAVDNQQGRLLASRDILINTQALNNDNGLISATAGTGR 
 
 
STECO31_CdiA2  601 IKTQQAVSNTEGRMESAGRLGISAGSLNNHQGTVVSDGLSVTLDGALDNTSGRLLSQKTL 
NI1076_CdiA2   601 IKTQQAVSNTEGRMESAGRLDISAGSLNNYQGTVVADGLSVTLDGALDNTSGRLLSQKTL 
 
 
STECO31_CdiA2  661 SVSGSELVSDDGLIQSGSDMTLDVQDGVLSNRNTKTRGGISSAGTLTVRAGMLNNQQGFI 
NI1076_CdiA2   661 SVSGSELVSDDGLIQSGSDMTLDVQDGVLSNRNTKTRGGISSAGTLTVRAGMLNNQQGFM 
 
 
STECO31_CdiA2  721 VGQKDMTLNAGTLDNRQGVLGSQASLQISSGTLMNQKGALKAGTDMLLSGGDVSNQEGTL 
NI1076_CdiA2   721 VGQKDMTLNAGTLDNRQGVLGSQTSLQVSSGTLMNQKGALKAGMDMLLSGGDVSNQEGTL 
 
 
STECO31_CdiA2  781 AAGRDLNAHLNVLENQQGTVVSNGNSRLDVTRFDNQGGRLVAQQSLTLSSTDIINDASGL 
NI1076_CdiA2   781 AAGGDLNAHLNVLENQQGTVVSNGNSGLDVTRFDNQGGRLVAQQSLTLSSTDISNDAGGL 
 
 
STECO31_CdiA2  841 IQSGASLNLRADTLSNRNSGDRGGVISQGPMTLNAGTLDSTAGVLLSGDALSLTAGVVNN 
NI1076_CdiA2   841 IQSGTSLNLRADTLSNRNSGDRGGVISQGPLTLNTGTLDSAAGVLLSGEALSLTAGVVNN 
 
 
STECO31_CdiA2  901 TSGQVVANGLLGWNSQALNNQSGLIQGRGISINTAGQTLDNRRGTLNSLQELTVSTGAMD 
NI1076_CdiA2   901 TSGQVVANGLLGWNSLVLNNQSGLIQGKGISISTAGQTLDNRRGTLNSLQELTVSTGAMD 
 
 
STECO31_CdiA2  961 NRGGTVGAKTTADLSTTSLDNREGGRLVSEGELRLHTGGLQNSHGQIQSVGDMLLNSVRG 
NI1076_CdiA2   961 NRGGTVGAKTKVDLSTTSLDNRDGGRLVSEGELRLHTGGLQNSQGQVQSVGDILFDSVRG 
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STECO31_CdiA2 1021 VVDNVSGLIRSGSAITLNALQFINRHTQNTGQGLEAQTIHITTQDLDNQEGSILADRALT 
NI1076_CdiA2  1021 VVDNVSGLIRSGSAITLNALQFINRHTQNTGQGLEAQTIHITTQDLDNQEGSILADRALT 
 
 
STECO31_CdiA2 1081 VMADRTLSNNDGVLSSGATLSVSGRQLAFSNRDGVVKAGQSVSVDAGQLGGDGKLLSLGN 
NI1076_CdiA2  1081 VMADRTLSNNDGVLTSGATLSVSGRQLTFSNRDGVVKAGQSVSVDVGQLGGDGKLLSLGD 
 
STECO31_CdiA2 1141 MTLKSNTTFSNSGQTIANGNLTLSVNGDVSNTGSLLAGSRLDLNSIRLENTEKGEISAGQ 
NI1076_CdiA2  1141 MTLKSNTTFSNSGQTIANGNLTLSVNGDVSNTGSLLAGSQLDLNSIRLENTGKGEISAGQ 
 
 
STECO31_CdiA2 1201 TWLNVTDTLLNRGLIDGKYTRLQANTLTNSGTGRIYGDAVGVCAATFNNLEENGVAATLA 
NI1076_CdiA2  1201 TWLQVTDTLLNRGLIDGKYTRLQANTLTNSGTGRIYGDAVGVSAATFNNLEENGVAATLA 
 
 
STECO31_CdiA2 1261 GRERVDLGVQTLNNRTHSLIYSAGDMHTGGMLDANGAATGKAGVLNNHSATIEAAGYLVL 
NI1076_CdiA2  1261 GRERVDLGVQTLNNRTHSLIYSAGDMHIGGTLDANGIATGKAGVLNNHSATIEAAGSLTL 
 
 
STECO31_CdiA2 1321 SAGQINNVNDHFTTERVVVSTEKVTEYQLSGSDKRWSAGEPGVYVDNDSSNSLKKLHTPE 
NI1076_CdiA2  1321 SAGQINNVNDHFTTERMVVSTEKVTEYQLSGSDKRWSSGEPGVYVDNDSSDSLKKLHTPE 
 
 
STECO31_CdiA2 1381 GARDKFTQYDYTRTVEETRVKESDPGKILSGAGMTIVADKLLNDKSQVVAGGLLTIPSGS 
NI1076_CdiA2  1381 GARDKFTQYDYTRTVEETRVKESDPGKILSGAGMTIVADKLFNDKSQVVAGGKLTIPSGS 
 
 
STECO31_CdiA2 1441 VENVSVSGERHVTDSGTSTYYYRIRKKGKDKQGEKTSQYTPPTVIQTITLKPGELTSHGQ 
NI1076_CdiA2  1441 VENVSVSGEQHITDSGTSTYYHRIRKKGKDKQGEKTSQYTPPTVIQTITLRPGELTSHGQ 
 
 
STECO31_CdiA2 1501 VQGSHVTLSPLKPQGTDVQTGLTGNVDATVAGTDRIPLRPVVSAGEPVILLPGQQFEVSA 
NI1076_CdiA2  1501 IQGSQTTLSPLKPQGTDVQTGQAGNVDATVAGTDRIPVRPAVSAGEPVILLPGQQFEVST 
 
 
STECO31_CdiA2 1561 PQGSIHVAGPDTRLPDSSLFKTNPAVNVPYLVETDPRFTNQKTWLGSDYMQKAFSQNGDN 
NI1076_CdiA2  1561 PQGSIHVAGPDVRLPDSSLFKTNPAVNMPYLVETDPRFTNQKKWLGSDYMQKAFSQNGDN 
 
 
STECO31_CdiA2 1621 MLKRLGDGFYEQRLIREQVVALTGQRYLDGYSNDEEQFKALMDAGIAFGKQYNLTPGVAL 
NI1076_CdiA2  1621 MLKRLGDGFYEQRLIREQVVALTGQRYLDGYSNDEEQFKALMDAGITFGKQYNLTPGVAL 
 
 
STECO31_CdiA2 1681 TAEQMALLTGDIVWLVNTTVTLPDGSTQTVQVPQVYARVKPGDVNSAGALIAGRDMVMKL 
NI1076_CdiA2  1681 TAEQMALLTGDIVWLVNTTVALPDGSTQTVQVPQVYARVKPGDVNSAGALIAGRDVVMKL 
 
 
STECO31_CdiA2 1741 DGDLFNSGKLAGKQTVQLSAENIHNQAGTIQGANVSLTARTDINSTGGLLQATDSLLAMA 
NI1076_CdiA2  1741 DGDLFNSGKLAGKQTVQLSADNIHNQAGTVQGANVSLTARTDINSTGGQLQASDSLLAMA 
 
 
STECO31_CdiA2 1801 GRDISLTTTTRTAQRDAGQNHFERTRIDSVAGVYVQNDQGRLVLQAGRDMNLTAATVVNQ 
NI1076_CdiA2  1801 GRDISLTTTTRTAQRDAGQNHFERTSIDSVAGVYVQNDQGRLVLQAGRDINLTAATVVNK 
 
 
STECO31_CdiA2 1861 GKDSLTQLSAGRDMTLSTVTTSAQDNITWDKNNRLSQGVTQSTGSTLAGNGDVTLTAGRD 
NI1076_CdiA2  1861 GKDSLTQLSAGRDMTLSTVTTSAQDNIIWDKNNRLSQGTTQSTGSTLVGNGDVTLTAGRD 
 
 
STECO31_CdiA2 1921 MTSQAASLSAQKGLALMAGHDVTLTGAQNTSSLDEYHKVTGSSGMLSKTTTTTHDVSDRR 
NI1076_CdiA2  1921 MTSQAASLSAQKGLALMADHDVTLTGAQNTSSLDEYHKVTGSSGMLSKTTTTTHDVTDRQ 
 
 
STECO31_CdiA2 1981 TMTGSELNGDTVSIGAGHNLNVTGSSVAGDNRVSLVAGNNLNIGMLTESNRETHLKQEKK 
NI1076_CdiA2  1981 TMTGSELNGDTVSIGAGHNLNVTGSSVAGDNRVALAAGNNLSIGTLTESNRETHLKQEKK 
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STECO31_CdiA2 2041 SGLMSSGGVGFSVGSQSLKVRDTATDTTQKGSTVGSVHGDVSLQAGNRLTVNGSDLIAGR 
NI1076_CdiA2  2041 SGLMSSGGVGFSVGSQSLKVRDTATDTTQKGSTVGSVHGDVSLQAGNRLTVNGSDLITGR 
 
 
STECO31_CdiA2 2101 DMALSGKEVSITAATDQHVQTHTVEQKTSGLTLALSGTVGSALNTTVETVQAAKSAGNSR 
NI1076_CdiA2  2101 DMALSGKEASITAATDQHVQTHTVEQKTSGLTLALSGTVGSALNTTVETVQAAKSAGNSR 
 
 
STECO31_CdiA2 2161 LEALQGVKAALSGAQAVQAGRLADAQGADAGNNNTVGISLSYGSQSSKSEQQSEQTVAKG 
NI1076_CdiA2  2161 LEALQGVKAALSGAQAVQAGRLADAQGADAGNNNTVGVSLSYGSQSSKSEQQSEQTVAKG 
 
STECO31_CdiA2 2221 STLTAGNNLSIQATGSGVKGVDGDLTIQGSQIKAGNNVLLQANRDVNLVSAENTSKLEGK 
NI1076_CdiA2  2221 SALTAGNNLSIQATGSGVKGRDGDLTIQGSQIKAGNNVLLQANRDVNLVSAENTSGLEGK 
 
 
STECO31_CdiA2 2281 NTSSGGSVGVGVGVGSGGWGISVSASANQGKGSEKGNGTTHTETTVDAGNRLTIISGRDT 
NI1076_CdiA2  2281 NTSSGGSVGVGVGVGSGGWGISVSASANQGKGSEKGNGTTHTETMVDAGKHLTIISGRDT 
 
 
STECO31_CdiA2 2341 TLTGAQAGGETVKVDAGRHLTLTSEQDSDRYDSKQQNASAGGSFTFGSMSGSASVNLSRD 
NI1076_CdiA2  2341 TLTGALASGEMVKVDAGRHLTLTSEQDSDRYDSKQQNASAGGSFTFGSMSGSASVNLSRD 
 
 
STECO31_CdiA2 2401 KMHSNYDSVQEQTGIFAGRGGFDVTTGQHTQLNGAVIASTATADKNRLDTGTLGFSDIEN 
NI1076_CdiA2  2401 KMHSNYDSVQAQTGIFAGRGGFDVTTGQHTQLNGAVIASTATADKNRLDTGTLGFSDIEN 
 
 
STECO31_CdiA2 2461 RADFKTEHQSAGLSTGGSVAGNFLGNMANNLLVGANHEGHADSTTQSAVSAGNITIRDTK 
NI1076_CdiA2  2461 RADFKTEHQSAGLSTGGSVAGNFLGNMANNLLVGANHEGHADSTTQSAVSDGNIIIRDTQ 
 
 
STECO31_CdiA2 2521 SQKQDVADLNRDAAHANQTLSPIFDREKEHQRLQQAQLIGEIGNQVADIARTEGQIAGEK 
NI1076_CdiA2  2521 SQKQDMADLNRDAAHANQTLSPIFDREKEQQRLQQAQLIGEIGNQVADIARTEGQIAGEK 
 
 
STECO31_CdiA2 2581 AKRDPAALNQARAELEAAGKPFTEQDVAQRAYNNGMAASGFGTGGKYQQAIQAATAAVQG 
NI1076_CdiA2  2581 AKRDPAALNQARAELEAAGKPFTEQDVVQRAYNNGMAASGFGTGGKYQQAIQAATAAVQG 
 
 
STECO31_CdiA2 2641 LAGGNLSAALAGGAAPYLAEVVKTMTTDPVTGEVNKAANVTAHAVVNAALAVAQGNNALA 
NI1076_CdiA2  2641 LAGGNLSAALAGGAAPYIAEIIKNNTPD-------GAGRVAAHAVVNAALAVAQGNNALA 
 
 
STECO31_CdiA2 2701 GAAGAATGEMVGMIATQMYGKSVSGLSETEKQTLSTLATVAAGLAGGLVGNSGASAVAGA 
NI1076_CdiA2  2694 GAAGAATGEVVGIIATEMYDKPVSELSETEKQTVSTLATVAAGLAGGLVGDSGASAVAGA 
 
 
STECO31_CdiA2 2761 QSGKTTIENNSMSGLVPPRVQQDASL--AFDPSQQGKSAEE------ISDAIGASHMGPS 
NI1076_CdiA2  2754 QSGKTTVENNSLAHVLAAIEANKPGTIDSWTKEQQAAIKEACSGNTPVSCQLAVAAMGTV 
 
 
STECO31_CdiA2 2813 WGTTYKVHPIVQAG----GDVSFIRGYTLNGTIDDNHISVNQGDIYSIGAHGGASLGLSF 
NI1076_CdiA2  2814 MSGGILPEAMVAAGVISAGAVG-SVDLAMNGSVDPKNI---------------------I 
 
 
STECO31_CdiA2 2869 GPYFPGLINT------------------------NNNDYSINGGFGVGSAGITMGKDGVS 
NI1076_CdiA2  2852 AAYWSGALTRYTGFESTVLINAGSSAIVSYIDGKNPFLYGTIGGLGG-AIGYGVGNKFIE 
 
 
STECO31_CdiA2 2905 FTF--GVGPSWGWSATEIKGVDVNGTS----------------TNEIYRYDFK------- 
NI1076_CdiA2  2911 PILGDIVNPTWKALQWDDIGMGMSQPSRLSPIPGIAGSFLGGTASEGFNVLVDPDNSVSH 
 
 
STECO31_CdiA2      ----- 
NI1076_CdiA2  2971 GEKSK 

 
Figure 4.2: Alignment of lipopolysaccharide-binding CdiA from E. coli
STEC O31 (introduced in Ch. 2) and CdiA of locus 2 from E. coli NI1076.
Sequences diverge at VENN, which demarcates the toxin domain (highlighted in red).
Generated with Clustal Omega.
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Figure 4.3: E. coli NI1076 encodes two CDI loci with functional and distinct
toxin domains. (A) Diagram of locus 1 (upper) and locus 2 (lower) to scale. CdiA-1
is homologous to OmpC/F Class II CdiA proteins (see figure 4.1) and CdiA-2 is
homologous to Class IV LPS-binding CdiA proteins (Fig. 4.2). (B) Competition
co-cultures. The indicated target strain was mixed with an E. coli EPI100 inhibitor
strain carrying a chimeric EC93-1 CdiA-CT protein with the the toxin-immunity
gene replaced with either NI1076 CT/CdiI pair (see Methods 4.5) [77]. Competitions
were conducted at an equal ratio for 2 hours on solid media. Competitive Index is
the ratio of viable inhibitor colony-forming units per milliliter (CFU/mL) to viable
target cell CFU/mL at the end of the co-culture relative to their starting ratios.
(C) Transformation assay. E. coli K-12 targets were transformed with an empty
plasmid (pCH450) or plasmid-encoded CT-1 or CT-2 and plated on selective media
with glucose or arabinose to suppress or induce CT expression, respectively. Toxins are
cloned without the conserved VENN motif, under the control of the PBAD arabinose-
inducible promoter.
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Figure 4.4: Both CdiA-CTs from E. coli NI1076 disrupt the proton motive
force in target cells. (A) Total cell count histograms from flow cytometry of co-cul-
tures between CDI+ inhibitors (unlabeled) and wild type or CdiI+ targets (RFP+)
treated with DiBAC4(3). Left: a known pore-forming toxin (CdiA-CTEC93) and tR-
Nase (CdiA-CTNC101) against wild type targets. Right: either toxin from NI1076 in
co-culture with targets carrying vector or the cognate cdiI. Plots are representative
of three separate experiments. All toxins are delivered via the CdiA-1EC93 stick. (B)
Percent DiBAC4(3) positive target cells from three independent experiments between
the indicated inhibitor and target strains plotted as the average ±SEM for three repli-
cates. (C) Competition co-cultures between inhibitor and target strains used for flow
cytometry experiments. Results are presented as the average ±SEM for three separate
experiments.
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Figure 4.5: AcrB is not required for the activity of NI1076 CT-1 or NI1076
CT-2. Co-culture competitions between the indicated inhibitor and target strain.
Each inhibitor strain uses the same CdiA protein (EC93 CdiA-1) with the toxin do-
main swapped for that of the indicated CdiA-CT. CdiA-CT1 EC93 is the native
protein for EC93 locus 1, and no CDI is the same cosmid with a deletion of CdiA and
thus has no CDI activity.
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Table 4.1: CDI-specific mutations in UV mutagenized target cells resistant
to NI1076 CT-1 and CT-2. Two colonies were verified and sequenced from each
pool enriched for resistance to the indicated toxin. Only 1 pool resulted in two different
CT2-specific CDI-resistance mutations (Pool 1). Those mutations that resulted in a
frameshift are denoted by ”fs” and the resulting stop codon type is indicated without
the specific location.

Source of Mutant 
Colony Allele Result

dtpA*-1 Thr61fsTer (amber)
dtpB*-1 Lys43Ter (ochre)
dtpC*-1 Trp66Ter (amber)
dtpA*-2 Glu397fsTer (opal)
dtpB*-2 Val40fs (opal)
puuP*-1 Lys92fsTer (opal)

ΔplaP Complete deletion 
(2,064,549-2,098,995)

puuP*-2 Δ20bp (+1348)

ΔplaP Complete deletion 
(2,064,549-2,098,995)

puuP*-3 Ser228Ter (amber)

ΔplaP Complete deletion 
(2,064,549-2,098,995)

puuP*-4 Tyr248Ter (ochre)

ΔplaP Complete deletion 
(2,064,549-2,098,995)

puuP*-5  P405L

ΔplaP Complete deletion 
(2,064,549-2,098,995)

puuP*-6 P405L

ΔplaP Complete deletion 
(2,064,549-2,098,995)

puuP*-7 Trp104Ter (opal)

ΔplaP Complete deletion 
(2,064,549-2,098,995)

Pool 2
CT1

Pool 5

Pool 6

Pool 4

CT2

Pool 1

Pool 1

Pool 2

Pool 3

Pool 5
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Figure 4.6: Selections against NI1076 CT-2 with UV-irradiated target cells
enriches for a ∼34 Kb deletion in each of six CDI-resistant target cell pools.
(A) Schematic of the workflow for co-culture genetic selections used to obtain CDI-
resistant mutants. (B) Ethidium-bromide stained DNA gel of plaP amplified from
wild-type MG1655 (lane 1) as well as both mutants resistant to NI1076 CT-2 (lanes
2 and 3) and all 6 colonies isolated from separate UV-mutagenized pools resistant to
CT-2 (lanes 4 - 9). (C) Schematic of possible RecA-mediated mechanism for deletion
in CT-2 resistant mutants. (D) Diagram of the insH -flanked bounds and all ORFs
included in deletion region, with plaP indicated with brackets.
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Table 4.2: Open reading frames absent from CT-2R mutants due to deletion
of a ∼ 34 Kb region encompassing plaP.

category # of 
ORFs gene(s) function

14 fusC (formerly yeeA ) Fusaric acid exporter. Aromatic 
acid exporter family

yeeD Putative sulfurtransferase

yeeE
Putative IM protein. Possibly 
responds to aromatic 
compounds.

plaP (formerly yeeF ) Putrescine uptake.

hisL-hisG-hisD-hisC-hisB-hisH-hisA-hisF-hisI Histidine biosynthesis

gnd

6-phosphogluconate 
dehydrogenase, oxidative 
branch of pentose phosphate 
pathway. 

Cryptic Prophage CP4-44 10 yeeP-flu-yeeR-yeeS-yeeT-yeeu-yeeV-yeeW-
yoeD-yoeF

Encodes Ag43, promoter of 
biofilm formation.

Defective putative cryptic 
prophage 3 yoeG, yoeH, yoeA (insD insC insertion)

3 sbcB Exonuclease I

sbmC DNA gyrase inhibitor

Uncharacterized 2 yeeY Putative transcriptional regulator

yeeZ Putative epimerase

TA system 2 yoeB-yifM Ribosome-dependent mRNA 
interferase toxin/antitoxin pair

Peptidoglycan biosynthesis/ 
beta-lactam resistance 1 dacD D-alanyl-D-alanine 

carboxypeptidase

O-antigen length 1 wzzB (cld ) Regulator of O-antigen chain 
length

Colanic acid production 1 ugd UDP-glucose 6-dehydrogenase

Pseudogene 1 wbbL
IS5-interrupted 
rhamnosyltransferase (3' end of 
deletion)

Genes of unknown function 1 yeeX

Genes located within deletion region in CT-2 resistant mutants

Stress response genes

Nutrient uptake and 
metabolism
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Figure 4.7: Selection for target cells resistant to CT-2 using the mariner
transposon results in insertions into puuP and another deletion encompass-
ing plaP and the histidine biosynthetic operon. (A) Competition co-cultures.
Three of six transposon mutant pools enriched for resistance to CT-2 (P1/P5/P6 =
single colony from Pool 1, Pool 5, or Pool 6), but a parental strain transduced with
phage lysate prepared from each mutant (puuP ::Tn-KanR) is not resistant. (B) Lo-
cations of transposon insertions in puuP. (C) DNA gel of colony PCR performed on
the indicated strains using primers specific for puuP. (D) Colony PCR using primers
specific for plaP. (E) Growth assay on M9 minimal media in the absence (left) or
presence (right) of histidine.
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1       10        20        30        40        50        60X        X         X         X         X         X         X
PuuP        c         ccc c c  cccccccc  ccc ccccccccc  ccccc  c        DF  A  A  DEEEF A  DEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEF  DF       N         LRK L L  VVMMGLAY  PMT FDTFGIVSG  DGHVP  Y         I  Q  K     S             LT   V         IS        LMAINSPL  AA PG TR     K WQ                              AS  

PlaP        c         ccc c c  cccccccc  ccc ccccccccc  ccccc  c        JH  C  C  JIIIH C  JIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIH  JH       N         LRK L L  VVMMGLAY  PMT FDTFGIVSG  DGHVP  Y         V  N  R     T             MQ   L         LT        A....MSH  TP TS VE     T VP                              TA  

        70        80        90       100       110       120         X         X         X         X         X         X
PuuP  cc   cccc ccccccc  c cccccccccccc c ccccccccccccccc cccc cc DEF DEEEEEEEEEEEF DF DEEEEEEEEEEEEF DEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE AL   LFTA SYGKLVR  P AGSAYTYAQKSI P VGFMVGWSSLLDYLF PMIN LL   A V    I        F              N                 L    V  L   G             Q  E              H                       

PlaP  cc   cccc ccccccc  c cccccccccccc c ccccccccccccccc cccc cc JIH JIIIIIIIIIIIH JH JIIIIIIIIIIIIH JIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII AL   LFTA SYGKLVR  P AGSAYTYAQKSI P VGFMVGWSSLLDYLF PMIN LL   I I    L        Y              S                 A    I  F   A             R  S              T                       

       130       140       150       160       170       180         X         X         X         X         X         X
PuuP cccc  cc c  c c  cc  cc  cc cc c   cccccc  c  c     c    cc EEEF  DF A DF DEEEF  DF DEF DEEEF  DEEEEEF DEEEF DEEF A DEF AKIY  AL P  P W  VV  VA  TA NL S   VANFNT  V  Q     V    VV            V   VW       L     K V        L  LV I IMV  I L       LS  F E  P     TF  I   A     NL       F     S    F F   Q

PlaP cccc  cc c  c c  cc  cc  cc cc c   cccccc  c  c     c    cc IIIH  JH C JH JIIIH  JH JIH JIIIH  JIIIIIH JIIIH JIIH C JIH AKIY  AL P  P W  VV  VA  TA NL S   VANFNT  V  Q     V    VV            I   MF       M     R L        V  VL V LIA  L M       FE  V S  S     AL  F   F     KS       I     V    I G   Y

       190       200       210       220       230       240         X         X         X         X         X         X
PuuP c   ccc cc  c  cc c  cc cc cccccc cccc ccc    ccccc cc cccc DF  DEEEEEF A  DF A  DEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEF DEF DEEEEEEF DF DEEEEG   GEG GT  S  PF S  AH IP ITGATI CFSF GFD    LSEET DA RVIP  L     V  V            L  I      V         VTT             K  HK       W LQ  I EN                 L   A        P  A     

PlaP c   ccc cc  c  cc c  cc cc cccccc cccc ccc    ccccc cc cccc JH  JIIIIIH C  JH C  JIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIH JIH JIIIIIIH JH JIIIIG   GEG GT  S  PF S  AH IP ITGATI CFSF GFD    LSEET DA RVIP  V     A  L            V  M      L         ISN             R  FE       A TR  W GD                 T   G        K  E     

       250       260       270       280       290       300         X         X         X         X         X         X
PuuP cccccc  cc ccc c  c cc cccccccccccc  ccc ccc cc cc   c      EEEEEEF DEEEEF DEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEF  DEEEEEF DEEEF   A  A DFAIFLTA  GG IFI A  F QL FPDISRFKDPDA  PEI LYV GK FQ   L            V   V     SF M  F                 A      L        T VN       Y      A                    AL       G     SIF CT F  

PlaP cccccc  cc ccc c  c cc cccccccccccc  ccc ccc cc cc   c      IIIIIIH JIIIIH JIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIH  JIIIIIH JIIIH   C  C JHAIFLTA  GG IFI A  F QL FPDISRFKDPDA  PEI LYV GK FQ   L            L   M     TY L  Y                 M      A        S IT       I      F                    SQ       A     VGA IF T  

       310       320       330       340       350       360         X         X         X         X         X         X
PuuP  cccc c cc c cc cccccc ccc   cccccccccccc c c cc  cc c  cccc DEEEEF DF A DEEEEEEEF DEF   DEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEF DF DEEF LASG A HA V RL YVMGRD VFP   FGYVHPKWRTPA N I VG  AL A  FDLV     L         L                         L V M  IV    L     T      S  S S         N   ERV                       S  F    

PlaP  cccc c cc c cc cccccc ccc   cccccccccccc c c cc  cc c  cccc JIIIIH JH C JIIIIIIIH JIH   JIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIH JH JIIH LASG A HA V RL YVMGRD VFP   FGYVHPKWRTPA N I VG  AL A  FDLV     M         M                         M I L  AI    I     V      A  G A         G   KSF                       L  N    

       370       380       390       400       410       420         X         X         X         X         X         X
PuuP  cccccccccccccccccccc   cc c   cc  cccc cc  c  cccccc cccccc DEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEF A DF A   DEF DEEF DF DEF DEEEEEEEEEEEF ATALINFGALVAFTFVNLSV   FW R   NK  KDHF YL  P  GALTVG LWVNLE                      N          S         M L       V      T                    F H  R KGM   W    H  L   V             

PlaP  cccccccccccccccccccc   cc c   cc  cccc cc  c  cccccc cccccc JIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIH C JH C   JIH JIIH JH JIH JIIIIIIIIIIIH ATALINFGALVAFTFVNLSV   FW R   NK  KDHF YL  P  GALTVG LWVNLE                      S          T         L M       A      M                    I Q  I EKR   L    Q  F   C             

       430       440        450       460                            X         X          X         X                   
PuuP   c  ccc cc  c  cc       c  cc c                             DEF DEEEEF DF DEF  A A DF  DF DF                             S  LGL WA  G  YL       R  VP Y                             T L    V   L  A    L R Y       D                           S   T      S  G   WY I R  K.  L  GDRTPVSET                  

PlaP   c  ccc cc  c  cc       c  cc c                             JIH JIIIIH JH JIH  C C JH  JH JH                             S  LGL WA  G  YL       R  VP Y                             S M    I   I  I    V K F       E                           E   V      A  L   AC T S  NP  Q  DVA......                  

 

Figure 4.8: Alignment of E. coli MG1655 putrescine importers PuuP and
PlaP. Generated with Clustal Omega, graphic created with ESPript [178].
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Figure 4.9: Both NI1076 ionophore toxins exploit multiple homologous IM
proteins independently to exert toxicity on target cells. Competition co-cul-
tures. Inhibitor cells carrying either CdiA-CT1 (A) or CdiA-CT2 (B) were cultured at
an equal ratio with the indicated target cells. Data is presented as the average ±SEM
for at least three separate experiments. (C) Transformation assay. The indicated E.
coli K-12 deletion strain was transformed with pCT-2 and plated on glucose to repress
toxin expression or arabinose for induction. Only a double ∆plaP ∆puuP deletion
strain resists intoxication by internal expression of CT2.
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Figure 4.10: PlaP and PuuP are not equivalent receptors for CT-2. (A)
Competition co-cultures between a CT-1 inhibitor strain and a ∆plaP ∆puuP target
strain carrying empty plasmid (vector) or plasmid-encoded PuuP and PlaP (expressed
from imperfect LacI repression). (B) Transformation assay. The same complemented
target strains from (A) transformed with plasmid-encoded CT-2 (beginning just after
the conserved VENN motif) and plated on selective media with the indicated induc-
tant. In this assay, PlaP also partially protects targets from intoxication relative to
PuuP: after 3 days at room temperature, the small surviving colonies carrying pPlaP
on inductive media that were present at 24 hours are now clearly visible. Despite
being plated on both antiobiotics, the large colonies growing in the PuuP sector are
no longer resistant to both ampicillin and tetracycline when inoculated into liquid
media.
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Figure 4.11: DtpA and DtpB are equivalent receptors for CT-1, and sub-
strate-binding activity of DtpA is not required for CDI. (A) Co-culture com-
petitions between CdiA-CT-2 expressing inhibitor cells and ∆dtpA ∆dtpB target cells
complemented with empty plasmid (vetor) or the indicated IM protein. (B) Same as
in (A) except complemented strains are also compared to wild type targets or targets
expressing cognate immunity. (C) (Top) Anti-VSV Western Blot against the soluble
or insoluble material from whole cell lysates of the indicated strains, which are the
same as in (B). (Bottom) The same amount of protein was loaded as above and sep-
arated by SDS-PAGE, but stained with Coomassie R-250 Brilliant Blue to compare
load levels.
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Figure 4.12: Both ionophore CdiA-CTs require at least one inner-mem-
brane protein receptor to cause membrane depolarization in target cells.
(A) Fraction of target cells from competition co-cultures with the indicated CDI+
inhibitor strain that were positive for DiBAC43 uptake. Three separate experiments
are presented ± SEM. (B) The same competition co-cultures used to conduct flow
cytometry experiments presented as competitive indices, which is the ratio of viable
inhibitor:target cells at the end of the experiment relative to their starting ratio. The
average of three independent experiments ± SEM is presented. (C) Flow cytometry
histograms with total cell count on the Y-axis of competition co-cultures between the
indicated inhibitor and RFP+ target strain treated with DiBAC4(3) (x-axis). The
histograms are representative of three separate experiments.
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1       10        20        30        40        50        60     X        X         X         X         X         X         X     
DtpA                   cc           cc c  cc           cc          c               A   DEEEF A A  A DEF A DEEF  DEEEEF DEEEEEF  A  DEEE                  QP           WE F  YG           QL          F               L      KA Y I  I L     Y  L  IMAVYL K  G SE     L S MSTANQKPTESVS NAFK    F L FS E   R G    QG      V    M  ADSIT   S

DtpB                   cc           cc c  cc           cc          c               B   KdddG B B  B KdG B KddG  KddddG KdddddG  B  Kddd                  QP           WE F  YG           QL          F               M   Q  R  F I  V L     Y  V  VLAVF  K  GFS   A     A.......MNTTTP GML    PF M FF E   R G    QG     FV      QEQ FVT G 

DtpC                   cc           cc c  cc           cc          c               B   KdddG B B  B KdG B KddG  KddddG KdddddG  B  Kddd                  QP           WE F  YG           QL          F               M   S  RA Y I  I I     F  M  LLILYL H  GF D  A  L SA............. KTP     I Y VA Q   Y S    RA      T     D NH IS    

DtpD                   cc           cc c  cc           cc          c               C   JIIIH C C  C JIH C JIIH  JIIIIH JIIIIIH  C  JIII                  QP           WE F  YG           QL          F                   S  RA Y V  L I     F  M  LLILYL     YND  A  L SA............MNKHA     I Y VA Q   Y S    RA      TN  K   TH YE    

   70        80        90       100       110       120       130    X         X         X         X         X         X         X
DtpA    ccc     cc   c  cc       cc     c                    c  c ccccF  DEF   DEEEEF DEEEEEF DEEEEEEEEEEF DEEEEF      DEF DEEEF A DEEF   LVY     GG   D  LG       GA     G                    I  G GLFKF        AI  WL  KV  TK VIML  IVLAI  ALV  S      VYM MAA A        SA   GLV      G       R            Y   AW GHDAGI   G     V N    

DtpB    ccc     cc   c  cc       cc     c                    c  c ccccG  KdG   KddddG KdddddG KddddddddddG KddddG      KdG KdddG B KddG   LVY     GG   D  LG       GA     G                    I  G GLFKF         I  YV  HL  TK  IVL  LVLAI   M GMS      IFI L   A        AA   GLIS     G       RT           YF T   LLKPDL   A GT  V N    

DtpC    ccc     cc   c  cc       cc     c                    c  c ccccG  KdG   KddddG KdddddG KddddddddddG KddddG      KdG KdddG B KddG   LVY     GG   D  LG       GA     G                    I  G GLFKY        IL  WL  RL  NR AVIA  LLM L  VVLGI       LYL LAI I        AS   VTP      A       T         T  H     DTNSTFS   A     C Y    

DtpD    ccc     cc   c  cc       cc     c                    c  c ccccH  JIH   JIIIIH JIIIIIH JIIIIIIIIIIH JIIIIH      JIH JIIIH C JIIH   LVY     GG   D  LG       GA     G                    I  G GLFKY        IL  FL  KV  NR AVML  LLMAI  VVLGAS      LYL LAI V        CS   VTP      A       M            H      EIHPSF   S     C Y    

       140       150       160       170       180       190              X         X         X         X         X         X     
DtpA  c   cc   c   c c cc c   c   c cc                     c   c       A A DF   DF DEEF DF DEF DF  DEEEEEF DF A DF  DEF A A A  DEEEF DE N   LL   Y   D R DG F   Y   N GS                     L   G         S       E N P      TM  M   I      IA P LA  YGW V F    V LLI IVA P S  STC  K    L  A   Y  SV    FFSM  T W  AK   S A A SV     T  

DtpB  c   cc   c   c c cc c   c   c cc                     c   c       B B KG   KG KddG KG KdG KG  KdddddG KG B KG  KdG B B B  KdddG Kd N   LL   Y   D R DG F   Y   N GS                     L   G                     P      TL  M   I  LIA  L P IA  FGY V Y    A LII LLA PAS  SKC PPK   L  A   F  SI       LS A V  DR   S T N CG     A  

DtpC  c   cc   c   c c cc c   c   c cc                     c   c       B B KG   KG KddG KG KdG KG  KdddddG KG B KG  KdG B B B  KdddG Kd N   LL   Y   D R DG F   Y   N GS                     L   G         S       D N        SL  A   I  IAA IA G AA  YGW V F      M I LLS I C  GEL  E  H R  G   L  AG       P  C L  QW   H G A AGG  F G  

DtpD  c   cc   c   c c cc c   c   c cc                     c   c       C C JH   JH JIIH JH JIH JH  JIIIIIH JH C JH  JIH C C C  JIIIH JI N   LL   Y   D R DG F   Y   N GS                     L   G         S       E T P      SL  A   V  IIA IA G A   Y W M F    V MIA LVS V C  GEL  P    R  G   M  AG       P  C Y QEE S A G G AA     G  

  200              210       220       230       240       250       X                X         X         X         X         X   
DtpA                         c       c                           c    EEF   A           A A   A   DF  DEEEEF   DEF DF A     A    DEEEF                         F       L                           L     FA   R             S       NY   LL II   ALI IA W     E    A  VV N  FCQ WVKQ.......YG KPD EPI  RN   T  GVV   A  T LLHNQ VARM  G  A

DtpB                         c       c                           c    ddG   B           B B   B   KG  KddddG   KdG KG B     B    KdddG                         F       L                           L    VYI               I S       SF   L VLL   VMI V  W     E    V IVL    ACRGMVKD....... G EPD RPM  SK  Y   GSV   F CA LMHNV VANL     S

DtpC                         c       c                           c    ddG   B           B B   B   KG  KddddG   KdG KG B     B    KdddG                         F       L                           L    IFL   R           A T        W   VVML    V   LL       D    L AIV    SGH HFQSTRSMDKK L SVK ALPV SW     CLAP FFT  LEN.... WSGY     C

DtpD                         c       c                           c    IIH   C           C C   C   JH  JIIIIH   JIH JH C     C    JIIIH                         F       L                           L    IFL   R           V         NW   LVLLV   ALI IL W     E    A IVA    CGN HFTHTRGVNKK LRATN LLP  GW      ATP   T  F K.... WSVY     T

    260        270       280       290       300       310             X          X         X         X         X         X       
DtpA                    c        c      c     c            c          DEEF A  A A DF     DF A DF DEF   DEEEEF DF DEEEF DF A A A A A  A                    R        L      F     Q            V            IV I  K A  M      R M VA I M   II FVL S  PTSLN FA R   H I G  V FG  V FG E FA .KGAA  K I  F   LEA      Y  M     F  I N E S L LA E

DtpB                    c        c      c     c            c          KddG B  B B KG     KG B KG KdG   KddddG KG KdddG KG B B B B B  B                    R        L      F     Q            V          IVV  I  R A KL        M VA V M   VV YIL    PTSLN FA     H I G  I    TI FF Q F  .DKTG NK F  F   LEA      YA M     F  INN H E L FS N

DtpC                    c        c      c     c            c          KddG B  B B KG     KG B KG KdG   KddddG KG KdddG KG B B B B B  B                    R        L      F     Q            V          LIAA I  R M K       R L  I L M    L WVL Q  GSTIS FI R   R A    V     Q IA M I F..PEH  A WQ V   FVGT     A  G     L  D F N Q FNIE P

DtpD                    c        c      c     c            c          JIIH C  C C JH     JH C JH JIH   JIIIIH JH JIIIH JH C C C C C  C                    R        L      F     Q            V          II L V  K   KA      K L LI       ML WA  Q  GSSIS YI R   R M G  V   G G LA IYR  ENQKQ  E G  VT TFFS     FA  G     L  D F N D F YT P

320       330       340          350       360       370           X         X         X            X         X         X         
DtpA     c  c          cc                 cc  c       c          c   c A DF DF A DEF   DEF A A       DF A  DEEEEF A A DEEEF A DF  A   A    Q  N          LA                 KF  G       F          A   G   Y  L  F III   I   I N       TL M    AI M M S   LIL L AK       PEQ  A  P W   GSP   A Y KMG...D  P PT      V C GA    P G  .F SDA 

DtpB     c  c          cc                 cc  c       c          c   c B KG KG B KdG   KdG B B       KG B  KddddG B B KdddG B KG  B   B    Q  N          LA                 KF  G       F          A   G V F  L  F VVL   I   I T        L M     L M M S G L A A          P S  A  P W   ASP   G Y HLGNKGKD S PM  T   F C L   T A AGMWF DAQ 

DtpC     c  c          cc                 cc  c       c          c   c B KG KG B KdG   KdG B B       KG B  KddddG B B KdddG B KG  B   B    Q  N          LA                 KF  G       F          A   G A F  V    VML   V   L S       TL V    A  L L   G MLL   AR       T L  S  AIA   AGV   W A PESRGNS  R WL   F  L MAC     AFD  HA AD. 

DtpD     c  c          cc                 cc  c       c          c   c C JH JH C JIH   JIH C C       JH C  JIIIIH C C JIIIH C JH  C   C    Q  N          LA                 KF  G       F          A   G A F  I  F VML       V         TV I    AL L L S G  IL L AR       T M  S  A A   CGVF  W VKESVAGNR  R WG      G M A  C  T S  WS MY. 

380       390       400       410       420        430       440   X         X         X         X         X          X         X  
DtpA   c              cc c                 c   c   c   c c    c  c      DF  DEF  DF    DEEF DF DF A  A  A A A A DEF A A DEEF A A DF  A   S              EL I                 G   G   L   A A    G  A       V  LVA   L         GL LA V  L  Q L   I   W   T    N I   V     IV  SW   SYG QSIG  M S  G  M AQ VP R M F M S F T . G  L G Y  GMMA

DtpB   c              cc c                 c   c   c   c c    c  c      KG  KdG  KG    KddG KG KG B  B  B B B B KdG B B KddG B B KG  B   S              EL I                 G   G   L   A A    G  A          IVL  L       F   L LA I  L  Q L   I  MW   Q  A   L   V   T LT PWF   VY FQSLG    SA G  M AA VP H M F L   F T .   FL G Y  TF A

DtpC   c              cc c                 c   c   c   c c    c  c      KG  KdG  KG    KddG KG KG B  B  B B B B KdG B B KddG B B KG  B   S              EL I                 G   G   L   A A    G  A       M  MI   AL      F  PV IA I  L  S     L  IY   T  V N L   V   T QA  GV  SGL  MGFA    D  A  Q TR KM ... V T   M A G    W A V  QQ T

DtpD   c              cc c                 c   c   c   c c    c  c      JH  JIH  JH    JIIH JH JH C  C  C C C C JIH C C JIIH C C JH  C   S              EL I                 G   G   L   A A    G  A       L  MVL  AV      F  PV M  I  I    V   L  IY   S  I N L   I   T HS  PL   GL  MGFA    D  A SQ TR EIPG T V T   M L G    Y A V  DQ S

       450       460       470         480       490       500            X         X         X           X         X         X   
DtpA                 c   c                                                A       DF DF  DF DEF  DEF DEEEEEF  A  DF  A   DF                            Y   F                                                D       SL V   V  QIG  TAV AVLMLL   A  LH  T   AA            VP.. NVTDPLM  E  GR  L   VA   I      T.. PK  RM QDD  DKAAKAAVA   

DtpB                 c   c                                                B       KG KG  KG KdG  KdG KdddddG  B  KG  B   KG                            Y   F                                                D       TL V   V   IG  TL  AVVMLLM  V  LK                    VP.. NITDPLE  P  TN  GK  LV  GV       .. PW  RMIATPESH........   

DtpC                 c   c                                                B       KG KG  KG KdG  KdG KdddddG  B  KG  B   KG                            Y   F                                                         I A      QMG  TLA VAIIVVL  A      T   MI            ESQISG.....MA A  QRF S   EW   C       AF TRFLFS PTN  QESND....   

DtpD                 c   c                                                C       JH JH  JH JIH  JIH JIIIIIH  C  JH  C   JH                            Y   F                                                D       SI A   V  QI    LA V LVLMI     LK  N   AL            QASF ASGAINY  N  IE  D  TWGA  C G     WLYQA  FR RAL  ES.......   

 

Figure 4.13: Alignment of E. coli MG1655 di/tri-nucleotide importers
DtpA/B/C/D. Generated with Clustal Omega and formatted with ESPript [178].
Conserved residues highlighted in red, while functionally conserved residues are writ-
ten in red.
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X        X         X         X                        X     
EC93_CT2      1 cccc                                                        DEEF A               A    DF A                              VENN                                                             L               G    SW Q                                  S SDGWNNILPSGTQDY QAVA  N YAQDN...............NLTPEQVQEG

EC93_CT1      1 cccc                                                        KddG B               B    KG B                              VENN                                                             M               G    SY Q                                  A SGLEG........F. TGFQ  V AQEALVNNTNLTDKNGKVLNPATPEEIKYA

NI1076_CT2    1 cccc                                                        KddG B               B    KG B                              VENN                                                             L               P    SW                                    S AHVLAAIEA....NK GTID  TKEQQA....A.....................

NI1076_CT1    1 cccc                                                        JIIH C               C    JH C                              VENN                                                             L                     W Q                                  L ................GG.SE L TEKTREHGA.....................

                 X         X            X         X         
EC93_CT2     46   DF       A      DF    A A   A    DF  DF  A DF    A A        RI              I     W     V     V  A   V  I    L G      MN  .............A GEGPS GTTYK HP... VQ GGD SF RGYT S TIDDNH

EC93_CT1     52   KG       B      KG    B B   B    KG  KG  B KG    B B        KL       G      LL    W A   V    LI  AV  V VI    L G      SD  VTGSIPE QDPARG  ..IS G GAS FGGE  AP  GT A  GGTL G TTDAVK

NI1076_CT2   32   KG       B      KG    B B   B    KG  KG  B KG    B B        K        P      VA      A   V    IL  AM  A VI    V        .I EACSGNT. VSCQLA  ...... MGT MSGG  PE  VA G  SAGA GSVD....

NI1076_CT1   23   JH       C      JH    C C   C    JH  JH  C JH    C C         L       G       A    Y A        LL   A  M LL      G      .DV SCSDNPS EACKRGQ ENKA A ALATGSVA  PGS QA W  GAGTNA MQ....

X                 X         X                  X          X 
EC93_CT2     90          DEF    DEF   A DF A A   A   DF A  A A A A DF    A           SVN      I   G AS G          S G      I   D     I  I........   QGDIYS GAH G  I L......... F PYFPGL NSN N.DYS NG

EC93_CT1    110          KdG    KdG   B KG B B   B   KG B  B B B B KG    B           Q S    LIA   G LT G G   S   NT G  L S A G DP    V  QFLTLKPGE Y TTDT   AGE G  Q K VIF TFI  M AY G K K E  TGPM GN

NI1076_CT2   80          KdG    KdG   B KG B B   B   KG B  B B B B KG    B           SV     IAA   G LT   G   T   N     I S I G  P       .L...AMNG  DPKNI   YWS A  RYT FES VLI AGSSA V Y D KN FLYGTIG

NI1076_CT1   78          JIH    JIH   C JH C C   C   JH C  C C C C JH    C            IN    VAA     IT G G   T   NT G  L N I G DP    I  .Y...ADSGE  PVNS   GWINV  M Q WKG IAW  A GA T A N D  LTGA TN

        X           X            X                          
EC93_CT2    132   c    c   c                                                DEF  DEF  DF   A  DEF      A    A                          A  G    G   G                                                G    AV        V    T      W    W                            F VG   LST KDG ..SF FGFGPS G... SAT........................

EC93_CT1    170   c    c   c                                                KdG  KdG  KG   B  KdG      B    B                          B  G    G   G                                                 I   AL   A       MLS                                      SA  .T   NK  DKFTKE   RGF.........GS......................VT 

NI1076_CT2  136   c    c   c                                                KdG  KdG  KG   B  KdG      B    B                          B  G    G   G                                                GL   AI   V    I  IL       W    W                          S   .G   YG  NKF EP  GDIVNPT KALQ DDI.............GMGMSQPSRL 

NI1076_CT1  134   c    c   c                                                JIH  JIH  JH   C  JIH      C    C                          C  G    G   G                                                GA    V   V    V  AAN      W    W                          S   .AG  YG  NYV KP   TIG..K ITGG NPKFDPTLLKYTEVKGQLGLSKEMVP 

          X         X                                       
EC93_CT2    163            c                                                 A DEF DEF A A A  A    A         A                                     G                                                 I GV    V   S S  Y                                         E K  ...D N T T EV RYDFK..............                      

EC93_CT1    198            c                                                 B KdG KdG B B B  B    B         B                                     G                                                 V G V GSV        Y    I         G                          E T T T   I TVT..D ...Q EKLGKGNKE AK..                      

NI1076_CT2  182            c                                                 B KdG KdG B B B  B    B         B                                     G                                                 I GIA GS    T S  F    L         G                          P P   .  FL G A EG N..V VDPDNSVSH EKSK                      

NI1076_CT1  191            c                                                 C JIH JIH C C C  C    C         C                                     G                                                 I  AV GNA   S S  F    I         G                          K PS  .   . G L SE GSSI QKKKDAMEA K...                      

 

Figure 4.14: Alignment of all 4 CDI ionophore toxins. Clustal Omega multiple
sequence alignment of ionophore toxins from EC93 and the two toxins identified in this
study from E. coli NI1076. Alignment begins at conserved VENN motif. Conserved
glycine residues that are part of at least 1 putative glycine zipper motif are highlighted
in red, with one conserved glycine present in a seemingly less well-conserved motif.
Formatted with ESPript [178].
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Figure 4.15: Percent survival at increasing doses of ultraviolet light and the
corresponding frequency of rifampicin-resistant mutations. Top: viable cells
recovered from ultraviolet light irradiation at the indicated dosage. Bottom: frequency
of rifampicin-resistant target cells arising from the indicated UV irradiation dosage.
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Figure 4.16: Gating approach for flow cytometry experiments. Density plots of
flow cytometry co-culture experiments showing both inhibitor (unlabeled) and target
(RFP+) cell populations following treatment with DiBAC43. (A) Positive control
for ionophore activity, known pore-former from E. coli EC93. (B) Negative control,
known endnonuclease toxin from E. coli NC101. To generate histograms of target cell
populations, a gate was applied to the entire sample in the FSC x SSC window (right,
red population) and then RFP-positive cells were analyzed for FITC signal within
that population by breaking the sample into quadrants of RFP +/- and DiBAC43
+/- cells (left). Thus, histograms in figures 4.4 and 4.12 show the RFP population
only.
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Figure 4.17: Flow cytometry analysis of DiBAC43-treated co-cultures of
immunity-protected, RFP-labeled target strains and the cognate inhibitor
strain. Quadrants are the same as in Fig. 4.16, but provide entire populations used
to generate histograms in Fig. 4.4. (A) Controls: a known tRNase (left) and known
pore-former (right). (B) and (C) CT-1 and CT-2 from NI1076 cause uptake of the
membrane-potential dye DiBAC43 much like the characterized pore-former from EC93
in (A). CdiI expression protects targets from membrane depolarization in both cases.
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Figure 4.18: Flow cytometry analysis of DiBAC43-treated co-cultures of re-
ceptor-less, RFP-labeled target strains with the cognate inhibitor strains.
Quadrants are the same as in Fig. 4.16 and 4.17 but here represent the entire pop-
ulation from the samples used to generate histograms in Fig. 4.12). (A) Controls:
NC101 is a known tRNase and EC93 is a known pore-former. (B) Analysis of co–
culture competitions by flow cytometry between the indicated red-fluorescent target
strain and CT-1. (C) Analysis of co-culture competitions by flow cytometry between
the indicated red-fluorescent target strain and CT-2.
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Figure 4.19: Comparison of target cell populations from DiBAC43-treated
co-culture competitions with CdiA-CTNI1076-2. Overlay of red-fluorescent tar-
get cell populations as in Figure 4.18C, but without inhibitor populations present.
Thus, the RFP+ target population from two co-culture experiments is plotted only
as FITC+ cells on the x-axis to analyze DiBAC43- uptake in two target strains. (A)
Single receptor deletions (either ∆plaP or ∆puuP compared to wild-type. The ∆plaP
target strain is partially resistant to membrane depolarization in this assay when
compared to ∆puuP. (B) The same single receptor deletions from (A) overlaid with a
double deletion of both ∆plaP ∆puuP. Histograms of the corresponding target pop-
ulations are plotted above each axis to show target cell count as a function of either
SSC or FITC signal. Thus, histograms on top of each graph represent FITC+ cells
in each population indicated on the density plot.
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NI1076 CT1    1 ----LLG---------GSEWLQTEKTREHGADVLSCSDNPSGEACKRGQAENKAYAAALA 
NI1076 CT2    1 SLAHVLAAIEANKPGTIDSWTKEQQA----AIKEACSGNT-PVSCQLAV------AAMGT 
 
 
NI1076 CT1   48 TGSVALLPGSAQAMWLLGAGTNAGMQYADSGEINPVNSVAAGWINVITMGQGWKGTIAWN 
NI1076 CT2   50 VMSGGILPEAMVAAGVISAGAVGSVDLAMNGSVDPKNIIAAYWSGALTRYTGFESTVLIN 
 
 
NI1076 CT1  108 TAGGALTNAINGDDPLTGAITNGAGAGVGYGVGNYVVKPAANTIG--KWITGGWNPKFDP 
NI1076 CT2  110 AGSSAIVSYIDGKNPFLYGTIGGLGGAIGYGVGNKFIEPILGDIVNPTWKALQWDDI--- 
 
 
NI1076 CT1  166 TLLKYTEVKGQLGLSKEMVPSKIPSAVGNA-GGSLSSEFGSSIIQKKKDAMEAGK--- 
NI1076 CT2  167 ----------GMGMSQPSRLSPIPGIAGSFLGGTASEGFN--VLVDPDNSVSHGEKSK 
 

 
 

Figure 4.20: Alignment of E. coli NI1076 CdiA-CT1 and CdiA-CT2. Gen-
erated with Clustal Omega. Predicted glycine zipper motifs in red. Conserved pro-
lines that might also be functionally important are also highlighted in red. Predicted
N-terminal cytoplasmic entry domain underlined. In comparison to alignment of all
4 characterized pore-forming toxins in Fig. 4.14 which share conservation of a singly
glycine zipper motif, both toxins from NI1076 appear to share two glycine zippers.
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colicin A VacA 

CT-1 CT-2 

CdiI-1 CdiI-2 

Figure 4.21: Hydrophobicity plots of NI1076 toxins and their cognate im-
munity proteins reveal ionophore immunity proteins are hydrophobic and
likely transmembrane proteins, in contrast to the ionophore toxins them-
selves. Top row is the first ∼ 180 residues of the glycine zipper toxin VacA (Q9KJA6)
and the pore-forming colicin A (Q47108) for comparison. Second row shows each
ionophore from NI1076, and third row is the respective immunity protein. Plots were
generated with Expasy ProtScale.
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Table 4.3: Bacterial strains used in Chapter 4.

Strain Description Source

EPI100 F− mcrA ∆(mrr−hsdRMS−mcrBC)
φ80dlacZ∆M15 ∆lacXcZ∆M15∆lacX recA1 endA1
araD139 ∆(ara, leu)7697 galU galKγ −rpsL
nupGStrR

Epicentre

CH7176 EPI100 ∆wzb::kan, KanR, StrR [74]
DY378 W3110 λcI857 ∆(cro-bioA) [77]
MFDpir MG1655 RP4− 2−Tc::(∆ Mu1::aac(3)IV

∆aphA-∆nic35-∆Mu2::zeo) dapA::(erm-pir) ∆recA
Aprr Zeor Ermr

[142]

SK2873 MG1655 ∆araFGH ∆araBAD PJ23106-araE
rpoSdel galK ::dTomato-cat, CmR

Sanna
Koskiniemi

MG1655 WT Strain Dan Anders-
son

DL8698 MG1655 ∆wzb [78]
DL8705 MG1655 ∆wzb ara::spec [78]
CH4942 MG1655 ∆wzb ara::spec ∆plaP This study
CH4946 MG1655 ∆wzb ara::spec ∆puuP This study
CH6756 MG1655 ∆wzb ara::spec ∆plaP ∆puuP This study
CH4141 MG1655 ∆wzb ara::spec ∆dtpA This study
CH4147 MG1655 ∆wzb ara::spec ∆dtpB::kan This study
CH4166 MG1655 ∆wzb ara::spec ∆dtpC::kan This study
CH4146 MG1655 ∆wzb ara::spec ∆dtpD::kan This study
CH4143 MG1655 ∆wzb ara::spec ∆dtpA ∆dtpB This study
CH4168 MG1655 ∆wzb ara::spec ∆dtpA ∆dtpC::kan This study
CH4169 MG1655 ∆wzb ara::spec ∆dtpA ∆dtpD::kan This study
CH6757 MG1655 ∆wzb ara::spec galK ::dTomato-cat This study
CH6758 MG1655 ∆wzb ara::spec ∆plaP galK ::dTomato-cat This study
CH6759 MG1655 ∆wzb ara::spec ∆puuP galK ::dTomato-cat This study
CH6760 MG1655 ∆wzb ara::spec ∆plaP ∆puuP

galK ::dTomato-cat
This study

CH6761 MG1655 ∆wzb ara::spec ∆dtpA galK ::dTomato-cat This study
CH6762 MG1655 ∆wzb ara::spec ∆dtpA ∆dtpB

galK ::dTomato-cat
This study
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Table 4.4: Plasmids used in Chapter 4.

Plasmid Description Source

pTrc99a IPTG-inducible expression vector. AmpR GE

Health-

care

pTrc99aKX Derivative of pTrc99a that contains a KpnI,SpeI

and XhoI sites, AmpR

[81]

pCH450 pACYC184 derivative with E. coli araBAD

promoter for arabinose-inducible expression,

TetR

[179]

pSC189 Mobilizable plasmid with R6Kγ replication

origin; carries the mariner transposon containing

kanamycin resistance cassette; AmpR KanR

[141]

pCH10163 Cosmid pCdiA-CT/pheS* that carries a

kan-pheS* cassette in place of the E. coli EC93

cdiA-CT/cdiI coding sequence. Used for allelic

exchange and counter selection. CmR KanR

[77]

pCP20 Heat-inducible expression of FLP recombinase.

CmR AmpR

[180]

pZS21-bamAEco pZS21 derivative that expresses bamA from E.

coli , KanR

[72]

pDAL660∆1-39 Constitutive expression of cdiAEC93 and cdiIEC93

genes, CmR AmpR

[63]

pDAL660∆2-63::cat pDAL660 deletion with the entire cdiABI insert

deleted CmR AmpR

[63]

Ch. 4 plasmids, cont’d.
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Plasmid Description Source

pCH13533 Constitutive expression of chimeric

cdiAEC93-CTEC93-2 and cdiIEC93-2 genes.

(pDAL879-cdiAEC93-CT/cdiIEC93-2), CmR

This

study

pCH13531 Constitutive expression of chimeric

cdiAEC93-CTNI1076-1 and cdiINI1076-1 genes.

(pDAL879-cdiAEC93-CT/cdiINI1076-1), CmR

This

study

pCH13532 Constitutive expression of chimeric

cdiAEC93-CTNI1076-2 and cdiINI1076-2 genes.

(pDAL879-cdiAEC93-CT/cdiINI1076-2), CmR

This

study

pCH5766 pTrc99aKX::cdiI-1 (NI1076), IPTG-inducible

expression of cdiI immunity gene from E. coli

NI1076 locus 1, AmpR

This

study

pCH5766 pTrc99aKX::cdiI-2 (NI1076), IPTG-inducible

expression of cdiI immunity gene from E. coli

NI1076 locus 2, AmpR

This

study

pCH5779 pTrc99a::plaP, IPTG-inducible expression of E.

coli K-12 plaP gene, AmpR

This

study

pCH5780 pTrc99a::puuP, IPTG-inducible expression of E.

coli K-12 puuP gene, AmpR

This

study

pCH6337 pTrc99a::dtpB, IPTG-inducible expression of E.

coli K-12 dtpB gene, AmpR

This

study

pCH6361 pTrc99a::dtpA-VSV, IPTG-inducible expression

of E. coli K-12 dtpA gene with a C-terminal

VSV viral epitope tag, AmpR

This

study

Ch. 4 plasmids, cont’d.
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Plasmid Description Source

pCH6339 pTrc99a::dtpA-VSV [Y156A], IPTG-inducible

expression of E. coli K-12 dtpA gene carrying a

substrate binding mutation with a C-terminal

VSV viral epitope tag, AmpR

This

study

pCH6342 pTrc99a::dtpA-VSV [Y38A], IPTG-inducible

expression of E. coli K-12 dtpA gene carrying a

substrate binding mutation with a C-terminal

VSV viral epitope tag, AmpR

This

study

pCH6343 pTrc99a::dtpA-VSV [E56R], IPTG-inducible

expression of E. coli K-12 dtpA gene carrying a

peripasmic gate mutation with a C-terminal

VSV viral epitope tag, AmpR

This

study

pCH13269 pCH450::CT-1 (NI1076), arabinose-inducible

expression of CdiA-CT toxin domain from E.

coli NI1076 locus 1. TetR

This

study

pCH13270 pCH450::CT-2 (NI1076), arabinose-inducible

expression of CdiA-CT toxin domain from E.

coli NI1076 locus 2. TetR

This

study

pCH13925 pCH450KX::CT-1 ∆VENN (NI1076),

arabinose-inducible expression of CdiA-CT toxin

domain beginning just after the conserved

(V/I)ENN motif from E. coli NI1076 locus 1.

TetR

This

study

Ch. 4 plasmids, cont’d.
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Plasmid Description Source

pCH14011 pCH450KX::CT-2 ∆VENN (NI1076),

arabinose-inducible expression of CdiA-CT toxin

domain beginning just after the conserved

(V/I)ENN motif from E. coli NI1076 locus 2.

TetR

This

study

Ch. 4 plasmids, cont’d.
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Table 4.5: Primers used in Chapter 4.

CH2260

(mariner-rev-seq) 5′ - CAA GCT TGT CAT CGT CAT CC - 3′ Ch. 2

CH3953

(NI1076-CT17-mid-for) 5′ - CAG GTA GGA ACT CGG TTG AGA ATA

ATC TGC TGG GTG GCA GTG AAT GG - 3′

[140]

CH3954

(NI1076-CT17-mid-rev) 5′ - GGT CTG GTG TCT AAC CTT TGG TCA

GAA CCC CTT AAC TTT CAT GAT ATG - 3′

This

study

CH4127

(NI1076-CT21-mid-for) 5′ - CAG GTA GGA ACT CGG TTG AGA ATA

ATA GCC TGG CGC ATG TTC TGG - 3′

This

study

CH4128

(NI1076-CT21-mid-rev) 5′ - GGT CTG GTG TCT AAC CTT TGG CTA

TCT GTT CCT TCT GTC ATT TTG G - 3′

This

study

DL1527 5′ GAA CAT CCT GGC ATG AGC G - 3′ [77]

DL2470 5′ - ATT ATT CTC AAC CGA GTT CCT ACC

TG - 3′

[77]

DL1663 5′ - CCC AAA GGT TAG ACA CCA GAC C - 3′ [77]

DL2368 5′ - GTT GGT AGT GGT GGT GCT G - 3′ [77]

CH4070

(CDI-204-nested) 5´- CAC AGT TGC GGG AGA C - 3′ This

study

CH4071

Ch. 4 primers, cont’d.
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Primer Description Source

(CDI-205-nested) 5´- GGC GCT TTT ATC CGG C - 3′ This

study

CH4058

(NI1076-cdiI1 -Kpn-for) 5′ - GGC GGT ACC ATG AAG AGA CTC CTT

ATT G - 3′

This

study

CH4059

(NI1076-cdiI1 -Xho-rev) 5′ - AAC CTC GAG TTA GAA CCC CTT AAC

TTT CAT - 3′

This

study

CH4060

(NI1076-cdiI2 -Kpn-for) 5′ - AAA GGT ACC ATG ACT TTC GGA AGA

TG - 3′

This

study

CH4061

(NI1076-cdiI2 -Xho-rev) 5′ - AAT CTC GAG CTA TCT GTT CCT TCT

GTC - 3′

This

study

CH4108

(NI1076-CT1-Nco-for) 5′ - AAA CCA TGG TTG AGA ATA ACC TGC

TGG G - 3′

This

study

CH4236

(NI1076-CT1-Xho-rev2) 5′ - AAA CTC GAG TCA TTT CCC AGC CTC

CAT TGC - 3′

This

study

CH4110

(NI1076-CT2-Nco-for) 5′ - TTT CCA TGG TTG AGA ATA ACA GCC

TGG C - 3′

This

study

CH4111

Ch. 4 primers, cont’d.
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Primer Description Source

(NI1076-CT2-Xho-rev) 5′ - TTT CTC GAG TTA TTT TGA TTT TTC

CCC ATG - 3′

This

study

CH4235

(NI1076-CT1-VENNless-

Kpn-for)

5′ - AAA GGT ATG CTG CTG GGT GGC AGT

GAA TGG - 3′

This

study

CH4237

(NI1076-CT2-VENNless-

Kpn-for)

5′ - AAA GGT ACC ATG AGC CTG GCG CAT

GTT CTG G - 3′

This

study

CH5141

(dtpA-Eco-for) 5′ - AAA GAA TTC GAA AGC ACC CCC GTT

AAT ATG GG 3′

This

study

CH5144

(dtpA-VSV-Eco-rev) 5′ - TTC TAG ATT ATT TGC CAA GAC GAT

TCA TTT CAA TAT CAG TAT ACG CTA CGG

CTG CTT TCG - 3’

This

study

CH5142

(dtpA-Y38A-rev) 5′ - CCT TGT AGG CCG GCA TAA CCA AAA

CGT TCC C - 3′

This

study

CH5143

(dtpA-E56Q-rev) 5′ - GGT GAT TGA ATC CGC TTg AGA CAT

ACC C - 3′

This

study

CH5365

(dtpA-Y156A-rev) 5′ - CCG ATG TTG ACG GAC ATG GCG TAC

ATG GTG AAT GC - 3′

This

study

CH5366

Ch. 4 primers, cont’d.
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Primer Description Source

(dtpB -Kpn-for) 5′ - TTT GGT ACC CTT ACG CGT TCA TAC

TTT TCA GG - 3′

This

study

CH4885

(dtpB -Xho-rev) 5′ - AAA CTC GAG GCA AGA ATA ATT AAT

GGC TTT CCG GCG - 3′

This

study

CH5367

(dtpC -Kpn-for) 5′ - TTT GTT ACC GGG AAG TGG CTT GCC

ACT TCC C - 3′

This

study

CH4887

(dtpC -Xho-rev) 5′ - AAA CTC GAG CGA CAG TTA ATC GTT

GCT CTC CTG TAT C - 3′

This

study

CH4529

(puuP -Nco-for) 5′ - TTT CCA TGG CTA TTA ATT CAC CAC

TGA ATA TTG C - 3′

This

study

CH5085

(puuP -Xba-rev) 5′ - TTT TCT AGA CTA TTA CGT TTC ACT

CAC CGG C - 3′

This

study

CH5095

(plaP -Kpn-for) 5′ - TTT GGT ACC ATG TCG CAT AAC GTT

ACT CCA AAC ACC - 3′

This

study

CH5096

(plaP -Xho-rev) 5′ - TTT CTC GAG TTA GC TAC GTC TTC

GTA CTG CGG - 3′

This

study

Ch. 4 primers, cont’d.
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Conclusion

The big picture. Bacteria are capable of inhabiting nearly every niche on Earth. The

result of such dramatic microbial diversity is represented first by an array of metabolic

capabilities, but is also reflected in the multiplicity of small molecules and proteins used

to mediate interactions between bacteria and their surroundings. Examples include the

many nonessential secretion systems bacteria encode for adaptation to specific lifestyles

(see section 1.4) as well as diffusible quorum-sensing molecules used in communication to

control population density [181]. Produced by so-called ”accessory genes”, these proteins

and molecules are not essential for growth, but their benefit clearly outweighs the cost of

replicating and producing them. Indeed, pathogenic bacteria acquire virulence capabil-

ities specifically by expressing proteins associated with pathogenicity islands, which are

by definition large regions of disposable genomic content [182]. Thus, one over-arching

goal of investigating bacterial physiology is to better understand what role all of these

nonessential accessory genes are playing in communities where bacteria are constantly

competing, yet thriving. Ultimately, these findings will both help us to better understand

the pathogens that cause us harm and also introduce us to new genes and proteins that

may prove useful for microbial engineering in the future.

This thesis explores one particular genetic locus that is often associated with patho-

genicity islands in the Proteobacteria - termed contact-dependent growth inhibition
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(cdiBAI ). Although CDI systems are dispensable for growth, when present in a mixed

bacterial community, they exert pressure on neighboring bacteria through the delivery of

toxic proteins (CdiA-CT is the toxin itself). Indeed, due to the strong selection pressure

they pose for CDI-resistant (i.e., cdiI -containing) bacteria in the community, cdiBAI loci

act like plasmid stabilization systems, killing off any cells that have lost the locus and

associated genetic content and thus immunity to CdiA-CT [93]. Therefore, it is thought

that CDI systems might be selfish genetic elements, but also confer a competitive ad-

vantage on the pathogens in which they are found. Although there is work to be done

on the role of CDI in vivo as well as the transcriptional regulation of cdiBAI loci, it is

conceivable that CDI is deployed to interfere with the growth of commensals during the

initial stages of colonization, since CdiA also initiates biofilm formation, is proximity-

dependent, and its activity is apparently restricted to solid surfaces [183, 158] (see Ch.

3). Indeed, T6SSs are another toxin-delivery system used by pathogens (see section 1.4)

which are known to facilitate commensal invasion by Shigella sonnei, Vibrio cholerae,

and Listeria monocytogenes, to name a few [184]. Ch. 2 and Ch. 3 introduce Citrobac-

ter rodentium as a potential mouse infection model for the study of CDI in vivo, which

not only has its own CDI systems that are likely repressed under laboratory conditions

but is also a target for the Class 4 system (section 3). It will be exciting to study CDI

in a natural host-pathogen model in the future to determine when these systems are

expressed and what their true role inside the host is. ruhe2013bama Furthermore, the

study of CDI necessitates a host-pathogen model not only to investigate the possiblity

of its role in pathogen colonization, but also because CDI systems may not actually me-

diate interference competition when they are naturally deployed. Indeed, many lines of

evidence may indicate CDI toxins regulate growth under stressful conditions much like

toxin-antitoxin (TA) systems, which are internally expressed toxins that inhibit bacterial

growth when the antitoxin/immunity protein is selectively degraded, leading to a persis-
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tent state. Persister cells are known to be more antibiotic tolerant and present in biofilms

[185], both of which are also associated with CDI activity [59, 90, 157, 158]. Like TA

systems, CdiA-CTs are genetically paired with a cognate immunity gene that prevents

a CDI+ cell from self-intoxication. Importantly, the range of targets to which any CdiA

protein can deliver toxin is quite small due to the receptor-dependent nature of CdiA-

CT delivery: not only does CdiA require an OM protein to initiate toxin translocation,

but CdiA-CT is incapable of transport across the IM without the aid of a membrane

protein [79, 83] (also see Ch. 4). Moreover, tRNA-degrading CDI toxins can either

target a single species of tRNA, or require a third target cell protein in the cytoplasm

for stability [162, 80]. Thus, CdiA-CTs may require up to 3 checkpoints to intoxicate

a cell. Therefore, if there is a benefit to CDI intoxication, only closely-related bacteria

can receive it. It is generally accepted that the reason TA systems work is due to selec-

tive degradation of the antitoxin protein under stressful conditions, which leads to free

toxin and eventually growth arrest and persistence. Nothing is known of the regulation

of cdiI expression even in rich media, though it is possible we will find that regulated

internal expression of CdiA-CT/CdiI pairs in addition to surface expression of the full

CdiA protein plays a role in CDI physiology. Interestingly, a recent study by Ghosh et

al. revealed that CdiI- cells do become antibiotic tolerant upon receipt of CdiA-CT [90],

suggesting that CDI toxins may also cause persister formation like TA modules. How this

changes in the presence of immunity will be important to understand, especially since

previous studies on a CDI DNase toxin reveal that when bound to its cognate immunity,

the toxin-immunity complex has affinity for DNA [91]. These data present the intriguing

possibility that CDI systems may discriminate between CDI+/- cells and induce gene ex-

pression changes accordingly. Indeed, we have much to learn from CDI systems and how

they mediate cell-cell interactions. This thesis provides a framework for future studies

to build on, in the hopes of improving our understanding of CDI.
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Implications of class 4 CDI. In Chapter 2, I identify a novel CdiA protein (class

4 CdiA) which undergoes lipidation to bind target bacteria at the core of lipopolysac-

charide. In Ch. 3, I use this CdiA protein to explore how O-antigen might affect CDI

in general. Due to its affinity for the conserved LPS core, the identification of CdiA4

not only offers a new tool for synthetic biology but also allows us to investigate CDI

in more natural isolates like Salmonella and Citrobacter. Lastly, the class 4 CDI locus

also introduces a new family of bacterial acyltransferases whose mechanism and diversity

begs to be explored.

LPS is the first non-protein receptor identified for a CdiA protein, meaning class 4

CdiA is less discriminatory than previously identified CDI systems. Additionally, CdiA4

activity can be tuned by replacement of Lys1467 or removal of CdiC (Fig. 2.11). There-

fore, CdiA4 is an intriguing candidate for synthetic biology applications that seek to target

important pathogens of Enterobacterales. Indeed, we have demonstrated that both the

receptor-binding domain and toxin domains are modular. The RBD, for example, could

be used for targeted delivery of cargo such as has been done using the receptor-binding

protein of phage T5 [186]. It is important to note, however, that class II CdiA was also

recently demonstrated to have some affinity for OmpC receptors from other species [116],

and CdiA from Burkholderia appears to rely on LPS as well but perhaps not as a sole

receptor. In contrast with Class 2 CdiA, though, target cells are much less likely to gain

resistance to Class 4 CdiA since it binds directly to the core of LPS. However, resistance

could arise through receptor-independent means as well, such as alternative cell surface

changes that block receptor access. Target cell resistance, though, is an issue for any

synthetic biology application which aims to inhibit cell growth. The second attribute of

Class 4 CDI that makes it a tempting target for engineering purposes is the presence of

an accessory acyltransferase (CdiC), whose role in CDI is to increase the affinity of CdiA

for the LPS core. Lipidation of CdiA4 may be exploited for modulating LPS affinity,
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since the removal or inactivation of CdiC results in 100-fold reduction in growth inhi-

bition in the lab, which may actually have a greater effect in a host environment (see

2.3.3 and 3.3.3). Future work on CdiC and its homologues may reveal new opportunities

for engineering CdiA, perhaps through the addition of alternative fatty acids. Finally,

since we have mapped the receptor-binding activity to the resolution of a single amino

acid, receptor affinity can also be modulated by making modifications to CdiA itself (Fig.

2.7). Thus, taken together, this work provides numerous approaches for using the LPS

RBD or full CdiA4 protein in applications where modulation of binding affinity of the

LPS from several important bacterial genera is needed.

By identifying LPS as a CDI receptor, I also became interested in the potential effect

O-antigen might have on LPS binding, especially since this CdiA protein can inhibit

several more ”wild-type” lab isolates (see Fig. 3.5). Using a lab strain restored for

O-antigen biosynthesis, I found that, perhaps unsurprisingly, LPS binding is mitigated

in the presence of O-antigen (Fig. 3.3). In fact, in shaking liquid broth, O-antigen

appears to completely shield targets from any CdiA protein. Thus, the natural question is

whether this phenomenon translates to natural isolates. Using an insertional mutagenesis

approach to disrupt O-antigen ligase (waaL), we succeeded in removing O-antigen from

the surface of two clinically relevant target species (Salmonella enterica and Citrobacter

rodentium) to test against CdiA4 (Fig. 3.5). However, there appears to be selection

against our insertion since both waaL deficient strains have unexpected phenotypes in

addition to loss of O-side chains that might be interfering with the CdiA-LPS interaction.

Interestingly, one of the phenotypes we observed in a waaL deletion strain appears to

be upregulation of capsule polysaccharide since the colonies are dense and more opaque

(in S. enterica), which results in even more CDI-resistance. Thus, if S. enterica is

upregulating capsule in response to removal of waaL, this is further evidence that surface

polysaccharides do indeed shield natural isolates from CDI systems. Future studies should
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explore this interaction further in the isolates in which CDI systems are found. Indeed,

gaining a better understanding of CdiA’s interactions with the complex cell envelope of

natural isolates will shed light on the physiology of CDI and how it can shape the sessile

biofilm communities in which it is most likely deployed.

In addition to identifying a new CDI receptor, Chapter 2 also introduces a new ac-

cessory lysine acyltransferase: CdiC. CdiC proteins are associated with many CDI loci

in Enterobacterales, all of which appear to be related to the class 4 LPS-binding CdiA

protein. Here, we investigate the activity of a single CdiC protein isolated from E. coli

STEC O31 to understand its role in CDI. However, the identification of this new enzyme

opens up many new avenues of research into modified CdiA proteins and their cognate

acyltransferases. We show that CdiC modifies the receptor-binding domain of CdiA at

lysine 1467 with 3-hydroxydecanoate (Fig. 2.7). Thus, CdiC’s role in CDI is to in-

crease the affinity of CdiA for LPS. CdiC therefore shares both sequence and functional

homology with the toxin-activating acyltransferase (TAAT) family of enzymes, which

modify hemolysin toxins with fatty acids also to increase their affinity for erythrocyte

membranes [28]. Remarkably, the addition of 3-hydroxydecanoate appears to mimic the

Gram-negative outer membrane bilayer composition, which contains N-linked 3-hydrox-

ytetradecanoyl chains at the glucosamine residues of lipid A. Other TAAT homologues

such as HlyC from E. coli UTI89 add 14-, 15-, or 16-carbon saturated fatty acids to their

substrates [29], which mimic the phospholipid composition of the erythrocytes into which

they insert. Indeed, hemolysins are often nontoxic in the absence of lipidation [123]. It

makes sense, then, that a protein destined for the diderm outer membrane would undergo

modification with a fatty acid that more closely resembles the bacterial envelope.

As a first step in the study of diverse CdiC proteins, we tried to complement the

CdiC-deficient class 4 locus from E. coli STEC O31 with two CdiC homologues from

other species that encode class 4 systems. Interestingly, we found that neither non-
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cognate CdiC allele could substitute for the cognate acyltransferase (Fig. 2.12). By

contrast, TAAT proteins can cross-activate non-cognate substrates [187]. Additionally,

hemolysins are Type 1 secretion systems and are thus exported across both membranes

via a C-terminal signal sequence by a dedicated transporter (HlyB) [188], whereas CdiA

is predicted to cross the IM by the Sec translocon using an N-terminal signal sequence.

Unique to CdiA4 is the presence of an extended signal peptide ∼ 60 amino acids long.

These so-called ESPRs are imperfect signals for post-translational IM translocation, and

therefore delay export [189]. We anticipate that the CDI ESPR may provide time for

CdiC to access its substrate in the cytosol. Future work on modified CdiA proteins should

explore the mechanism by which CdiC activates CdiA4, and investigate the potential

diversity of modifications throughout Enterobacterales.

Future directions for CDI pore-forming toxins. Chapters 2 & 3 investigate the

interaction between class 4 CdiA and LPS. Chapter 4, however, focuses on the process of

toxin translocation following OM receptor-binding. In Ch. 4, I identify four inner-mem-

brane proteins required for the activity of two ionophore CDI toxins, and propose possible

mechanisms by which CDI ionophores could exploit these proteins for pore formation.

The findings I present in Ch. 4 help pave the way for more mechanistic investigations

of CDI ionophores but, in the meantime, this study reveals some important insights into

the behavior of CDI ionophore toxin domains.

To determine which proteins are required for the delivery of the two ionophore toxins

introduced in Ch.4, we conducted genetic selections on UV and mariner transposon-

mutagenized pools of target cells to find mutations rendering them CDI-resistant. These

experiments revealed that both toxins uniquely exploit two IM nutrient transporters

interchangeably to exert toxicity. In contrast, all previously characterized CdiA-CTs have

evolved affinity for a single IM protein. The question that arises is: why do both of these
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toxins have the capability of exploiting two receptor/cytoplasmic-entry proteins? As the

process of obtaining CDI-resistant mutants reveals very clearly, redundancy in receptor

selection can ensure targeted cells do not easily evade toxin activity through spontaneous

mutations. It’s possible that other CDI toxins may have even evaded characterization in

the lab due to the difficulty in enriching for CDI-resistance because of redundant receptor

dependencies. Thus, future studies should consider this when uncovering genes involved

in the CDI delivery pathway.

In Ch. 4, we also demonstrate that both newly-characterized CdiA-CTs dissipate the

proton-motive force in target bacteria (see Fig. 4.4). Two other toxins have previously

been described which also have this effect on targets, and both are thought to do so by

forming holes in the IM to allow protons through. However, the channel-forming colicins

(see 1.3), which serve as a model for monomeric bactericidal pore-forming toxins, insert

into the bilayer independent of an IM receptor. Why CdiA-CT ionophores require a

protein partner has yet to be understood. However, we do know that the endonuclease

CdiA-CTs can share almost identical structural homology with non-CDI bactericidal

toxins while evolving CDI-specific features, such as disulfides for providing structure to

an otherwise molten globule domain [83]. It’s possible that CDI ionophores have also

evolved receptor dependence to initiate or aid in folding when in the periplasm, and this

will be an exciting topic for future investigations to explore using the toxin-receptor pairs

identified here.

Interestingly, one clue as to how pore forming CDI toxins achieve membrane de-

polarization comes from the presence of two putative glycine zipper domains in their

C-terminal region (see 4.14). Additionally, a close examination of primary sequence

between both NI1076 CdiA-CTs reveals a short N-terminal putative cytoplasmic en-

try domain (Fig. 4.20), responsible for binding the IM receptor, and a much larger

C-terminal domain that would contain the pore-forming activity. The glycine zippers
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found in the C-terminal region are short: they contain only 2 GxxxG motifs rather than

the 3 typically associated with glycine zipper proteins [30] (Fig. 4.14). However, one of

two identified motifs appears to be conserved in all four ionophores (Fig. 4.14). Glycine

zippers mediate helix-helix packing of transmembrane alpha helices within a membrane,

and could mediate pore formation as has been observed with the vacuolating toxin from

Helicobacter pylori [33]. Therefore, it is tempting to speculate that the imperfect glycine

zippers found in CDI toxins may have evolved to prevent spontaneous bilayer insertion,

such as in the periplasm of the inhibitor cell. During delivery into a target cell, then,

the process of CdiA-CT cleavage would reveal the N-terminal cytoplasmic-entry domain

which might lead to structural changes upon receptor binding.

Even if CDI ionophores use proteins to insert into the membrane, the mystery remains

of how a single toxin containing at most two glycine zipper motifs would be capable of

forming an ion channel. Perhaps an additional role for the IM protein, after enabling

CdiA-CT bilayer entry, is to provide a scaffold for pore formation. One reason this

hypothesis is enticing is because of the behavior of the ionophore immunity proteins; in

contrast to their cognate toxins, these proteins are highly hydrophobic (Fig. 4.21) and

therefore are likely pre-localized to the IM. Indeed, ectopic over-expression of pore-former

immunity proteins but not other CdiI proteins is toxic (data not shown). In order to

inactivate the toxin through direct binding, pre-localized CdiI would then rely on random

diffusion in the bilayer or, alternatively, by directly binding an IM receptor, CdiI would

be poised to block the toxin-receptor binding interaction. To determine how ionophores

disupr the pmf, then, future work may find that studying their immunity proteins will

reveal useful insights into the ionophore mechanism itself.
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